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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last two decades, empirical corporate finance research has grown broader and

broader, incorporating many new research topics and concepts. Many of these topics ad-

dress whether and how firms respond to external forces or pressures such as disruptive

technologies, peaks of venture capital investments, shareholder activism, and investors’

preference changes on ESG. Therefore, my thesis is made up of three empirical corpo-

rate finance papers on corporate innovation and shareholder activism, which answer

the aforementioned question. The first chapter analyzes how firms respond to disruptive

technologies and emerging business opportunities by engaging in corporate venture cap-

ital investments, while the second and third chapters investigate the reaction to hedge

fund activism campaigns and their potential threats.

The first paper in my thesis is about innovation. Corporate innovation research has

proliferated in the last decade, thanks to some leading researchers, such as Xuan Tian at

Tsinghua University. Researchers not only gauge innovation activities by patents but also

start to focus on the patenting examination process and many open innovation strategies.

As a matter of fact, corporate venture capital investments belong to this open innovation.

In the next chapter, I ask whether and how corporate venture capital (CVC) spurs
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changes in firm scope. Using two sets of firm scope metrics, a text-based emerging

business measure and Compustat segment measures, I document that CVC investments

are strongly associated with subsequent firm scope changes of the CVC corporate parent,

including seeding emerging businesses, establishing new divisions, terminating obsolete

divisions, and changing the primary industry. Further evidence is consistent with an

experimentation view about CVC.

The experimentation view postulates that CVC allows a corporate to experiment with

various business opportunities, in which case the manager is uncertain about their final

results. Each CVC deal thus could be regarded as an experiment that creates a real option

for a potential new line of products or activities. Through interacting with the startup

managers and participating in the startup’s operation in a CVC deal, a CVC parent

firm could receive valuable information (called a signal in this chapter) about the future

potential of the new business. A CVC parent finally pins down the best business option

through signals from multiple experiments. As CVC is commonly known as an open

innovation strategy in the innovation toolbox of modern corporations, this chapter helps

to understand the interaction between open innovation and firms’ growth strategies.

In this chapter, I provide some innovative work on identification strategies of CVC

research. First, I introduce a new instrument for CVC investments using the fund inflow

shocks of independent venture capital firms (IVC) in each CVC program’s past syndicate

network. Second, I introduce the US non-stop airline routes as a quasi-natural experi-

ment.

The third and fourth chapters are about hedge fund activism. Hedge fund activism

research has become popular thanks to sharing hand-collected data by Alon Brav and Wei

Jiang. Recently, researchers still actively work on this area by investigating the spillover

impact of HFA campaigns and the impact on ESG performance.

Chapter 3 is a joint research with Ulrich Hege. We explore the impact of hedge fund

activism on corporate asset markets. We find that activist target firms are more likely

2



to receive merger bids, and make more divestitures and fewer acquisitions, in line with

earlier studies. We consider a second channel of activism pressure, the disciplining effect

on firms exposed to activism threats. We propose measures of activism threats at the

firm level and at the industry level, and find that firms exposed to such threats change

their behavior in similar ways, but with subtle differences: they divest more, but are only

marginally more likely to be sold. Only large firms under threat reduce their acquisition

activity, whereas small firms expand it.

Comparing these two parallel channels of hedge fund pressure, we find that they

contribute about equally to the change in deal activity in highly affected industries ex-

posed, with activism threats being more important for acquisitions, and targets more

important for corporate sales. We consider the impact on real asset liquidity: when firms

in affected industries want to simultaneously sell more and buy less assets, then real

asset liquidity shrinks by up to 35%, creating a role for outside liquidity providers. We

find that acquirers from outside the affected industry - private equity funds and listed

firms in other industries - provide liquidity, and more so in industries with high asset

redeployability.

We find evidence that the squeeze on real asset liquidity also affects transaction

prices: seller announcement returns are smaller in corporate sales when industries are

affected by activist pressure (merger bids and divestiture bids), and buyer announcement

returns are (weakly) larger in this case. The effect is stronger in industries with low re-

deployability. However, we find that divestitures done by activist targets resist the price

pressure remarkably well.

Finally, we consider whether activist pressure leads to more efficient transactions.

Isolating the incremental effect of transactions done under activism influence, we find

positive long-run performance effects when corporate transactions are undertaken by ac-

tivism targets; we do not find a similar effect for transactions undertaken under activism

threat. Thus, the direct involvement of hedge fund activists seems necessary to create

3



additional efficiency gains.

Our paper shows that activism creates important market externalities for firms not

directly targeted, by changing the environment and behavior in acquisition markets. It is

not clear that these changes are efficient, but at least small firms disciplined by activism

threats seem to make better acquisitions. Our findings lead to new questions that go

beyond the scope of this paper, for example whether activists reduce or magnify the

cyclicality of real asset markets.

Chapter 4 is based on my second-year thesis. I investigate which kind of targeted

firms benefit the most from hedge fund activism campaigns. I first document that ex-

ante better governance firms experience larger value and performance improvements

after activism campaigns. Moreover, good governance firms operating in relatively com-

petitive industries benefit the most from HFA campaigns among all targeted firms. Both

results are counter-intuitive since ex-ante good governance firms operating in relatively

competitive industries should suffer the least from agency costs and have already oper-

ated on the industry efficiency frontier. As a result, further value improvements should

be minimal. I provide a new explanation for the puzzling results through the success

probabilities of activist campaigns and value improvement conditional on campaign suc-

cess.
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Chapter 2

Corporate Venture Capital and Firm

Scope

2.1 Introduction

Understanding firm scope and the boundary of firms is a central topic in economics and

finance.1 However, there is little empirical work on determinants of firm scope.2 Per-

haps even more surprisingly, despite the prominence of the “Schumpeterian” view that

innovation is the key driving force behind growth and evolution of firms and economies,

there is almost no work contributing to the relationship between corporate innovation

strategies and dynamics of firm scope.3 Therefore, this paper contributes to the empirical

literature on firm scope by studying an open corporate innovation strategy – corporate

1Important milestones in theory of the firm include transaction cost theory (Coase [1937] and
Williamson [1985]) and the property rights approach (Grossman and Hart [1986] and Hart and Moore
[1990]). Recent theoretical work about firm scope includes Hart and Holmstrom [2010].

2As argued recently in Hoberg and Phillips [2018], the traditional conglomerate literature takes firm
scope as given and seldom explores determinants of firm scope.

3Although Bena and Li [2014], Seru [2014], and more recently, Frésard et al. [2020] study corporate
innovation and boundaries of the firm, they do not specifically investigate firm scope, that is the set of
businesses or products a firm operates and offers.
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venture capital investments – popular among large industry leaders.

A corporate venture capital (CVC) program is a venture capital arm affiliated with an

established firm. CVC has grown in recent decades to become an important tool in open

innovation strategies of many leading companies, including tech giants, such as Apple,

Google, and Microsoft. Thus, investigating the impact of CVC on scope changes of those

leading firms is of great importance for both academia and practitioners. Moreover,

given its special characteristics, CVC offers a unique opportunity to discover a new firm

growth (and scope change) strategy, the experimentation strategy, which lies at the heart

of this paper.4

More specifically, this paper asks whether and, more crucially, how CVC spurs firm

scope changes. The hypothesis relies on anecdotal and survey evidence documenting

that establishing a CVC program could help its parent firm (such as Google) to iden-

tify new business opportunities.5 Given the newly identified business opportunities, a

CVC parent firm will naturally integrate those new businesses into its current business

domain, thus reshaping its firm scope. Further evidence is consistent with an experi-

mentation view of CVC investments, with more promising ventures having a stronger

impact on the scope change of parent firms. The organization of findings in the paper is

illustrated in Figure 2.1.

I use two ways to gauge firm scope changes. First, I leverage textual analysis in defin-

ing emerging businesses and count how many emerging businesses are newly added to

each publicly-listed firm’s annual 10-K business description. Emerging businesses are

proxied by “emerging phrases”, the top 5% most popular business short phrases taken

from the union of VC-backed startups’ business descriptions in a given year. (See Fig-

4Compared with other instruments that firms have at their disposal to foster innovation (e.g., in-house
efforts to carry out R&D and create new intellectual property, acquisitions of research results or innovative
startups, the recruitment of employees with new expertise), CVC offers the advantage that firms initial
investment decisions, as well as metrics of investment outcomes, can be observed hence offering an exciting
view on the use of experimentation in firm strategy.

5The evidence and surveys are documented in Section 2.2. However, the precise mechanism by which
it happens is not documented in the survey or the anecdotal evidence.
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ure 2.3 for a quick view.) Second, I use Compustat Segment data to construct variables

for scope changes, including establishing new divisions (segments), terminating obsolete

divisions, and changing the corporate primary industry.6

In both cases, I find that CVC investments are strongly associated with a subsequent

change of firm scope. Specifically, a CVC parent, on average, adds 1.5 (100%) more

emerging phrases into the firm’s 10-K annual business description than those industry-

year peers without CVC investments within two years after CVC deals. Moreover, firms

are around 60% more likely to establish a new division (operating in a new industry) and

around 35% more likely to remove an old division within the next two years following

the CVC investment decision.7

Having documented these basic facts, I turn to scrutinizing the channel through

which CVC helps identify new business opportunities and ultimately spurs firm scope

change. The empirical evidence is consistent with an experimentation view of CVC

investments. The experimentation view postulates that CVC allows a corporation to ex-

periment with various business opportunities, in which case the manager is uncertain

about their final results.

Each CVC deal could be regarded as an experiment that creates a real option for a

potential new line of products or activities [Keil et al., 2008]. Through interacting with

the startup managers and participating in the startup’s operation in a deal, a CVC parent

firm could receive valuable information (which I call a “signal” in this paper) about the

future potential of the relevant business. Crucially, these signals help pinpoint promising

and new business opportunities and avoid those business “traps”. The experimentation

strategy is a logical response to identify good business opportunities under huge uncer-

6These two methods are actually complementary. While Compustat Segment measures capture larger
changes, they are coarse in terms of measuring scope dynamics. The text-based emerging business measure
is more granular and captures popular businesses that are not only new relatively to the CVC parent firm
but also new relatively to the US economy as a whole.

7The corporate primary industry change takes effect over a longer horizon: within three to five years
after investments.
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tainty in the VC industry [Kerr et al., 2014, Ewens et al., 2018].

There are two sets of evidence supporting the experimentation hypothesis. First, un-

der high uncertainty in VC investments, diversifying CVC deals across industries and

business areas is a necessary step to increase the odds of discovering promising business

opportunities. Consistent with this hypothesis, I find that industry diversification is pop-

ular among CVC programs, and the more diversified a program’s investment strategy

is, the more likely its parent firm conducts scope changes. Second, I test the signaling

and winner-picking. I estimate two discrete choice models [McFadden, 1973] about the

industry choice of establishing a new division and seeding an emerging business, re-

spectively. I find that, conditional on CVC investments, receiving a good signal from an

invested startup is strongly associated with the choice of establishing a new division or

adding emerging phrases in the startup’s industry, where the signal is only observable

after CVC deals but not before.8 Moreover, CVC parents only react to signals, the private

information obtained from their own CVC deals, and do not react to public information,

such as industry IPO waves.

Adding to established evidence that firms experiment for future growth directions

through CVC, I then sharpen the causality between CVC and firm scope and exclude an

alternative story for my results: it is the business opportunity that drives CVC invest-

ments and the further firm scope changes.

I introduce a new instrument for CVC investments using fund inflow shocks of in-

dependent venture capital firms (IVC) in each CVC program’s past syndicate network.9

The idea of the instrument is that, if an independent VC firm j (IVC j) receives a positive

fund inflow shock today, and meanwhile, the CVC Firm i is in IVC j’s past syndicate

8It is challenging to measure those signals since they are private information transmitting from startups
to CVC firms. Therefore, I proxy signals in the empirical exercises using the startups’ IPO, acquisition,
bankruptcy, and patent growth information.

9Independent venture capital firms (IVC) are simply the traditional VC firms with a limited partnership
as the organizational form. I call them IVC to distinguish them from CVC. Furthermore, IVC terminology
is widely used in the CVC literature, for example, Chemmanur et al. [2014] and Ma [2020].
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network, then the IVC j is very likely to initiate new deals and invite CVC Firm i, its old

partner, to join in its new investments.10 Alternatively, IVC j could simply recommend

some deals to the connected CVC.11

Notably, the fund inflow shocks are idiosyncratic across IVCs, orthogonal to any VC

industry investment opportunities and technology shocks. I construct my instrument

following the recent Granular IV (GIV) approach developed in Gabaix and Koijen [2020].

More precisely, the GIV is the sum of the idiosyncratic fund inflow shocks of those IVCs

in the past 5-year syndicate network of each CVC program.

The instrument works on a small sample of U.S.-listed firms that have already started

CVC investments in the past, thus, enjoying IVC networks today. In both the first and

second stage regressions involving these CVC firms, I control for their past IVC network

size and IVC characteristics (average age and past IPO performance) in the network, as

well as the past three-year CVC investments. I document that my instrument strongly

predicts the continuation of investments by a CVC program. In the second stage, I find

that the number of CVC deals positively predicts firm scope changes measured by both

the emerging phrases and Compustat segment dummies.

In the last section of my paper, I investigate two extensions. First, I use U.S. direct

and indirect airline routes (following Bernstein et al. [2016]) between the geographical

location of CVC parent firm and the startup in a CVC deal to generate plausibly ex-

ogenous variation in the treatment intensity of CVC deals, that is the extent to which

a CVC manager interacts with startup managers. Controlling for various fixed effects,

I document that CVC deals with higher treatment intensity are more likely to lead to

subsequent firm scope changes by CVC parents. Second, I investigate value creation in-

10Here is an example of the invitation: between 1994 and 2000, Cisco Systems (a large industrial firm)
was invited into 13 syndications led by Sequoia Capital (a pure VC firm), as documented in Ferrary [2010].

11The idea is based on previous findings in VC and CVC literature: (1) syndicate networks are crucial in
the VC world, and many IVCs invite their old partners in the previous syndicate network to join in their
new deals [Hochberg et al., 2007, 2010, Keil et al., 2010]; (2) IVC is the largest deal source of most CVC
programs. IVC usually recommends deals to CVC or offers “deal flow” to CVC [MacMillan et al., 2008].
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volving post-CVC firm scope changes. I find that most value creation by CVC actually

derives from post-CVC firm scope changes, i.e., division creations and removals. This

result helps rule out the empire-building hypothesis regarding CVC investments as pet

projects.

The paper is related to three broad strands of the literature. First, this paper is related

to canonical literature regarding firm scope, dating back to Teece [1980] and Panzar and

Willig [1981] in economics and Lang and Stulz [1994], Berger and Ofek [1995], and La-

mont [1997] in finance. Recently, Hoberg and Phillips [2021] document that 21st century

US firms usually expand their businesses across related industries and thus are immune

to the well-known diversification discount. In this paper, I find a new mechanism of

scope change by US-listed firms through CVC experimentation.

Second, the paper contributes to the experimentation literature in entrepreneurial

finance, such as Manso [2016] and Ewens et al. [2018]. Specifically, Ewens et al. [2018]

find that recent VC firms adopt a new experimentation strategy in their investments,

so-called the “spray and pray” strategy, especially after the cost of starting software

and internet-related ventures drops significantly. There is one key difference between

their experimentation and my experimentation – the goal. While VC firms engage in

experimentation to search for “unicorns”, CVC firms aim to figure out optimal growth

directions for company’s future.

Third, the paper contributes to the VC literature, and more precisely, the CVC litera-

ture pioneered by Gompers and Lerner [2000] and Hellmann [2002]. Previous literature

documents that established firms in more competitive industries [Fulghieri and Sevilir,

2009, Kim et al., 2016], in industries with higher technology uncertainty [Basu et al.,

2011] and low intellectual property protection [Dushnitsky and Lenox, 2005], with lower

institutional ownership [Tian and Ye, 2018], and firms experiencing deterioration of in-

ternal innovation [Ma, 2020] are more likely to conduct CVC investments. I complement

the aforementioned studies by relating CVC to firm scope changes of its parent corpo-
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ration. Another closely related CVC paper is Shan [2019]. He studies how the ex-ante

product and technology distances between startups and established firms influence de-

cisions between acquisitions and CVC investments by established firms. In contrast, my

paper addresses the broad questions whether CVC investments lead to changes in firm

scope, and whether there is evidence in support of the experimentation view of CVC

strategies.12

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the background of

CVC and develops the hypotheses; Section 2.3 describes the data and summary statis-

tics; Section 2.4 provides the basic facts between CVC and firm scope changes; Section

2.5 studies CVC as an experimentation process; Section 2.6 provides the identification

between CVC and firm scope changes. The last section concludes the paper.

2.2 Background and Hypothesis Development

This section starts with the institutional background of corporate venture capital (CVC).

A CVC deal is formally defined as a minority equity investment by an established cor-

poration in a privately held entrepreneurial company [Dushnitsky, 2012]. Alternatively,

one can interpret a CVC program as the venture capital arm affiliated with an established

corporation (such as Google Venture affiliated with Google).

CVC departs from traditional VC firms mainly in three key aspects. First, whereas

traditional venture capital firms solicit funding from prospective limited partners, fund-

ings for investments of a CVC program mostly come from its unique corporate parent.

Second, around two-thirds of CVC programs do not have a dedicated fund structure

(including a fixed fund lifetime); instead, they are more akin to “discretionary” or “ever-

12Although he also uses textual measure based on the 10-K and startup’s businesses, his measure is very
different compared with mine. He uses the textual measure to gauge the ex-ante difference of businesses
and technologies between startups and established firms, while I construct the emerging phrases to proxy
emerging businesses in the economy.
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green” funds: they invest when investment opportunities arrive [MacMillan et al., 2008].

The third, and the most important feature is that, although seeking financial returns

remains an essential objective, in most cases, a CVC program also seeks strategic goals for

its corporate parent, such as identifying new technology, seeking new growth opportuni-

ties, and importing innovation into existing business units [Siegel et al., 1988, MacMillan

et al., 2008]. Regarding the strategic goals, CVC literature has reached a consensus about

its importance. Chesbrough [2002] argues that if CVC investments were uncoupled from

corporate strategies and operating capabilities and were only motivated by prospect of

financial gains, then shareholders of CVC parent would do better by investing in IVC

funds instead.

Strategic management scholars have conducted various interview-based surveys to-

ward CVC managers worldwide to understand their strategic goals.13 There are two

strategic objects frequently appearing in these surveys. The first is to offer a window

for new technology (open innovation); the second one, which is more likely to be ne-

glected, is that CVC investments could help to identify new business opportunities for

its corporate parent.

For example, in a recent survey of 48 large CVC programs conducted by the Na-

tional Venture Capital Association (NVCA), more than half of CVC managers report that

identifying new markets and new business directions are critical strategic aims of the

programs [MacMillan et al., 2008]. Other survey evidence supporting the CVC objective

in finding new business opportunities lies in Winters and Murfin [1988], Sykes [1990],

McNally [1997], and Ernst and Young [2009]. This paper’s hypothesis is thus developed

on this second important strategic objective.

Therefore, I argue that CVC programs and CVC investments can help firms to iden-

tify new business opportunities. (See Figure 2.1 for an illustration). After identifying

an opportunity (say an emerging business), a CVC parent firm will naturally integrate

13For a summary, see Dushnitsky [2012].
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the emerging business into its current business, thus changing the firm scope. I use

two distinct but complementary approaches to measure those changes in firm scope: on

the one hand, I use textual analysis to identify emerging businesses in the US economy

and further gauge the business integration of those emerging businesses by CVC parents

through SEC annual 10-K filings; on the other hand, I deploy the traditional Compustat

Segment dataset in measuring firm scope change (see Figure 2.1).

A natural follow-up question is about how CVC helps to identify new business op-

portunities (see the question mark in Figure 2.1). In this paper, I argue that it is a learning-

through-experimentation story. More generally, this story is in line with the “long-shot

bets” feature of VC investments documented in the literature with very few “unicorn”

startups reaching big successes [Bergemann and Hege, 2005].

The experimentation hypothesis postulates that CVC investments allow a corporate

to experiment various business opportunities before making large-scale investment de-

cisions, reflecting that the manager is uncertain about their final results. Each CVC deal

thus could be regarded as an experiment that creates a real option for a potential new line

of products or activities [Keil et al., 2008]. Through interacting with the startup managers

and participating in the startup’s operation in the deal, a CVC parent firm can receive

valuable information (called it a signal in this paper) about the future potential of this

new business. Crucially, the signal can contain both soft and hard information, which is

not available without investments and interactions with CVC-backed startups.14 A CVC

parent finally pins down the best business option according to the various positive and

negative signals received from multiple experiments.

In the strategic management literature, this view is supported by Keil et al. [2008]

who conducted several interviews of CVC program’s senior managers and argue that

CVC is a process of “disembodied experimentation” in learning the knowledge from

14Keil et al. [2008] argues that the knowledge regarding emerging business from CVC-backed startups
are usually non-codified or colloquial information. Accessing the knowledge is possible only if the firm
accesses to the community, the VC industry.
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CVC-backed startups. In one of Keil et al. [2008]’s interviews, a CVC manager recalls

that

If the [venture] turns out to be something important, you have to put in your

own machines (page 1485). Sometimes we just speak up and say: ‘That will

never work. I have seen it! Guys, that’s complete nonsense, I have seen the

total opposite [failure] here in a start-up.’ (page 1490)

This view is also a good application of Ewens et al. [2018]’s experimentation theory.

Ewens et al. [2018] document that many VCs start to conduct a “spray and pray” strat-

egy in response to the reduced cost of initiating businesses in the software and internet-

related industry. More specifically, VCs spray their deals to more ventures in the early

investment stage and also abandon more when they receive bad signals from startups.

Interestingly, the software and internet-related industry is the sector with the most inten-

sive CVC deal activity.

The view is also supported by Lerner [2012] who argues that CVC has the function

of leveraging limited resources to pursue or test a variety of technology options. Its

cost-saving function is crucial when an established firm needs to test a large number of

technology options. CVC also helps to quickly pull the plug of unpromising initiatives in

the experiments, while the inside project will never stop optimally as the internal R&D

manager has a strong incentive to hide unfavorable signals [Seru, 2014].

Two empirical predictions could be derived from the experimentation view. First,

given the purpose of experimentation to resolve future uncertainty and figure out the

best growth opportunity, a CVC program should necessarily diversify its deals across

technology fields and industries. Therefore, we should expect that CVC programs with

higher degree of diversification strategies are more likely to pin down a good business

opportunity and ultimately lead to business changes (firm scope changes). Second, firms

should conduct “winner picking” in choosing the industry in which they start a new
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business. Specifically, they should only establish a new division in an industry where

they receive positive signals from CVC experiments. Similarly, when a negative signal

arrives, they should quickly pull the plug and avoid a “business trap”.

2.3 Data and Sample Selection

2.3.1 CVC Sample

The raw data of my CVC sample is extracted from the Thomson Reuters SDC Ventur-

eXpert Database. Following Chemmanur et al. [2014] and Ma [2020], I start with a list

of 1,248 US corporate-affiliated venture capital firms as reported by VentureXpert.15 I

then manually link these CVC program names with historical names of CRSP and Com-

pustat firms (provided by WRDS) by checking various sources from Google, Factiva,

LexisNexis, and PitchBook. This step helps me to identify the corporate parent(s) of each

CVC program. As VentureXpert sometimes mislabels some CVC programs as IVCs or

other types, I conduct an extensive search among all VC types following Hellmann et al.

[2008] and supplement the above beginning CVC list with extra 35 CVC firms. Taken

together, I obtain 623 unique CVC firms (programs) affiliated with either CRSP firms or

Compustat firms from 1980 to 2017.

In the next step, I impose extra filters on these 623 CVC firms/programs by requir-

ing that (1) the corporate parent of CVC is incorporated in the US and is not operated

in financial industries (SIC code starting with 6); (2) only a single corporate parent is

matched to the CVC; (3) the CVC program is not initiated by financial division(s) of

company, such as GE Capital Equity Group or Exxon Pension Fund, as these CVCs most

15In detail, these VCs are Non-Financial Corporate Affiliate or Subsidiary Partnership, Venture/PE Sub-
sidiary of Non-Financial Corporation, Venture/PE Subsidiary of Other Companies NEC, Venture/PE Sub-
sidiary of Service Providers, Direct Investor/Non-Financial Corporation, Direct Investor/Service Provider,
SBIC Affiliate with Non-Financial Corporation, and Non-Financial Corporate Affiliate or Subsidiary. In
addition, I require the VC firms located in the US.
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likely seek financial goals but no strategic goals in their investments.

The final CVC sample contains 497 CVC programs launched by 448 unique public

corporations, investing in CVC at least once in the sample period, with around 11,300

deals. Finally, VentureXpert also provides a 4-digit primary SIC code for each startup.

The SIC code allows me to match each CVC deal to the Compustat Historical Segment

Database (by the SIC-3) and further sort deals into unrelated or related deals.16 The

unrelated CVC deals, those not related to the corporate parent’s existing divisions or

businesses, account for about 52% of total CVC deals sample.

Figure 2.2 plots the annual aggregate CVC investments by US public (non-financial)

corporations in Compustat database. Investments are measured by (1) the number of

deals (left axis) and (2) the fraction of deals among all VC deals (right axis).

2.3.2 Sample for Firm Scope Change

Textual Data on Emerging Business

To obtain a textual measure capturing time-varying emerging businesses in the US econ-

omy, I combine two text sources from VentureXpert and from the SEC digital filing sys-

tem (EDGAR).

First, I download a detailed business description for each US-based VC-backed startup

from VentureXpert.17 I group a set of startups’ detailed business descriptions into a

yearly single corpus, where the set contains all active VC-backed startups receiving VC

funding in a given year. I drop common words and stop words and form short phrases

16An unrelated CVC deal is defined as a deal with the entrepreneurial company’s SIC-3 code not match-
ing with any SIC-3 codes of CVC corporate parent. A conglomerate firm has multiple SIC-3 codes, whereas
a stand-alone firm has a single SIC-3 code.

17One caveat of this approach is that those startups’ business descriptions are not historical but are
updated to the date of data downloading.
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(each containing two single words) for any two adjacent words in each sentence.18 Next,

I define each year’s “emerging phrases” set as those short phrases that are most widely

used by the VC-backed startup community during that year. More precisely, I select the

top 5% most frequently-used short phrases from the yearly startup corpus. Approxi-

mately 30 short phrases that represent too general businesses (for example, “business

service” or “product service”) are excluded manually.

Ideally, each emerging phrase represents an emerging business that is popular among

the startup community. I call them “emerging phrases” under the implicit assumption

that any popular businesses in the VC industry should be novel and emerging relatively

to any businesses of US listed firms. Figure 2.3 shows two examples of the emerging

phrases set in 2000 and 2017 using word clouds. As shown in Panels A and B, emerging

phrases significantly evolve over time. The emerging phrase often relates to “internet”

and “e-commerce” during the 2000s (the internet bubble period), while, in the most

recent year of my sample, more “tech buzzwords” are included, such as “artificial intel-

ligence”, “virtual reality”, “online platform”, and “digital health”. More words clouds of

emerging phrases are plotted in the Online Appendix.

I then search for these emerging phrases in listed companies’ business descriptions.

I obtain the US public listed firms’ business descriptions from the annual 10-K filings

following Hoberg and Phillips [2016]. First, I download all the 10-K filings from the SEC

EDGAR system with Python automation scripts. Following Hoberg and Phillips [2016],

I extract the Item 1 (Business Description) as my text source of firms’ business in my

regression sample, including those 450 US firms with CVC investments and other firms

without CVC deals.

In the main analysis, I search the emerging phrases in each 10-K filing in order to

identify any emerging businesses that are newly integrated by CVC parents as well as

by other public listed firms with no CVC investments. The detailed procedures are in

18The online appendix lists those common words and stop words. Stop words are mainly from the
NLTK.
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Section 2.4.1.

Compustat Segment Data

To obtain traditional measures of firm scope changes, I begin with all firms and their

segments listed in Compustat Historical Segment Database for 1980-2017.19 For each

segment observation, I require that the segment primary SIC code (item SICS1) is not

missing, as well as the segment sales being non-negative. Next, within each firm, I ag-

gregate sales and total assets of raw segments by SIC-3 industries. I refer to the resulting

firm-industry-year observations as the divisions. Thus, a division is equivalent to oper-

ating in the associated SIC-3 industry.

Next, I construct three dummies, one dummy for creating a new division, one for

removing an obsolete division, and one for the change of corporate primary industry,

using the divisions reporting information of each firm. Establishing a new division is

identified if the firm reports a new division with its SIC-3 code appearing in the first

time in the company history. In other words, a division creation means that the firm

steps into a new industry for the first time. Similarly, removing an old division means

that a firm stops reporting a division with a certain SIC-3 code and this division is never

reported again.20 Finally, the primary corporate industry is defined as the industry of

the division with the largest sales in the year.21

Of course, I am fully aware of the potential drawback of using Compustat Segment

Data to capture business changes. As recently argued by Hoberg and Phillips [2021],

firms tend to under-report their true industry scope in the Compustat Segment Database.

19Following the recent conglomerate study by Matvos et al. [2018], I include only business segments
during the data retrieving and further keep only observations of unrestated segments by choosing the
SRCDATE that exactly matches to DATADATE.

20In the creation and removal of the division, I do not consider the temporary change (turnover) to
reduce the noise of the measure.

21I do not choose the Compustat company-level historical SIC code in gauging the industry change since,
in the full Compustat sample (not CRSP/Compustat), the item SICH is missing for about one-third of the
firm-year sample.
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Moreover, the recent SFAS 131 regulation change in 1997 requires that managers report

segments based on how managers themselves internally evaluate operating performance

(management approach). Prior to this rule change, segment reporting was instead based

on an industry approach. Therefore, the newly established division before and after 1997

might not be comparable, and we should expect more new reported divisions after the

1997 fiscal year.

To tackle these different challenges, I split the sample into the periods before and after

1997 and conduct robustness checks for the two subsamples. Furthermore, I replicate and

obtain Hoberg and Phillips [2021]’s textual segments (divisions) based on the overlap

between 10-K Item 1 business description and SIC (NAIC) industry description. The

textual segments are immune from the criticism as mentioned above. In the Online

Appendix, I show that my results do not change if I use the textual-based segments to

construct dummies of the firm scope change.

2.3.3 Other Data Sources and Summary Statistics

As discussed in the Introduction, this paper uses two different identification strategies

to estimate CVC’s impact on firm scope change: the fund inflow shocks of independent

venture capital firms and the US non-stop airline routes. First, I obtain information

regarding independent venture capital firms again from SDC VentureXpert. I measure

and proxy the fund inflow shocks using data from SDC VentureXpert and PitchBook.

Second, the US non-stop airline routes are downloaded from the T-100 Domestic Segment

Database in the United States Department of Transportation. Furthermore, I get the

distribution of US metropolitan statistical areas (MSA) from the US Census Bureau.

Table 2.1 Panel A presents the summary statistics of the firm-year sample, the sample

used in most regression analysis. Following CVC literature (Ma [2020]), industries (3-

digit SIC) with no CVC activities during the whole sample period are excluded entirely.
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All variables (except dummies) are winsorized at the 1% and 99% levels. Key variable

constructions are illustrated in the Appendix 2.9.1. As shown in Table 2.1, firms with

CVC investments are larger in firm size, are more profitable measured by ROA, and

more likely to be a conglomerate.

2.4 CVC and Change of Firm Scope

To start, I provide some strong suggestive evidences about CVC and firm scope changes.

The main challenge of these tests is a lack of proper metric on the change of firm scope.

Even if one might expect that CVC firms would integrate emerging businesses follow-

ing CVC investments, how could we empirically measure it? Section 2.4.1 provides the

first answer using the text-based “emerging phrases”, while Section 2.4.2 provides a sec-

ond answer based on the traditional Compustat Segment measures. Lastly, I leave the

identification for causality in the next section.

2.4.1 Evidence on Emerging Business

Given the hypothesis development in Section 2.2, it is ultimately an empirical question

whether CVC leads to changes in firm scope. One way to capture firm scope change is

to gauge the emerging business integration by CVC parents as well as by their industry

peers using textual analysis. I estimate the following regression,

EmergingPhrasesi,t+1 = βD(CVC)i,t + γXi,t + υt × ιj + (τi) + εi,t (2.1)

where EmergingPhrasesi,t+1 denotes the number of “emerging phrases” – those top 5%

business short phrases most popular among the startup community (see Figure 2.3) –

that are newly added into the Firm i’s 10-K Item 1 (business description) in Year t+1. (By

saying “newly added”, I mean that the phrases are found in Year t+1’s 10-K but not in
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Year t’s 10-K.) Intuitively, this measure captures newly added businesses that are new

relatively to the CVC parent’s old businesses and also new to the whole US economy.22

D(CVC) is a dummy equal to 1 if the firm conducts at least one CVC deal in Year t.

Firm-level controls (X) include Firm Size, Tobin’s Q, ROA, R&D, Leverage, Capx., HHI,

D(Conglomerate), Firm Age, as well as two mechanical textual measures: the number of

any new short phrases appearing in the 10-K Item 1 and the total length of 10-K Item 1.

Before delving into regression results, I illustrate the regression design in Figure

2.4. Take Google as an example. Suppose the Google CVC program (Google Venture)

invests in startups in 2016, and during that year, the set of emerging phrases includes

“virtual reality”, “digital health”, and “smart home”. Then I search in Google’s 2017

10-K these three emerging phrases. The dependent variable thus counts the number of

2016 emerging phrases newly added in 2017’s 10-K. The intuition is that, when Google

invests in CVC in 2016, it helps Google to identify new business opportunities such as

digital health, and one year after investment (2017), Google should be more likely to add

it into its own portfolio of businesses.

Table 2.2 corroborates that CVC investments are strongly correlated with adding new

emerging phrases. As shown in Column (1) (Column (4)), on average, a CVC parent will

add 0.78 (0.68) more emerging phrases compared with its industry-year peers in the first

year (second year) after investment. This amount of increase translates into 100% of the

sample average (0.75). In Columns (2) and (3), I split D(CVC) into two dummies, D(CVC

Unrelated) and D(CVC Related), according to whether the startup in the deal is related

to the parent firm’s current business. The regressions suggest that both related and

unrelated deals could lead to the emerging business integration, with the effect being

stronger for related ones in Year t+1. Finally, the result is very robust with firm fixed

effects.
22Those popular businesses in the VC-backed startups’ community should be new and emerging. Oth-

erwise, there is no reason that VC will invest in those companies. The emerging characteristic could be a
new technology, a new business model, or a new industry or product.
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Figure 2.5 turns to scrutinizing the usage of new “emerging phrases” in the years

around each CVC deal. The point estimates (from OLS) and confidence intervals are

taken from the following regression specification,

EmergingPhrasesi,t =
+5

∑
k=−3

γkD(CVC Unr; k)i,t +
+5

∑
k=−3

αkD(CVC Rel; k)i,t + βX+ τi + υt + εi,t

(2.2)

EmergingPhrasesi,t simply counts the number of newly added emerging phrases in Year

t’s 10-K.
{

D(CVC Unr; k)
}+5

k=−3 denotes a set of nine dummies in the [-3, +5] year win-

dow around each unrelated CVC deal. As an example, D(CVC Unr;+3) is equal to 1 if

the firm-year observation is the third year after an unrelated CVC deal. A similar set-up

applies to
{

D(CVC Rel; k)
}+5

k=−3 for CVC related deals. τi and υt are firm and year fixed

effects, respectively.

Figure 2.5 shows that the “treatment” effect of CVC deals mainly lies within the

two years after investments, whereas there is no significant effect before and three years

after the investment. This is intuitive since old CVC deals (say the deals in 2010) could

not help identify any current emerging business opportunities in 2014, and neither do

future deals in 2018. In other words, CVC deals perform the best in helping identify

contemporaneous business opportunities.

Next, do CVC parents add new emerging phrases that directly correspond to the

specific CVC deals? For example, CVC deals related to artificial intelligence should pre-

dict the adding of “artificial intelligence” into the 10-K. Table 2.3 answers this question.

First, I sort each emerging phrase into one of the eight VentureXpert VEIC industries ac-

cording to the industry of those startups that use the emerging phrases to describe their

businesses.23 As shown in the main diagonal, CVC deals in Industry j usually predict

the Industry j specific emerging phrases newly added into the firm’s 10-K annual report.

23This sorting is non-exclusive. Take an example: Artificial Intelligence is sorted into both Computer
Software and Internet Specific industries.
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Finally, a natural concern is how long a CVC parent retains emerging phrases in

its subsequent annual 10-Ks (after adding them). Panel C and D of Figure 2.3 answer

the question, where Panel C plots the words cloud of the top 50 frequent emerging

words newly added into CVC parents’ business descriptions within the three years after

investments.24 Consistent with the intuition, more general phrases (such as information

technology) are more likely to be added than those tech buzzwords across the CVC

firms sample.25 Furthermore, Panel D plots the distribution of years of survival for each

emerging phrase after being added into the business of a CVC parent. On average, each

phrase survives in the next 2.5 years, with more than 75% at least surviving in the next

annual 10-K report.

2.4.2 Evidence on Dynamics of Firm Segments

An alternative method to measure firm scope change is to explore the Compustat Seg-

ment data. The following logit model thus examines whether CVC leads to future firm

scope changes using division (segment) measures. The empirical model takes the fol-

lowing form, on the firm-year panel with all US public firms in non-financial industries,

D(Scope Change)i,t+1:t+k = βD(CVC)i,t + γXi,t + υt × ιj + (τi) + εi,t (2.3)

where D(Scope Change) corresponds to three different dummies for firm scope changes

as illustrated in Section 2.3.2. Regarding establishing new divisions and removing obso-

lete divisions, I examine them within the next two years after each CVC deal, whereas I

identify the change of primary corporate industry (SIC-3) in the next three to five years.

Later, I will provide evidence about why I choose those specific intervals. The regression

sample is further adjusted to alleviate the potential survivorship bias.26

24There are 2,081 emerging phrases added by CVC parents, with 512 unique phrases.
25Many words in Panel C also relate to software and the internet, consistent with the fact that around

50% of CVC-backed startups operate in the SIC-3 737 industry, the software service industry.
26Specifically, in Panel A of Table 2.4, I require that each firm observation survives, at least, in the next

two years. For panel B, I require each firm observation to survive, at least, in the next five years.
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Table 2.4, Panel A (Columns 1 – 3) investigates post-CVC division creations, where

the dependent variable is a dummy equal to 1 if the firm creates at least one new division

(in a new industry) within the next two years.27 In Columns (2) and (3), I split the D(CVC)

into two dummies, D(CVC Unrelated) and D(CVC Related), according to whether the

startup in the deal is matchable to the CVC parent’s business using SIC-3 codes.28

In Panel A, the coefficients of both D(CVC) and D(CVC Unrelated) are positive and

statistically significant, but not the coefficient of D(CVC Related). It implies that firms are

more likely to create a new business (in a new industry) within the next two years follow-

ing unrelated CVC investments, consistent with the prediction in Section 2.2. Unrelated

CVC deals help its corporate parent to identify new business opportunities outside its

current business domain and further prompt the firm to integrate the new business.

The marginal effect is very significant: the probability increased by conducting CVC

unrelated deals is about 4.91%, equivalent to 57% of the unconditional probability of

creating new divisions in the sample.

The finding that related deals have no impact on division creation is simple: the

dummy-version firm scope change is a pretty coarse measure, without capturing gran-

ular changes of businesses within a SIC-3 code. Therefore, even though related deals

are strongly associated with business changes in firm’s current domain when measured

by rather granular “emerging phrases”, the same effect does not show when applying

segment dummies in Table 2.4.

Turn to Columns 4-6 in Panel A, I obtain a similar pattern on post-CVC divisions

removal: firms are 2.73% – 5.02% more likely to remove existing divisions within the

next two years following CVC deals. Again, the impact is only confined to unrelated

deals.
27See Section 2.3.2 for details.
28Furthermore, in Columns (1) and (2), I add the high dimensional industry by year fixed effect to absorb

any industry shocks driving the firm scope change, as studied in Harford [2005a] and Maksimovic and
Phillips [2008], while the firm fixed effect is controlled in Column (3).
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In Panel B, the dependent variable is instead a dummy of changing a firm’s primary

corporate industry in the next three to five years (in the next four to six years in Columns

(4) to (6)). As shown by the coefficients, CVC investments (only unrelated deals) signif-

icantly lead to the future change of the primary corporate industry. If I instead identify

industry change within the next two years, there is no effect. It suggests that any change

of the main industry takes longer time than division creation or removal. This timing

makes sense since it takes time for the newly established business to grow and become

the core business. Indeed, as shown in Panel C of Table 2.1, there are 104 industry

changes taking place within 3-5 years following unrelated CVC deals, and 43 of them

are attributable to the continuing growth of the newly established division which finally

turns to the new primary business.

To investigate the choice of those specific intervals of the scope change dummies,

Figure 2.6 studies the scope change activities in the [-3 Year, +5 Year] window around

CVC investments. The regression specification is the same as Figure 2.5. For simplicity,

only the coefficients of unrelated CVC deals are plotted since I do document that only

unrelated deals impose significant impacts in Table 2.4.29

The result of Figure 2.6 closely mirrors Table 2.4: CVC investments lead to division

creations and terminations in the next three years and further push the changes of the

industry in the fourth to the fifth year. Nevertheless, there is no pre-CVC increase or

decrease in the three years before. The joint tests of the difference between the coefficients

of three years before and three years after in Panel A and B are significant: p = 0.0279 and

p = 0.0166, respectively. Interestingly, division removal seems to be usually concomitant

with division creations, which appears to be an indicate that CVC investments accelerate

the process of creative destruction, with firms adjusting their portfolio of activities to

changing technologies and markets.

29However, the complete estimate results are shown in the online appendix.
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2.4.3 More Discussions

All told, the launch of a CVC program is associated with the firm scope change of its

parent firm using both measures. However, potential endogeneity issues still could con-

taminate the baseline results. There are three different sources of endogeneity. First, firms

with some obsolete businesses or technologies are more likely to leverage on CVC to ob-

tain new ideas, which finally leads to firm scope changes [Ma, 2020]. Second, in contrast

to the story that CVC facilitates to identify new business opportunities, the emergence of

new technology or new business opportunities might incentivize the manager to invest

in CVC (reverse causality in the first arrow of Figure 2.1). Third, after deciding to enter

the CVC foray, choosing between CVC-related and unrelated deals is endogenous.

Unfortunately, the CVC literature is silent on tackling this kind of complicated en-

dogeneity. Therefore, I introduce a new IV strategy using independent VC firm’s fund

inflow as the source of exogenous variation in Section 2.6. But before elaborating this IV,

I will first study how CVC spurs to identify new business opportunities. In fact, it also

helps to address some aspects of endogeneity concerns.

2.5 Experimentation and Firm Scope

This section explores how CVC could help identify new business opportunities and ul-

timately spur firm scope changes. To summarize the story in one sentence, CVC is a

learning-through-experimentation process. In this process, a CVC parent firm usually

sprays VC deals across various technology or business options (this is in the same spirit

of the “spraying” strategy in Ewens et al. [2018]), then waits for signals revealing poten-

tial of options, and finally responds to the signals with its decisions where to launch new

business activities.
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2.5.1 Diversifying CVC Investment Strategy

As developed in the hypothesis section (Section 2.2), two empirical predictions can be

derived from the experimentation hypothesis. First, given the purpose of experimen-

tation to resolve future uncertainty and pin down the best growth opportunity, a CVC

program should necessarily diversify its deals across technology fields and industries,

which optimally increases the probability of discovering promising business opportuni-

ties. If the experimentation is indeed the underlying mechanism (shown in Figure 2.1),

we should find in the data that this diversifying CVC strategy, a necessary step of experi-

mentation and tackling with uncertainty, is strongly linked to future firm scope changes.

Furthermore, an underlying prediction of the experimentation story is that, before the

CVC investments (and of course before CVC program launch), a CVC parent usually

does not clearly know which direction is the best for its future business expansion.30

Table 2.5 aims to test this diversification hypothesis. First, I define a new dummy

variable of CVC investments, D(CVC Past 3yr), by grouping all CVC deals in the past

3-year period of the firm. Precisely, the dummy is equal to 1 if the firm conducted at

least one CVC deal within the past three years. Choosing three years follows Ma [2020]’s

finding that a typical CVC program lasts three to four years. Then I interact this new

dummy with two new variables, measuring to which extent a CVC parent firm diversifies

its CVC deals across ten detailed VentureXpert industries (VEIC Industries).31 Inverse

HHI(VEIC) is calculated as one minus the HHI of the past three-year CVC deals across

the VEIC industries, while Num(VEIC) counts the number of VEIC industries covered

by the firm’s past 3-year investments. Furthermore, I also control the number of deals

within the past three years.

Table 2.5 shows that the interaction term between D(CVC Past 3yr) and CVC diversi-

30The alternative story is that, before the CVC investments, the firm clearly knows the future direction
of its business growth, such as AI, and therefore the firm chooses to only invest in AI.

31VentureXpert assigns startups to its own industry classification called VEIC. All results are robust if I
instead choose a more granular VEIC industry classification.
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fication measure (Inverse HHI (VEIC) or Num(VEIC)) is always positive and significant,

implying that firms with a higher degree of diversification are more likely to conduct

division creation and industry change (Column (1) – (4)) and add new emerging phrases

(Column (5) – (6)). In contrast, conducting more CVC deals does not guarantee suc-

cess in identifying new businesses since the interaction term between CVC dummy and

Num(CVC Deals) is not always positive.

In conclusion, Table 2.5 supports the experimentation story via diversification strat-

egy. Furthermore, it implies that, before a CVC program launch or during the CVC

investments, the parent firm is unsure about the growth direction. Perhaps the strongest

result lies in Columns (3) and (4) of Table 2.5. If the firm already knows to which indus-

try it will shift the business, there is no need to diversify deals across industries ex-ante

but instead to focus deals in the predetermined industry. This evidence helps to partially

rule out the reverse causality concern that it is not CVC that identifies business oppor-

tunities but that firms first observe business opportunities and then decide to invest in

CVC.

2.5.2 CVC Signals and Firm Scope Change

Having documented the diversifying investment strategy, now I turn to the role of CVC

signals in industry choices for new division creations. Intuitively, a CVC parent firm will

not establish a new division in every industry where it sprays CVC deals; instead, only

an industry with positive post-investment signals (received from startups) is considered.

This feedback loop of information gleaned from CVC investments is a key feature of

experimentation. In other words, if firm scope changes are driven by experimentation,

I should find in the data that firms react to the positive and negative information up-

dates (signals) they receive from their CVC investments in their decisions to launch new

activities and divisions.
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Introduction to a New Discrete Choice Model

Table 2.6 and 2.7 develop and estimate a McFadden discrete choice model regarding

industry choices for division creations, therefore providing some insights into this CVC

signal hypothesis. First, I introduce the empirical model setup and then turn to the

testing of CVC-signal responses.

The observation unit is at the firm-year-industry level, where each observation rep-

resents an alternative (Industry j) in which Firm i in Year t could choose to create a new

division. The set of alternatives (choice set) consists of 404 non-financial SIC-3 industries

documented at least once in the Compustat Historical Segment database from 1980 to

2017.

I only include firms having invested in at least one CVC deal during the sample

period. For each decision-maker (a firm-year pair), I drop those alternatives (industries)

that already exist as a division of the firm in Year t-1 or those that have already been

created before Year t. In the model, the dependent variable of interest is a dummy equal

to 1 if the alternative industry is chosen by the Firm i in Year t to establish a new division.

Some Basic Facts

Table 2.6 starts to explore some basic features of the division creation process, while

Table 2.7 focuses on signal responses. In Column (1) of 2.6, I start to introduce a crucial

control variable, D(CVC 3yr), a dummy equal to 1 if, within the past three years, the

Firm i has invested CVC deals in that industry (with the invested startup in Industry j).

The positive and strongly significant coefficient shows that a CVC parent often creates a

new division in the industry where it has sprayed CVC deals in the past.

In Column (2), I interact D(CVC 3yr) with two industry proximity measures. D(Ind.

Proxy SIC1) and D(Ind. Proxy SIC2) both capture the industry proximity between the
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alternative and the industries of existing divisions of Firm i in Year t-1.32 The coefficients

of these two proximity measures are both positive and significant, which implies that, in

general, firms are more likely to establish a new division close to their existing business

domains. This is possibly due to higher asset redeployability or closer product language

usage [Hoberg and Phillips, 2018]. In contrast, the interaction term is negative and highly

significant, showing that CVC usually spurs its parent to create a new division far away

from its current business domains.

Evidence on CVC Signals

Next, I turn to Table 2.7 to test the CVC signal hypothesis, where I interact D(CVC 3yr)

with each signal variable iteratively. However, it is challenging to proxy the signal vari-

able since researchers are not able to observe the information transmission from startups

to a CVC parent firm. For example, to which extent the potential new business will fit

with the parent’s old business is a typical dimension of soft information only observed

by insiders.

As a result, in Panel A of Table 2.7, I use startup’s measurable performances as the

proxy of signals. Importantly, each signal variable is observable to the CVC parent after

the investment but not before. For example, in Column (1), the signal is measured by

the number of startups in the parent’s CVC portfolio which finally exit through IPO. In

other words, the signal variable is based on information from the past three-year CVC

investments in Industry j. To illustrate, if Google Venture has invested five startups in

the past three years of Year t in Industry j, and finally, three of them go public (IPO), then

the signal variable is equal to 3. The number of deals is 5, which will also be controlled

in regressions. One important assumption I have to make here is that, since the IPO

date of these three startups will be naturally after Year t (the decision-making year of

32D(Ind. Proxy SIC2) is a dummy equal to 1 if the alternative has the same 2-digit SIC with one of the
existing divisions of Firm i. Similarly, D(Ind. Proxy SIC1) is a dummy equal to 1 if the alternative has the
same 1-digit SIC with one of the existing divisions of Firm i but does not have the same 2-SIC with them.
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division creation), Google could not directly observe that the signal is equal to 3 at the

time of division creation decision. But Google is able to draw valuable information on the

promise of its investments in these five startups (from taking board seats, participating in

operational management, talking to syndicated VCs), which is supported by Bergemann

and Hege [2005] and Dushnitsky [2012].33 The private signal obtained by Google is

proxied in my empirical strategy by the eventually observed IPO outcome. In Column

(1) of Panel A, consistent with my hypothesis, firms are more likely to create a new

division when they receive a positive signal from their past three-year investments in the

relevant industry. The coefficient in Panel A Column (1) translates into a 120% increase

of unconditional probability of establishing new divisions by one standard deviation

increase of the IPO signal.

Moreover, I control the number of startups invested in the past three years in In-

dustry j and denote it as Num(Startups Invested). It is essential since, naturally, the

more you invest, the more IPO startups you will have. In Panel B, I define all signal

variables as the form of fraction, such as the fraction of IPO startups, but do not con-

trol Num(Startups Invested). One might also argue that the IPO signal variable might

proxy industry-year general IPO trends or clusters, and thus I control the industry-year

IPO trend as a separate control, as well as its interaction with the CVC dummy. The

negative and significant sign of the interaction term shows that CVC parents usually

do not over-react to the IPO industry cluster like non-CVC peer firms (captured by the

non-interaction, the IPO Cluster), but only respond to their deal-specific signals.

Similarly, I construct signal variables from the startup’s acquisition, bankruptcy, and

patent information using a similar method as in the construction of IPO signal. In sum-

mary, CVC parent firms react to positive signals from IPO and patent growth, the nega-

tive signal of bankruptcy, but not the acquisition of the startups by third-party.34 Column

33This also implies that the signal is private information for Google and not observable to Microsoft in
Year t since the three IPO startups have not yet exited through IPO in Year t.

34This is consistent with Kerr et al. [2014] stating that most startups acquisitions (missing transaction
value in the dataset) are fire sales, i.e, the startup failed. I find positive and significant coefficients in
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(4) of Panel A and Column (3) of Panel B also document that the direct acquisition of

portfolio companies in the CVC investments could positively predict the division cre-

ation. It is consistent with the intuition that the CVC firm understands the capability

needs for adding new businesses and directly builds the capability through acquiring

startups [Keil et al., 2008].

Lastly, one might worry about reverse causality that a firm with superior technology

in an industry in which the firm is planning to create a new division might be more likely

to nurture successful startups. However, this possibility is immediately in contradiction

with the conclusion in Table 2.6: that is CVC firms usually create a new division distant

from their existing business in terms of industry distance. This implies that it is highly

implausible that the CVC firm owns superior technology in a distant industry where the

firm has no existing business.

2.5.3 CVC Signals and Emerging Phrases

Turning to emerging phrases. By similar reasoning, CVC parent firms will not integrate

every emerging business they have invested in through CVC programs; instead, they

pick winners with positive signals.

Table 2.8 thus estimates a similar discrete choice model for the industry choice of

emerging phrases added into annual 10-K reports, where each emerging phrase is sorted

into eight VentureXpert Industries (VEIC). However, strictly speaking, it is not a dis-

crete choice model since a firm could add emerging phrases in multiple VEIC industries

simultaneously, which is very rare in the case of division creation.

In the choice model, the unit of observations is at the firm-year-VEIC level. I sort each

emerging phrase defined in Section 2.3.2 into 8 VEIC industries following the procedure

Column (3) of Panel A when I only focus on the sub-sample of acquisition with above-median IRR (IRR =
Acquisition Transaction Value / The Sum of Total Round Amount).
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of Table 2.3. The dependent variable of interest is the number of VEIC-j specific emerging

phrases newly added into the firm’s 10-K in Year t. Panel A studies the basic discrete

choice model, while Panel B focuses on CVC signals and responses. In Panel A, the key

control variable, D(CVC VEIC j), is defined as a dummy equal to 1 if the firm has invested

startups in the VEIC-j industry within the past three years. The regressions show that

firms usually add industry-specific emerging phrases following their industry-specific

investments. More specifically, CVC parents do not add phrases in each industry. They

absorb emerging words only from Biotechnology, Communication, Computer Software,

Internet Specific industries, and others.

Panel B repeats the same exercise as in Table 2.7 by interacting the CVC dummy

with the signal variables mentioned above. Interestingly, all results are exactly the same

as those in Table 2.7, suggesting that, in the decision of establishing new divisions and

adding emerging businesses, firms react to the same set of signals.

Finally, some remarks on the tests are in order. First, this section could not rule out

other underlying mechanisms explaining how CVC could spur findings of new business

opportunities and, subsequently, change of firm scope. One alternative explanation is the

network effect. By accessing VC communities and building the network with IVCs, CVC

firms could accumulate substantial “connections” helping them find new ideas, technol-

ogy, and businesses in the market. This idea is partially tested in the next section when

I formally propose a new IV strategy. Second, one might ask why CVC firms would

conduct experimentation strategically instead of passively learning from successful star-

tups. Alternatively, they could conduct firm scope change following the IPO winners

even without CVC investments. The simple answer is that CVC firms would take advan-

tage of “first mover” not until startups capture a significant market share and severely

disrupt the CVC firm.
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2.6 Exogenous Variation on CVC Experimentation

It is very challenging to find any exogenous variations on a CVC program initiation. This

is implied by a fact that there is no attempt to provide any identification strategies for

the CVC program launch in current finance and strategic literature.

To have the first attempt, I introduce an exogenous variation on the continuation of

CVC investments conditional on that the CVC program has already been started. In

Section 2.6.1, I introduce this instrument and report the estimate, Section 2.6.2 offers

more discussion about its validity.

2.6.1 Identification Strategy with IVC Fund Inflow Shock

I exploit fund (capital) inflow shocks of independent venture capital firms (IVC) in each

CVC program’s past syndicate network. Notably, those fund inflow shocks are idiosyn-

cratic, being orthogonal to aggregate shocks in the VC industry. An example can be a

pension fund that injects a large amount of capital into a non-star VC during a non-

bubble period.

The instrument works on a small sample of US public firms already starting the

foray of CVC investments in the past. It relies on the VC literature about syndicating

investments. First, the syndicating investment and its network formation are common in

the venture capital world, and many VC firms commonly invite their past syndicating

partners to join in their new investments [Hochberg et al., 2007]. Second, the IVC is the

most crucial channel of deal sourcing for CVC firms, as documented in Sykes [1990] and

MacMillan et al. [2008], among others.

Based on the two premises, an idea of the instrument is that, if an independent VC

firm j (IVC j) receives a positive fund inflow shock today, and meanwhile, a CVC Firm
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i is in its past syndicate network, then the IVC j is very likely to initiate new deals and

invite CVC Firm i, its old partner, to join in its new investments. Alternatively, IVCs can

recommend new deals to CVCs when IVCs start new funds and seek deals. As a result,

the new investment of CVC Firm i is driven by IVC’s idiosyncratic fund inflow shocks

instead of the CVC firm’s product life cycle and other unobserved corporate strategies.

To facilitate the understanding, consider an example illustrated in Figure 2.7, showing

how its IVC partners drive the CVC investment decisions of Apple Inc. In the past five

years before 1990, Apple Inc has built three connections with three distinct IVCs through

syndicate investments. Among the three IVCs, two received positive inflow shocks in

1990. One of these two IVCs, Mayfield Fund LLC, then spent its new money on investing

in a seed-stage startup called BioCAD Corp in 1990, followed by Apple Inc’s joining due

to Mayfield’s invitation.35

To construct this instrument, I proceed with two steps. First, for each CVC Firm i

in Year t, I obtain its past five-year syndicate network by searching all IVCs that have

co-invested with Firm i within the past five years. The co-investment (syndication) is

defined as a scenario in which CVC Firm i and IVC Firm j invest in the same round

of the same startup k [Hochberg et al., 2007]. In the second step, for each IVC in the

network, I check whether it receives a positive fund inflow shock in Year t.

Here, the main challenge is obtaining the IVC’s fund inflow shock exogenous to any

VC investment opportunities and any technology shocks. I construct it following the

recent Granular IV approach developed by Gabaix and Koijen [2020]. First, I proxy an

IVC’s raw capital inflow by its raising of new follow-on funds since (i) fundraising is

usually accompanied by the largest capital inflow, and (ii) when an IVC starts a new

follow-on (sequential) fund, it is more likely to invite CVC firms to join its new deals.

35Another example of the invitation is that, between 1994 and 2000, Cisco Systems (a large industrial
firm) was invited into 13 syndications led by Sequoia Capital (an independent VC firm), as documented
in Ferrary [2010].
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Next step, I estimate Gompers and Lerner [1998]’s fundraising model with plenty

of VC funding factors and VC organization controls, along with high dimensional fixed

effects. I obtain the idiosyncratic fund inflow shock from the error term of the fundraising

model. Appendix 2.9.2 shows the detailed procedures, estimated results, and error terms’

properties. In the last step, I sum up the error term (the idiosyncratic shock) across IVCs

in each CVC program’s network and define it as my Granular IV.

The intuition behind my Granular IV is similar as in Gabaix and Koijen [2020]. Gabaix

and Koijen [2020] argues that the Granular IV heavily relies on the “unexpected” change

in the loading on a common shock. If OPEC decided to cut down oil productions, but

Saudi Arabia cuts down more than anticipated, that is an idiosyncratic shock. The same

argument applies to the idiosyncratic capital inflow shock of IVCs.

Table 2.9 reports the first stage regression where I use the Granular IV (sum of the

idiosyncratic fund inflow shocks) to instrument the continuation of CVC investments by

each CVC program. I restrict my analysis to a small sub-sample of CVC firms having

already initiated a CVC program in the past five years before and thus enjoy some VC

networks today. In the regressions, I control the size and quality of the past IVC network,

given that the network (past investments) is endogenous. Finally, Table 2.9 shows that the

sum of IVC’s idiosyncratic fund inflow shocks highly predicts the new CVC investments

for both general deals and initial deals (no follow-on deals).36

Regarding the exclusive condition, a potential concern is that some specific industry

(technology)-year shocks might drive both the fund inflow shocks (new VC fundraising)

and firm scope changes. For example, the introduction of cloud computing services by

Amazon, studied in Ewens et al. [2018], might push many past-connected VC firms to

launch new funds and to invest in e-commerce startups. Many established firms in the

retail sales industry might follow the technology shock and start creating a new division

36Initial deals are those deals in which the CVC firm invests in a specific startup for the first time, i.e.,
not the follow-on investments. The number of initial deals better measures the impact of GIV on the deal
sourcing availability of CVC firms.
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regarding e-commerce.

To mitigate this concern, I always include the industry (SIC-3) by year fixed effects in

both the first and second stage regressions. Furthermore, when estimating Gompers and

Lerner [1998]’s fundraising model (where I get the error term and thus the shock), I add

both the VC industry specialization by year and VC location by year fixed effects.37

Equipped with the instrument, I conduct 2SLS regression by instrumenting the num-

ber of CVC initial investments (with natural logarithm) with the Granular IV and report

the results in Table 2.10. Columns (1) to (3) analyze the text-based scope measures,

whereas the segment measures are used as the dependent variable in Columns (4) to (6).

In Column (2), I introduce a new textual measure, the Business Change, which is

another granular measure of the CVC parent’s business change. Following Hoberg et al.

[2014], it equals one minus the cosine-similarity between the firm’s year t and year t+1’s

business descriptions.38 I document a strong and positive effect of CVC on firm scope

change (3.77% change of Cosine similarity) and adding 0.85 more emerging phrases.

As shown in Columns (4) to (6), CVC investments impose a positive and significant

impact on division creation and industry change but not division removal. For exam-

ple, one standard deviation increase of Num(CVC Initial Deals) leads to about 6% of

probability increase of establishing a new division in the next two years.

37To further provide the deal-level evidence of my instrument (the evidence that IVCs do invite CVC),
I estimate a discrete choice model (McFadden [1973]) (in the online appendix) regarding the choice of
portfolio companies by CVC programs. The empirical model shows that CVC does follow the choice of
picking startups by its past-connected IVC partners, especially when the latter receives positive fund inflow
shocks.

38In unreported results, I find that the segment dummies are all strongly and positively correlated with
the new textual measure.
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2.6.2 Further Discussion

Two upshots deserve further clarification. First, as my instrument relies on the argument

that IVC invites CVC or at least recommends deals to CVC after receiving fund inflow

shock, one might worry that the counter-hypothesis that CVC invites IVC might also

happen, which could dampen my instrument.

Nevertheless, this hypothesis is not supported in both the data and survey evidence.

In most syndicating cases between CVC and IVC, the IVC usually leads the deal, while

the CVC does not lead. And only the leading investors invite others to join the deal.

Moreover, MacMillan et al. [2008] summarizes the CVC-IVC syndicate as follows: “CVCs

and independent venture capital often co-invest in companies through syndicated invest-

ments. The independent venture capital investor usually takes the role of lead investor.

CVCs benefit from access to the investment ‘deal flow’ of independent venture capital,

while independent venture capital benefits from strategic insight and technology exper-

tise provided by CVCs.”

Second, one might argue that the invitation from IVCs to CVCs is endogenous (de-

pending on CVC’s technology expertise), as well as the decision regarding whether CVC

accepts the invitation. However, notice that the instrument purely relies on the fund

inflow shock and does not hang on the two aforementioned decisions. Thereby the in-

strument is valid as long as the idiosyncratic fund inflow shock is truly exogenous.
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2.7 Additional Analysis

2.7.1 Alternative Identification: Evidence from US Airline Route

The new section starts with an alternative identification which serves for two purposes.

First, previous analyzes are agnostic about the treatment intensity of CVC deals. Second,

one major caveat of my Granular IV is that it fails in distinguishing between related and

unrelated CVC deals. Therefore, this section provides an alternative identification exer-

cise by exploring the US airline route in Bernstein et al. [2016], thus focusing exclusively

on the unrelated CVC deals and providing new insights on those two aforementioned

questions.

To start this analysis, I first gather all unrelated CVC deals with both the startup and

the CVC firm located in the US.39 The deals range from 1990 to 2017, the interval in

which I can obtain both the US airline route data and Compustat Segment data. Next, I

classify all unrelated deals into two groups according to whether there is a direct (non-

stop) flight route, during the year right after the deal year, between the metropolitan

statistic area (MSA) of the CVC firm and of the startup.40

Following Bernstein et al. [2016], the idea is that a higher frequency of non-stop flights

between CVC and the startup’s location provides more chances for the CVC manager

to visit the startup and subsequently acquire knowledge regarding the startup and its

emerging business opportunities behind it.41 Therefore, the CVC parent should be more

likely to conduct firm scope changes after a more frequent interaction with the invested

startup.

39Furthermore, I require that the startup’s SIC-3 code is not missing, as well as no-missing MSA infor-
mation for both the startup and CVC firm in the deal.

40I obtain very similar results if I instead measure the direct flight during the deal year.
41It is in line with the fact that much of the emerging business knowledge consists of tacit and narrative

knowledge, in which case visiting the startup is the only way to access it [Keil et al., 2008].
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The identification assumption is that the number of non-stop flights is quasi-exogenous

to any firm or industry characteristics driving the scope change decisions after control-

ling both the startup and CVC location by year fixed effects. This assumption is quite

reasonable as the first-order effects driving the number of non-stop flights between two

cities are usually the number of travelers between them and airports’ hub-and-spoke

connection.42

Figure 2.8 plots the two groups of CVC deals, separately, in Panel A and B, on the US

states map. The blue point denotes the CVC firm location, while the red point represents

the startup’s location. Moreover, around 50 blue-red pairs appear in both Panel A and B

due to either introducing a new non-stop airline or stopping an old airline route in my

sample period.43

Table 2.11, Panel A provides the deal sample’s summary statistics, breaking them

down by deals with and without any direct flights.44 As shown in the panel, startups in

those CVC deals with direct flights are more likely to be located in the hot areas for VC

activities – California, Massachusetts, and New York.

In Panel B and C of Table 2.11, I run OLS regressions on the CVC deals sample and

study the relation between direct flight and scope changes. In Panel B, the dependent

variable is a dummy equal to 1 if, within the next three years after the deal, the CVC

parent establishes a new division in the same industry of the startup of the deal. As

shown in the panel, the number of non-stop flights (measured in the year right after the

deal year) is positively correlated with creating a new division by the CVC parent (and

the division is exactly located in the startup industry). The results are robust across dif-

ferent controls and fixed effect specifications. Importantly, I add both the CVC firm and

startup’s location by year fixed effect to control local shocks in Column (4), along with the

42For example, see the article: https://www.afar.com/magazine/how-airlines-get-new-routes.
43Since this subsample is too small, I could not conduct any diff-in-diff analysis as in Bernstein et al.

[2016].
44Those deals with the startups and the CVC firm located in the same MSA are not included in this

panel.
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CVC firm fixed effect in Column (5). In Panel C, I obtain very similar results on chang-

ing the primary industry: more frequent non-stop flights lead to a higher probabilities

of turning its primary industry close to the startup’s business.

Lastly, one might worry that the deal-selection (between deals with and without

direct flight) might bias the result. If it does, I argue that theoretically it could only

generate opposite results and dampens my findings. According to the deal selection

view, the deals without direct flight should offers the CVC parent manager more insights

about future business opportunities since the (timing) cost of monitoring and interaction

is higher than those deals with direct flights. As a result, I expect that the results of Table

2.11 should be even stronger without the deal selection effect.

2.7.2 Post-CVC Value Creation

Given that CVC creates value for shareholders of its corporate parent [Dushnitsky and

Lenox, 2006, Ma, 2020], my final analysis is about whether post-CVC scope changes also

creates value for its parent in Table 2.12. The left-hand side variable is the difference

of Tobin’s Q of Firm i between Year t+h and Year t, where h usually takes a value of

three or four. In Column (1) and (2), I conduct the horse-racing test between CVC related

and unrelated dummy. As shown in the two columns, only the coefficients of D(CVC

Unrelated) dummy are positive and significant, showing that only unrelated CVC deals

create significant values.

From Column (3) to Column (8), I iteratively interact the D(CVC Unrelated) dummy

with three scope changes dummies. The scope changes dummies are again forward-

looking: in the next two years for division creation and removal and within three to five

years for changing of primary corporate industry. As a result, in Columns (7) and (8),

the ∆ of Tobin’s Q takes five or six years to ensure that the industry changes have al-

ready been completed before measuring the value improvement. I find that only D(CVC
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Unrelated) × D(scope changes) is significant, while D(CVC Unrelated) × (1−D(scope

changes)) is not. This shows that CVC investments’ value creation mostly derives from

post-CVC scope changes, as CVC without any scope changes does not bring significant

value improvement.

It is a bit arbitrary regarding whether I should include the firm fixed effects in Table

2.12. On the one hand, it might be redundant since the left-hand side variable already

takes the difference, eliminating any time-invariant firm characteristics. On the other

hand, if I add them, the joint F test for those firm fixed effects is significant. However,

my results are quite robust with and without firm fixed effects. In the online appendix,

I show the alternative regressions without any firm fixed effects for Column (3) to (8) of

Table 2.12.

2.8 Conclusion

This paper investigates the effects of corporate venture capital (CVC) on the scope changes

and product innovation of the CVC parent corporation. To deal with the potential endo-

geneity, I develop two different identification strategies.

First, I introduce a new instrument for CVC investments using the fund inflow shocks

of independent venture capital firms (IVC) in each CVC program’s past syndicate net-

work. The idea of the instrument is that, if an independent VC firm j (IVC j) receives a

positive fund inflow shock today, and meanwhile, the CVC Firm i is in its past syndicate

network, then the IVC j is very likely to launch a new sequential fund, initiate new deals,

and invite CVC Firm i, its old partner, to join in its new investments. Second, I introduce

the US non-stop airline routes as a quasi-natural experiment. I consistently corroborate

the causal relationships.

In the various extension analysis, I document that a CVC parent is more likely to
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establish a new division in the industry where it has sprayed CVC deals before. Further-

more, the post-CVC value enhancement of the CVC parent derives mostly from post-

CVC scope changes. Overall, the evidence is consistent with the idea that CVC helps to

identify new business opportunities.

2.9 Appendix

2.9.1 Variable Definition

Variable Name Definition and Construction of Variable Data Source

D(CVC) Dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm conducts at least one

CVC investment in year t

VentureXpert

D(CVC Unrelated) Dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm conducts at least one

unrelated CVC deal in year t. An unrelated CVC deal is defined

as a deal with the entrepreneurial company’s SIC-3 code not

matching with any SIC-3 codes of CVC corporate parent. A

conglomerate firm has multiple SIC-3 codes, whereas a stand-

alone firm has a single SIC-3 code.

VentureXpert

& Compus-

tat Historical

Segment

D(CVC Related) Dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm conducts at least one

related CVC deal in year t. A related CVC deal is defined as a

deal with the entrepreneurial company’s SIC-3 code matching

with one of SIC-3 codes of CVC corporate parent.

VentureXpert

& Compus-

tat Historical

Segment

Num(CVC Deal) Number of CVC deals conducted by Firm i in year t VentureXpert

Num(CVC Initial Deal) Number of CVC initial deals conducted by Firm i in year t.

CVC initial deal is defined as the deal in which case the CVC

firm invests in an entrepreneurial start-up for the first time, that

is, not the follow-on investments.

VentureXpert

Continued on next page
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Appendix A continued from previous page

Variable name Definition and construction of variable Data Source

Granular IV (Fund In-

flow Shock)

Defined as the sum of the (positive) idiosyncratic fund inflow

shocks of those IVCs in the past 5-year syndicating network.

The idiosyncratic fund inflow shocks are obtained as the error

term of the Gompers and Lerner (1998)’s fundraising model, as

illustrated in Online Appendix, Section B.

VentureXpert

Num(IVC in the Net-

work)

The natural logarithm of one plus the number of IVCs in the

past 5-year syndication network of CVC Firm i.

VentureXpert

D(New Div.)[t+1,t+2] A dummy equal to 1 if the firm creates at least one new division

within the next two years (Year t+1 and Year t+2). Divisions are

aggregated and defined in SIC-3 industries. Establishing a new

division is identified if the firm reports a new division with its

SIC-3 code appearing in the first time in the company history.

Compustat

Historical

Segment

D(Div. Rem.)[t+1,t+2] A dummy equal to 1 if the firm removes at least one old di-

vision within the next two years. Removing an old division

means that a firm stops reporting a division in the future for-

ever.

Compustat

Historical

Segment

D(Chg. Ind.)[t+3,t+5] A dummy equal to 1 if, in the next 3 to 5 years, the firm’s

primary industry has changed.

Compustat

Historical

Segment

D(Conglomerate) Dummy equal to 1 if the firm is a conglomerate in year t. A

conglomerate is defined as a firm reporting multiple segments

in at least 2 different SIC-3 industries in Compustat Historical

Segment database.

Compustat

Historical

Segment

Firm Size Firm size, measured as natural logarithm of the firm’s market

capitalization (Compustat item CSHOt × item PRCC Ft)

Compustat

Continued on next page
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Appendix A continued from previous page

Variable name Definition and construction of variable Data Source

Tobin’s Q Market-to-book ratio in assets. Market value of assets equals

the book value of assets (item ATt) + the market value of com-

mon equity at fiscal year-end (item CSHOt × item PRCC Ft) −

the book value of common equity (item CEQt) − balance sheet

deferred taxes (item TXDBt)

Compustat

R&D Exp. R&D expenditure, measured as item XRDt scaled by lagged

book assets (item ATt−1). If the item XRDt is missing, I replace

it with the industry-year median XRDt.

Compustat

ROA Return on assets, defined as EBITDA scaled by lagged book

assets

Compustat

Leverage Book leverage, defined as debt including long-term debt (item

DLTTt) plus debt in current liabilities (item DLCt) divided by

the sum of debt and book value of common equity (item CEQt)

Compustat

Capx. Capital expenditure, measured as item CAPXt scaled by lagged

book assets

Compustat

HHI The Hirschman-Herfindahl index of sales (item SALEt) in the

industry where the firm is located

Compustat

Cash Defined as cash and cash equivalents (item CHEt) scaled by

lagged book assets

Compustat
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2.9.2 The Construction of Granular IV

As discussed in the paper, I use the idiosyncratic fund inflow shock of IVC firms in the past 5-year

network of each CVC firm as the instrument of the CVC investment. To obtain the idiosyncratic

fund inflow shock, I follow Gabaix and Koijen [2020]’s Granular IV (GIV) approach.

To illustrate the link between my instrument and the GIV approach, I apply Gabaix and

Koijen [2020]’s non-loop model (see Section 2.1.4 Model with an enriched factor structure). The

model is as follows. Suppose CVC Firm i’s investment decision is influenced by the raw fund

inflow of IVCs in its network (this is due to the fact that IVC is usually the largest deal source of

CVC firms and IVC frequently invites CVC to join in their new deals [MacMillan et al., 2008]).

Then, CVC i’s investment amount in year t follows,

Num CVCi,t = αS̄i,t + β1Xi,t + ε i,t (2.4)

where Num CVCi,t gauges the number of CVC deals initiated by CVC Firm i in Year t; while S̄i,t

is the sum of raw fund inflow of k IVC firms in the past 5-year network of the CVC firm, where

k is equal to 3 in the Figure 2.7’s example, the Apple Inc’s example. So,

S̄i,t = ∑
j∈Networki

Sj,t (2.5)

And Sj,t is the raw fund inflow of IVC firm j in Year t. Next, the raw fund inflow is a function of

IVC’s firm characteristics X̄j,t (X̄ includes large sets of fixed effects) and time factors λt.

Sj,t = γj,tλt + β2X̄j,t + µj,t (2.6)

µj,t is assumed to be the idiosyncratic fund inflow shock. The crucial assumption to validate the

GIV is then E(µj,tε i,t) = 0 for any i and j. Then the formula of the GIV is,

GIVi,t = ∑
j∈Networki

µj,t (2.7)
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Following Gabaix and Koijen (2020)’s main setting, I consider the parametric factor exposures,

γj,t = γ0 + γ1X̃j,t (2.8)

To obtain the µj,t, I implement an empirical fundraising model from Gompers and Lerner (1998).

Moreover, I proxy the fund inflow (Sj,t) of IVC firms with the dummy of raising a new follow-on

fund. This proxy has two practical reasons: (1) new fundraising is always accompanied by the

largest fund inflow; (2) when the IVC launches a new fund, it is most likely that the IVC conducts

new deals and invites CVCs. The distribution of those new follow-on fundraising is plotted in

Figure B.2.

In Gompers and Lerner (1998)’s two-stage Heckman selection model, the time factors λt in-

clude the Number of startups brought public last year by all VCs, T-bill return (10-year), Real GDP

growth, and CRSP value-weighted return. X̄j,t contains Years since raising last fund, the square of

Years since raising last fund, Age of the venture organization (years), Number of startups brought

public this year, Number of startups brought public last year, and finally the Number of funds

launched before.

For simplicity, I assume that X̃j,t = X̄j,t. In other words, the interaction terms between each

IVC firm characteristics and time factors are included in equation (3). I estimate the equation (3)

with OLS, adding VC industry specialization (VEIC) by year fixed effect and the location (State)

by year fixed effect. Following Hochberg et al. [2007], I take a VC firm’s industry specialization

to be the broad Venture Economics industry group (VEIC) that accounts for most of its invested

capital. The error term from the above regression is thus the µj,t. Finally, I only take the positive

idiosyncratic fund inflow shock (in my case, the negative shocks and positive shocks cannot cancel

out since what matters finally is how many IVC receives the positive inflow shocks),

ĜIVi,t = ∑
j∈Networki

max{µ̂j,t, 0} (2.9)

This follows the threshold GIV as discussed in Section 2.5 of Gabaix and Koijen (2020). Table B.1

reports the OLS estimate of equation (3), where I use the error term of the Column (3) to construct

my GIV.
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Table B.1: Gompers and Lerner (1998)’s fundraising model

OLS (1) (2) (3)
D(Launch New Fund)

Individual IVC characteristics
Years since raising last fund -0.00828∗∗∗ 0.00402∗∗∗ 0.00463∗∗∗

(-10.87) (2.67) (3.00)

(Years since raising last fund)2 0.0000827∗∗ -0.0000563∗ -0.0000808∗∗

(2.56) (-1.79) (-2.46)

Age of the venture organization 0.00264∗∗∗ -0.00286∗∗ -0.00294∗∗

(10.47) (-2.50) (-2.51)

Number of startups brought public this year 0.0304∗∗∗ -0.0135∗∗ -0.0117∗∗

(19.88) (-2.47) (-2.09)

Number of startups brought public last year 0.0240∗∗∗ -0.00163 -0.00164
(15.35) (-1.00) (-0.98)

Number of past funds launched 0.00679∗∗ 0.00685∗∗

(2.09) (2.07)
VC funding factors

Number of startups brought public last year by all VCs 0.000279∗∗∗

(12.06)

T-bill return 0.0259
(1.40)

Real GDP Growth 0.00480∗∗∗

(5.05)

CRSP value weighted return 0.112
(0.95)

Interaction terms λ2

Years since raising last fund* 0.0000424∗∗∗ 0.0000445∗∗∗

Number of startups brought public last year by all VCs (4.99) (5.13)

Years since raising last fund* 0.0710∗∗∗ 0.0664∗∗∗

T-bill return (8.90) (8.08)

Years since raising last fund* 0.00181∗∗∗ 0.00175∗∗∗

Real GDP Growth (5.03) (4.75)

Years since raising last fund* 0.200∗∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗

CRSP value weighted return (4.38) (4.06)

Age of the venture organization* -0.0000605∗∗∗ -0.0000617∗∗∗

Number of startups brought public last year by all VCs (-8.17) (-8.19)

Age of the venture organization* -0.0685∗∗∗ -0.0643∗∗∗

T-bill return (-9.30) (-8.51)

Age of the venture organization* -0.00203∗∗∗ -0.00196∗∗∗

Real GDP Growth (-6.37) (-6.02)

Age of the venture organization* -0.214∗∗∗ -0.209∗∗∗
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CRSP value weighted return (-5.18) (-4.92)

Number of startups brought public this year* -0.0000253 -0.0000285
Number of startups brought public last year by all VCs (-1.12) (-1.22)

Number of startups brought public this year* -0.0290∗ -0.0345∗∗

T-bill return (-1.73) (-2.00)

Number of startups brought public this year* 0.00789∗∗∗ 0.00776∗∗∗

Real GDP Growth (6.33) (6.03)

Number of startups brought public this year* 0.235 0.204
CRSP value weighted return (1.55) (1.30)

Number of past funds launched* 0.000355∗∗∗ 0.000358∗∗∗

Number of startups brought public last year by all VCs (16.69) (16.55)

Number of past funds launched* 0.228∗∗∗ 0.215∗∗∗

T-bill return (11.57) (10.65)

Number of past funds launched* 0.00642∗∗∗ 0.00620∗∗∗

Real GDP Growth (7.29) (6.91)

Number of past funds launched* 0.934∗∗∗ 0.918∗∗∗

CRSP value weighted return (8.25) (7.93)

VEIC × Year F.E. Yes Yes
Location × Year F.E. Yes
Num. Obs. 33,163 33,163 33,163
Adj. R2 0.076 0.205 0.203
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Figure B.1: The distribution of the residues by years
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2.10 Figures and Tables
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Figure 2.1: The Overview of the Main Idea and Findings

The figure provides an overview of the main idea and findings in the paper. A CVC program could help identify new business
opportunities for its parent firm and further spur the firm to change the firm scope. Two types of measures are used in capturing
the firm scope changes: a textual measure based on the annual 10-K filings and Compustat Segment measures. Furthermore, I
document that the mechanism through which CVC could identify new business opportunities is the story of experimentation.
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Figure 2.2: Corporate Venture Capital Deals by Calendar Year
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The figure plots annual CVC investments initiated by US public (non-financial) corporations in Compustat database. The left
axis is the number of CVC deals in each year, and the right axis is the share (in percentage) of the CVC deals among all VC deals.
The data are mainly obtained from SDC VentureXpert. The data range is from 1980 to 2017.
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Figure 2.3: “Emerging Phrases” and Emerging Business Integration

Panel A and B present the words clouds of “emerging phrases” in 2000 and 2017. Emerging phrases are the top 5% most popular
short phrases (excluding stopwords and common words) in the detailed business descriptions of all VC-backed startups receiving
VC fundings in a given year. Panel C plots the top 50 most frequent emerging phrases newly added by CVC parents into 10-K
Item 1 (business description) within two years after CVC deals. Panel D plots the distribution of years of surviving of all 2,081
emerging phrases added by CVC parents after investments.
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Figure 2.4: Regression Design in Table 2.2: An Example

The figure explains the regression design in Table 2.2. Take Google as an example. Suppose the Google CVC program (Google
Venture) invests in startups in 2016, and during that year, the set of emerging phrases includes virtual reality, digital health, and
smart home. Then I search in Google’s 2017 10-K (Item 1 Business Description) these three emerging phrases. The dependent
variable thus counts the number of 2016 emerging phrases newly added in 2017’s 10-K business description. The intuition is that
when Google invests in CVC in 2016, it helps Google identify new business opportunities such as digital health, and one year
after investment (2017), Google should be more likely to integrate it into its own business.
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Figure 2.5: Firm Scope Change around the CVC Deals (Measured by “Emerging
Phrases”)
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The figure examines the emerging phrases usage in the years around the CVC deals. The esti-
mates (OLS) and confidence intervals are taken from the following regression specification,

EmergingPhrasesi,t =
+5

∑
k=−3

γkD(CVC Unr; k)i,t +
+5

∑
k=−3

αkD(CVC Rel; k)i,t + βX + τi + υt + ε i,t

where the left-hand side variable counts the number of new emerging phrases newly added into
the firm’s 10-K Item 1, i.e. appears in Year t but not in Year t-1. Emerging phrases (plotted in the
online appendix) are the top 5% most popular short phrases (excluding common words and stop-
words) taken from all VC-backed startup’s business in a given year.

{
D(CVC Unr; k)

}+5
k=−3 is a

bunch of dummies equal to 1 if the year is k years before or after each CVC unrelated deal. A sim-
ilar setup applies to

{
D(CVC Rel; k)

}+5
k=−3 for CVC related deals. The firm and year fixed effects

are included in all regressions. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. The confidence
intervals are calculated at the 90% confidence level. Coefficients of {D(CVC Unr; k)}+5

k=−3 and of
{D(CVC Rel; k)}+5

k=−3 are plotted in Panel A and B separately. X includes Firm Size, Tobin’s Q,
ROA, R&D, Leverage, Capx., Cash, Sales Growth, HHI, Firm Age, and D(Conglomerate)(lagged).
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Figure 2.6: Firm Scope Change around the CVC Deals (Measured by Segment Variables)
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The figure examines the firm scope change in the years around the CVC deals. The estimates
(from logit) and confidence intervals are taken from the following regression specification,

D[Scope Change]i,t =
+5

∑
k=−3

γkD(CVC Unr; k)i,t +
+5

∑
k=−3

αkD(CVC Rel; k)i,t + βX + τi + υt + ε i,t

where D[Scope Change] denotes three firm scope change dummies regarding creating a new
division, removing an old division, and changing the corporate primary industry, respectively,
measured in Year t.

{
D(CVC Unr; k)

}+5
k=−3 is a bunch of dummies equal to 1 if the year is k years

before or after each CVC unrelated deal. A similar setup applies to
{

D(CVC Rel; k)
}+5

k=−3 for
CVC related deals. Firm and year fixed effects are included in all regressions. Standard errors
are clustered at the firm level. The confidence intervals are calculated at 90% confidence level.
For simplicity, only coefficients of

{
D(CVC Unr; k)

}+5
k=−3 are plotted in the figure. X includes

Firm Size, Tobin’s Q, ROA, R&D, Leverage, Capx., Cash, Sales Growth, HHI, Firm Age, and
D(Conglomerate)(lagged).
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Figure 2.7: An Example of Instrument Variable of CVC Investments

Apple
Computer

Inc.

IVC 2: 4C
Ventures

IVC 1: Bay
Partners

IVC 3:
Mayfield

Fund LLC

Start-up Company:
BioCAD Corp.
(Seed Stage; 1st
Round; in 1990)

VC Category:
Computer Related;

D(Inflow Shock) = 0
(based on inflow

in 1990)

VC Category:
General;

D(Inflow Shock) = 1
(based on inflow

in 1990)

VC Category:
Computer Related;

D(Inflow Shock) = 1
(based on inflow

in 1990)

Network Created

in 1987

Network Created

in 1989

Network Created

in 1988

Launch a New

Deal in 1990

Join by Invitation

The figure shows a simple example of the instrument variable of CVC investments. The idea
of the instrument is that, if an independent VC firm j (IVC j) receives a positive fund inflow
shock today, and meanwhile, the CVC Firm i is in its past syndicate network, then, the IVC
j is very likely to initiate new deals and invite CVC Firm i, its old partner, to join in its new
investments. Alternatively, IVCs can recommend new deals to CVCs when IVCs start new funds
and seek deals. Consider the case illustrated in the above figure. This figure illustrates how
its IVC partners drive the CVC investment decision of Apple Computer Inc. In the past five
years of 1990, Apple Inc has built three connections with three distinct IVCs through syndicate
investments. Among the three IVCs, two received positive inflow shocks in 1990. One of these
two IVCs, Mayfield Fund LLC, then spent its new money on investing a seed-stage startup called
BioCAD Corp in 1990, followed by the joining of Apple Inc due to the invitation of Mayfield
Fund. The idiosyncratic fund inflow shock is constructed following the granular IV approach
[Gabaix and Koijen, 2020]. The construction of the past 5-year syndication network is illustrated
in the text.
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Figure 2.8: CVC Deals with and without Direct Flights

Panel A: CVC Deals with Direct Flights

Blue Dot: CVC Firm’s location; Red Dot: startup’s location

Panel B: CVC Deals without Direct Flights

Blue Dot: CVC Firm’s location; Red Dot: startup’s location

This figure presents the geographic location of CVC deals, where the blue point denotes the CVC
firm’s location, and the red point denotes the location of the startup. Panel A includes those
deals with direct flights, and Panel B draws those deals without direct flights. A CVC deal with
direct flight is defined as a deal with a non-stop airline route between the MSA of CVC firm’s
headquarter and MSA of the startup during the deal year.
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics

This table presents the summary statistics of the firm-year sample used in most regressions. The
firm-year sample consists of all observations recorded in both the Compustat and Compustat His-
torical Segment database from 1980 to 2017. I exclude foreign firms (firms incorporated outside
of the US) and firms in financial industries (SIC industry codes starting with 6) from the sample.
Furthermore, industries (3-digit SIC) with no CVC activity during the whole sample period are
excluded entirely. All variables (except dummies) are winsorized at 1% and 99% levels. In Panel
A, the sample is split by D(CVC), the dummy of CVC deals. D(CVC) is equal to 1 if the Firm i
conducts at least one CVC deal in Year t. D(New Div.) is a dummy equal to 1 if the firm creates
at least one new division in a new industry within the next two years of Year t. D(Div. Rem.) is a
dummy equal to 1 if the firm removes at least one old division within the next two years of Year
t. D(Chg. Ind.) (3-5) is a dummy equal to 1 if the firm changes the primary corporate industry in
the next three to five years. D(Chg. Ind.) (4-6) is defined similarly but based on the next four to
six years. Definitions of all other variables are in Appendix 2.9.1.
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Panel A: Firm-Year sample
Variables D(CVC) = 1 D(CVC) = 0 Test of Mean

Mean S.D. N. Mean S.D. N. p value

D(New Div.) 0.139 0.346 2,129 0.086 0.280 152,169 0.000
D(Div. Rem.) 0.171 0.377 2,129 0.099 0.298 152,169 0.000
D(Chg. Ind.) (3-5) 0.088 0.336 2,129 0.053 0.280 152,169 0.000
D(Chg. Ind.) (4-6) 0.083 0.339 2,129 0.045 0.276 152,169 0.000
Firm Size 7.979 1.790 2,096 4.430 2.313 129,622 0.000
Tobin’s Q 2.592 3.314 1,894 3.472 17.622 124,357 0.030
R&D Exp. 0.088 0.233 2,125 0.203 1.598 150,678 0.000
ROA 0.130 0.286 2,080 -0.082 1.154 136,788 0.000
Book Leverage 0.322 0.297 2,106 0.338 0.549 148,477 0.169
Capx. 0.071 0.089 2,082 0.081 0.116 136,812 0.000
HHI 0.083 0.077 2,129 0.084 0.083 152,169 0.669
Cash 0.195 0.191 2,127 0.189 0.227 151,034 0.236
D(Conglomerate) 0.469 0.499 2,129 0.232 0.422 152,169 0.000

Panel B: CVC related and unrelated deals
CVC Deal Type Number Percentage

Related Deals 4,159 38.17%
Unrelated Deals 5,744 52.72%
The startup’s SIC-3 code is missing 992 9.11%

Panel C: Change of the firm scope after CVC
Num. Events

Within the next 2 years following CVC unrelated deals:
Establish new divisions in new industries 243
Remove obsolete divisions 255
Within the next 3-5 years following CVC unrelated deals:
Change the corporate primary industry 104
The new division becomes the business of the primary industry 43
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Table 2.2: CVC Investments and Firm Scope Change: Emerging Phrases

This table presents the regressions about CVC and the firm scope change measured by emerging
phrases. The regression sample consists of all Compustat firms incorporated in the US, with 10-K
fillings of Year t and t-1 searchable in SEC, and are not in financial industries. Industries (defined
as 3-digit SIC) with no CVC activity during the whole sample period are excluded entirely. The
dependent variable is defined as the number of “Emerging Phrases” newly added in the next
year (or in the second year)’s 10-K business description. The Emerging Phrases are those top
5% most frequently-used word pairs (excluding stopwords and common words) in the detailed
business descriptions of all VC-backed startups receiving VC funding in a given year. Column
(1) - (3) count those “Emerging Phrases” appearing in Year t+1’s 10-K Item 1 but not in the Year t.
T-statistics are shown in parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by firm. *, **, *** denote
statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
OLS Num. of “Emerging Phrases” Newly Added in 10-K Item 1

in Year t+1’s business in Year t+2’s business
but not in Year t’s business but not in Year t+1’s business

D(CVC) 0.776∗∗∗ 0.676∗∗∗
(7.36) (6.53)

D(CVC Unrelated) 0.442∗∗∗ 0.300∗∗∗ 0.562∗∗∗ 0.331∗∗
(3.82) (2.82) (4.41) (2.40)

D(CVC Related) 0.782∗∗∗ 0.873∗∗∗ 0.433∗∗∗ 0.301∗∗
(5.23) (5.45) (3.48) (2.31)

Num. New Word Pairs 0.863∗∗∗ 0.862∗∗∗ 0.937∗∗∗ 0.865∗∗∗ 0.865∗∗∗ 0.935∗∗∗
Added in t+i (÷1000) (33.49) (33.58) (30.50) (32.56) (32.58) (31.14)

Firm-level Controls Firm Size, Tobin’s Q, ROA, R&D, Leverage, Cash,
Sales Growth, Capx., HHI, D(Conglomerate), Firm Age,
10-K (Item 1) Text Length

Year × Industry F.E. X X X X
Year F.E. X X
Firm F.E. X X
Num. Obs. 50,931 50,931 49,916 46,749 46,749 45,856
Adj. R2 0.394 0.394 0.425 0.379 0.379 0.419
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Table 2.3: Industry-specific CVC Investments and Industry-specific Emerging Phrases

This table presents the regressions about industry-specific CVC investments and industry-specific emerging phrases newly used
by US public firms. The left-hand side variable is the number of industry-specific emerging phrases that are newly added
into the firm’s annual 10-K Item 1. The dependent variable takes the natural logarithm transformation (ln(1+variable)). Each
emerging phrase is sorted into eight VEIC industries. The control variables are dummies of industry-specific CVC investments
in the past three years. CVC investments are again sorted into eight VEIC industries. T-statistics are shown in parentheses,
and standard errors are clustered by firm and year level. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels
respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Number of Newly Added Emerging Phrases (VEIC Industry Specific)

Biotech- Communic- Computer Computer Internet Medical Non-High- Others
VEIC Industry -nology -ation Hardware Software Specific Health -Tech

D(CVC in Biotechnology) 0.057∗∗ 0.006 0.021 -0.000 -0.027 0.014 0.012 0.009
(2.315) (0.388) (1.517) (-0.013) (-0.803) (0.762) (0.818) (0.442)

D(CVC in Communication) -0.005 0.075∗∗ -0.002 0.019 0.052 -0.005 -0.001 0.026∗
(-1.592) (2.761) (-0.176) (0.512) (1.283) (-1.007) (-0.088) (1.864)

D(CVC in Computer Hardware) 0.010 0.004 -0.002 -0.045 0.028 -0.004 -0.004 -0.021
(1.233) (0.118) (-0.154) (-1.294) (0.825) (-0.349) (-0.258) (-1.260)

D(CVC in Computer Software) -0.006 0.016 0.003 0.070∗∗ 0.022 0.008 0.002 -0.000
(-1.069) (0.936) (0.385) (2.573) (0.753) (1.333) (0.160) (-0.005)

D(CVC in Internet Specific) 0.008 0.008 0.009 0.084∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗ -0.002 0.004 0.012
(1.546) (0.471) (1.224) (3.137) (2.380) (-0.606) (0.436) (1.243)

D(CVC in Medical Health) 0.016 -0.023 -0.019 0.049 0.055∗ 0.010 0.008 0.011
(0.931) (-1.016) (-1.577) (1.541) (1.801) (0.592) (0.508) (0.835)

D(CVC in Non-high-tech) -0.009 -0.005 0.007 0.034 0.007 -0.012 -0.024∗∗ 0.005
(-1.487) (-0.260) (0.628) (1.179) (0.270) (-1.540) (-2.196) (0.447)

D(CVC in Others) -0.011∗∗ 0.002 0.006 0.001 -0.010 -0.001 0.005 0.047∗∗∗
(-2.519) (0.071) (0.471) (0.026) (-0.323) (-0.114) (0.659) (3.913)

Firm F.E. X X X X X X X X
Industry × Year F.E. X X X X X X X X
Num. Obs. 50,931 50,931 50,931 50,931 50,931 50,931 50,931 50,931
Adj. R2 0.156 0.227 0.049 0.281 0.320 0.055 0.055 0.08762



Table 2.4: CVC Investments and Firm Scope Change: Segment Measures

This table provides the estimate of logistic regressions about CVC investments and the subsequent
firm scope change by CVC corporate parents. The regression sample consists of all Compustat
firms which are incorporated in the US and are not in financial industries. Industries (defined as
3-digit SIC) with no CVC activity during the whole sample period are excluded entirely. Panel
A (Columns 1 – 3) investigates the scenario of creating new divisions. The dependent variable is
a dummy equal to 1 if the firm creates at least one new division within the next two years (Year
t+1 and Year t+2). Establishing a new division is identified if the firm reports a new division
with its SIC-3 code appearing in the first time in the company history. Panel A (Columns 4 – 6)
studies the situation of removing old divisions. The dependent variable is a dummy equal to 1
if the firm removes at least one old division within the next two years. Panel B investigates the
change of the primary corporate business. The dependent variable is a dummy equal to 1 if the
firm’s primary industry has changed in the next 3 to 5 years. About control variables, D(CVC)
is a dummy equal to 1 if the firm invests in CVC deals in Year t. The D(CVC) variable is further
divided into two variables in Columns (2) and (3) of each panel. D(CVC Related) is a dummy
equal to 1 if the firm conducts at least one related CVC deal in Year t. The related CVC deal is the
CVC deal related to the existing business of the corporate parent. D(CVC Unrelated) is a dummy
equal to 1 if the firm conducts at least one unrelated CVC deal in Year t. The regression sample
is further adjusted to alleviate the survivorship bias within the next two years for Panel A and B
and within the next 3–5 years for Panel C. Industry fixed effects are defined in SIC-2 Industries.
T-statistics are shown in parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by firm. *, **, *** denote
statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

Panel A: Creating new divisions and removing old divisions

Conditional Logit (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

D(Create New Division) D(Remove Old Division)
Period [t+1, t+2] [t+1, t+2]
D(CVC) 0.350∗∗∗ 0.323∗∗

(2.68) (2.57)

D(CVC Unrelated) 0.531∗∗∗ 0.434∗∗∗ 0.464∗∗∗ 0.195
(3.74) (2.91) (3.10) (1.21)

D(CVC Related) -0.294 -0.00921 -0.195 -0.231
(-1.42) (-0.04) (-1.00) (-1.06)

Division Creation/Removal 0.189∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ 0.283∗∗∗ 0.284∗∗∗
in the Past 2 Years (3.82) (3.81) (6.57) (6.59)

Firm Controls: Firm Size, Tobin’s Q, ROA, R&D, Leverage, Capx., Cash, HHI,
D(Conglomerate), Firm Age

Year × Industry F.E. X X X X
Year F.E. X X
Firm F.E. X X
Num. Obs. 86,030 86,030 42,584 87,066 87,066 39,191
Pseudo R2 0.026 0.027 0.069 0.166 0.166 0.099
Prob. Increased
by D(CVC) = 1 +3.45% – – +3.23% – –
by D(CVC Unrelated) = 1 – +5.86% 4.91% – 5.02% 2.73%
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Panel B: Change corporate primary industry

Conditional Logit (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

D(Change Industry) D(Change Industry)
Period [t+3, t+5] [t+4, t+6]
D(CVC) 0.479∗∗ 0.501∗∗

(2.45) (2.40)

D(CVC Unrelated) 0.524∗∗∗ 0.446∗∗ 0.608∗∗∗ 0.535∗∗
(2.60) (2.10) (2.85) (2.57)

D(CVC Related) -0.0128 -0.0161 -0.226 -0.329
(-0.04) (-0.04) (-0.72) (-0.89)

Change Primary Industry 0.762∗∗∗ 0.762∗∗∗ 0.740∗∗∗ 0.740∗∗∗
in the Past 2 Years (12.43) (12.42) (11.20) (11.19)

Firm Controls: Firm Size, Tobin’s Q, ROA, R&D, Leverage, Capx., Cash, HHI,
D(Conglomerate), Firm Age

Year × Industry F.E. X X X X
Year F.E. X X
Firm F.E. X X
Num. Obs. 82,339 82,339 22,751 80,056 80,056 21,202
Pseudo R2 0.071 0.070 0.062 0.062 0.062 0.076
Prob. Increased
by D(CVC) = 1 +3.14% – – +3.12% – –
by D(CVC Unrelated) = 1 – +3.56% 3.08% – 4.04% 3.58%
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Table 2.5: CVC Investments and Firm Scope Change: CVC Diversification Strategies

This table presents the diversification strategy in CVC investments and the firm scope change. The regression sample and
definitions of dependent variables follow Table 2.4. D[New Div.] is a dummy equal to 1 if the firm establishes a new division
within the next two years; D[Chg.Ind.] is equal to 1 if the firm changes the corporate primary business (industry) in the next
3-5 years. Num. Emerging Phrases is the number of “Emerging Phrases” newly added by the firm into its annual 10-K business
description in Year t+1. D[CVC Past 3yr] is a dummy equal to 1 if the firm conducts at least one CVC deal in the past three
years. Inverse HHI(VEIC) is the inverse of the HHI measure regarding the past three-year CVC deals across 10 VEIC industries.
Num(VEIC) is the number of VEIC industries in which the firm has CVC investments during the past three years. Industry×Year
fixed effects are defined in SIC-2 industries. T-statistics are shown in parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by firm. *,
**, *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

D[New Division] D[Change Industry] Num. Emerging
Period [t+1, t+2] [t+3, t+5] Phrases in t+1

But not in t

D[CVC Past 3yr] 0.158 -0.0101 0.333∗∗∗ 0.210∗ 0.394∗∗∗ 0.269∗∗
(1.63) (-0.09) (3.65) (1.84) (4.20) (2.04)

D[CVC Past 3yr] × Inverse HHI(VEIC) (Past 3yr) 0.507∗∗ 0.725∗∗∗ 0.518∗
(2.35) (3.54) (1.88)

D[CVC Past 3yr] × Num(VEIC) (Past 3yr) 0.157∗∗∗ 0.168∗∗∗ 0.139∗∗
(3.62) (3.68) (2.09)

D[CVC Past 3yr] × Num Deals (Past 3yr) 0.000414 -0.00485 -0.00517∗∗∗ -0.0113∗∗∗ 0.0102∗∗∗ 0.00656∗∗∗
(0.20) (-1.50) (-2.63) (-2.98) (4.13) (2.66)

Firm Controls: Firm Size, Tobin’s Q, ROA, R&D, Leverage, Capx., CASH, sale grt, HHI, D(Conglomerate), Age
Industry*Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Num. Obs. 86,310 86,310 84,460 84,460 45,437 45,437
Pseudo R2 / Adj. R2 0.028 0.028 0.076 0.076 0.386 0.386
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Table 2.6: Discrete Choice Model of Division Creation

This table presents the estimate of a discrete choice model (McFadden [1973]). The observations
are at the firm-year-industry level. Each observation represents the alternative (Industry j) where
Firm i in Year t could choose to create a new division. The set of alternatives (choice set) consists
of 404 non-financial SIC-3 industries that haven been documented at least once in the Compustat
Historical Segment database from 1980 to 2017. The set of alternatives varies across each firm-year
pair (case). In the choice model, I only include firms investing at least one CVC deal from 1980 to
2017. For each firm-year pair (case), I drop those industries that already exist as divisions of the
firm in Year t-1 and those that have already been created before Year t. The dependent variable is
a dummy equal to 1 if the Firm i in Year t creates a new division in Industry j. D(CVC 3yr) is a
dummy equal to 1 if, within the last three years, the Firm i has invested in CVC deals in Industry
j. D(Ind. Proxy SIC1) and D(Ind. Proxy SIC2) capture industry proximity between the alternative
and the industries of existing divisions of Firm i in Year t-1. D(Ind. Proxy SIC2) is a dummy
equal to 1 if the alternative has the same 2-digit SIC with one of the existing divisions of Firm i.
D(Ind. Proxy SIC1) is a dummy equal to 1 if the alternative has the same 1-digit SIC with one of
the existing divisions of Firm i, but does not have the same 2-SIC with them. D(Ind. Services)
are those industries starting with 7 in SIC-3. The conditional logit regression is grouped in the
firm-year level. Standard errors are clustered by firm-year. *, **, *** denote statistical significance
at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

(1) (2) (3)
Conditional Logit D(Create New Division)

D(CVC 3yr) 3.249∗∗∗ 4.378∗∗∗ 4.004∗∗∗
(13.31) (20.33) (14.70)

D(Ind. Proxy SIC2) 2.830∗∗∗ 2.997∗∗∗ 2.988∗∗∗
(25.33) (27.30) (27.28)

D(Ind. Proxy SIC1) 0.751∗∗∗ 0.834∗∗∗ 0.823∗∗∗
(6.83) (7.37) (7.29)

D(CVC 3yr) × D(Ind. Proxy SIC2) -2.854∗∗∗ -2.724∗∗∗
(-6.46) (-5.96)

D(CVC 3yr) × D(Ind. Proxy SIC1) -1.594∗∗∗ -1.431∗∗∗
(-3.12) (-2.65)

D(CVC 3yr) × D(Ind. Business Services) 0.662∗∗
(1.99)

CLOGIT Grouped by Firm-Year X X X
Industry F.E. X X X
Num. Obs. 234,539 234,539 234,539
Pseudo R2 0.131 0.138 0.138
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Table 2.7: CVC Signal Response and Division Creation

This table studies the CVC signal and division creation following the signal. The setup and
estimate of the discrete choice model follow Table 2.6. The dependent variable is a dummy equal
to 1 if the Industry j is chosen by the Firm i in Year t to establish a new division. Each signal
variable is constructed and based on the past three-year CVC investments in the given industry
and is interacted with the D(CVC 3yr) dummy, which is equal to 1 if the firm has made CVC
investments in that industry within the past three years. Panel A uses the main setup to construct
signal variables, and Panel B uses the fraction as the definition. Regarding CVC signal variables,
Num(Startups IPO) is the number of Industry-j startups (invested within three years before) that
finally exit through IPO (IPO date after Year t is allowed). Num(Startups Acquired) is the number
of Industry-j startups acquired by the third-party (not acquired by the CVC parent firm itself).
The conditional logit regression is grouped at the firm-year level. Standard errors are clustered
by firm and year. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

Panel A: Main Setup
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Conditional Logit D(Create New Division)

D(CVC 3yr) 3.486∗∗∗ 3.729∗∗∗ 3.682∗∗∗ 3.665∗∗∗ 3.606∗∗∗ 3.660∗∗∗ 3.492∗∗∗
(11.55) (13.34) (12.65) (12.79) (11.61) (12.82) (11.04)

D(CVC 3yr) × D(Ind. Proxy SIC2) -2.363∗∗∗ -2.437∗∗∗ -2.454∗∗∗ -2.441∗∗∗ -2.480∗∗∗ -2.448∗∗∗ -2.520∗∗∗
(-5.06) (-5.12) (-4.96) (-5.13) (-5.21) (-5.11) (-5.41)

D(CVC 3yr) × D(Ind. Proxy SIC1) -1.561∗∗ -1.665∗∗ -1.459∗∗ -1.556∗∗ -1.547∗∗ -1.809∗∗∗ -1.836∗∗∗
(-2.48) (-2.42) (-2.24) (-2.40) (-2.27) (-2.68) (-2.68)

D(CVC 3yr) × Num(Startups IPO) 0.774∗∗∗
(2.90)

D(CVC 3yr) × Num(Startups Acquired 0.296
by Third Party) (0.59)

D(CVC 3yr) × Num(Startups Acquired 0.421∗∗
with Above-median IRR) (2.17)

D(CVC 3yr) × Num(Startups Acquired 0.322∗∗∗
by CVC Parent Itself) (3.30)

D(CVC 3yr) × Num(Startups Bank- -0.567∗
-ruptcy) (-1.77)

D(CVC 3yr) × Patents Growth Signal 1.585∗∗
(2.52)

D(CVC 3yr) × Patents Positive Signal 0.796∗∗
(2.11)

D(CVC 3yr) × Patents Negative Signal -0.253
(-0.46)

D(CVC 3yr) × Num(Startups Invested) -0.0292 0.0120 0.00222 0.0353 0.144∗∗ 0.0525 0.0531
(-0.56) (0.14) (0.04) (0.90) (2.52) (1.27) (1.28)

Industry Cluster Controls

IPO Cluster 0.0226∗∗∗ 0.0226∗∗∗ 0.0226∗∗∗ 0.0227∗∗∗ 0.0226∗∗∗ 0.0226∗∗∗ 0.0226∗∗∗
(9.56) (9.55) (9.55) (9.56) (9.55) (9.56) (9.55)

Acquisition Cluster 0.0123∗∗∗ 0.0123∗∗∗ 0.0123∗∗∗ 0.0123∗∗∗ 0.0123∗∗∗ 0.0123∗∗∗ 0.0122∗∗∗
(5.79) (5.78) (5.78) (5.80) (5.79) (5.79) (5.77)

Patent Cluster 0.000405∗ 0.000407∗∗ 0.000408∗∗ 0.000407∗∗ 0.000406∗∗ 0.000408∗∗ 0.000410∗∗
(1.96) (1.97) (1.97) (1.97) (1.96) (1.97) (1.98)

D(CVC 3yr) × IPO Cluster -0.0173∗∗∗ -0.0128∗∗ -0.0132∗∗ -0.0126∗∗ -0.0125∗∗ -0.0141∗∗∗ -0.0128∗∗
(-3.26) (-2.47) (-2.45) (-2.43) (-2.44) (-2.60) (-2.40)

D(CVC 3yr) × Acquisition Cluster -0.00493 -0.00747∗∗ -0.00651∗ -0.00684∗∗ -0.00790∗∗ -0.00621∗ -0.00759∗∗
(-1.37) (-2.27) (-1.95) (-2.06) (-2.39) (-1.86) (-2.29)

D(CVC 3yr) × Patent Cluster -0.0000594 -0.0000714 -0.0000886 -0.000113 -0.0000563 -0.000180 -0.000167
(-0.20) (-0.24) (-0.30) (-0.37) (-0.19) (-0.57) (-0.54)

CLOGIT grouped by Firm-Year X X X X X X X
Industry F.E. X X X X X X X
Num. Obs. 234,539 234,539 234,539 234,539 234,539 234,539 234,539
Pseudo R2 0.181 0.180 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.181 0.181
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Panel B: Alternative Construction of Signals
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Conditional Logit D(Create New Division)

D(CVC 3yr) 3.416∗∗∗ 3.759∗∗∗ 3.695∗∗∗ 3.751∗∗∗ 3.691∗∗∗
(10.45) (11.57) (12.92) (13.42) (13.01)

D(CVC 3yr) × D(Ind. Proxy SIC2) -2.352∗∗∗ -2.394∗∗∗ -2.390∗∗∗ -2.411∗∗∗ -2.372∗∗∗
(-4.93) (-4.95) (-4.98) (-4.98) (-4.90)

D(CVC 3yr) × D(Ind. Proxy SIC1) -1.560∗∗ -1.485∗∗ -1.460∗∗ -1.434∗∗ -1.555∗∗
(-2.50) (-2.43) (-2.41) (-2.38) (-2.49)

D(CVC 3yr) × Frac(Startups IPO) 0.328∗∗
(1.98)

D(CVC 3yr) × Frac(Startups Acquired) -0.0177
by Third Party) (-0.10)

D(CVC 3yr) × Frac(Startups Acquired) 0.125∗
by CVC Parent Itself) (1.69)

D(CVC 3yr) × Frac(Startups Bankruptcy) -0.875
(-0.48)

D(CVC 3yr) × Frac(Positive Patent Signal) 0.232∗
(1.78)

Industry Cluster Controls

IPO Cluster 0.0227∗∗∗ 0.0226∗∗∗ 0.0226∗∗∗ 0.0226∗∗∗ 0.0226∗∗∗
(9.56) (9.55) (9.55) (9.55) (9.55)

Acquisition Cluster 0.0122∗∗∗ 0.0123∗∗∗ 0.0123∗∗∗ 0.0122∗∗∗ 0.0122∗∗∗
(5.76) (5.77) (5.77) (5.76) (5.76)

Patent Cluster 0.000409∗∗ 0.000410∗∗ 0.000410∗∗ 0.000410∗∗ 0.000411∗∗
(1.98) (1.98) (1.98) (1.98) (1.98)

D(CVC 3yr) × IPO Cluster -0.0149∗∗∗ -0.0133∗∗ -0.0131∗∗ -0.0134∗∗ -0.0133∗∗
(-2.77) (-2.52) (-2.48) (-2.54) (-2.48)

D(CVC 3yr) × Acquisition Cluster -0.00468 -0.00593∗ -0.00587∗ -0.00591∗ -0.00566∗
(-1.40) (-1.89) (-1.87) (-1.90) (-1.79)

D(CVC 3yr) × Patent Cluster -0.0000563 -0.0000576 -0.0000738 -0.0000527 -0.0000723
(-0.19) (-0.19) (-0.24) (-0.18) (-0.24)

CLOGIT grouped by Firm-Year X X X X X
Industry F.E. X X X X X
Num. Obs. 234,539 234,539 234,539 234,539 234,539
Pseudo R2 0.181 0.180 0.180 0.180 0.180
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Table 2.8: CVC Signal Response and Adding Emerging Phrases

This table presents the analysis of CVC investments and the integration of emerging business across VEIC industries. The
sample in Column (1) is at the Firm-Year-VEIC level, while the remaining columns use the Firm-Year level data. The dependent
variable is the number of VEIC-j specific emerging phrases newly added into the 10-K. Each emerging phrase is sorted into 8
VEIC industries. 8 VEIC industries are Biotechnology; Communication and Media; Computer Hardware; Computer Software;
Internet Specific; Medical and Health; Non-High-Tech; and Others. D(CVC VEIC j) is equal to 1 if the firm invests at least one
CVC-backed startup in the VEIC Industry j in the past three years. T-statistics are shown in parentheses, and standard errors are
clustered by firm. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

Panel A: By VEIC industry
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Number of Newly Added Emerging Phrases (VEIC j) (with ln())

All Biotech- Communic- Computer Computer Internet Medical Non-High- Others
VEIC -nology -ation Hardware Software Specific Health -Tech

D(CVC VEIC j) 0.142∗∗∗ 0.0589∗∗ 0.0809∗∗∗ 0.00213 0.103∗∗∗ 0.131∗∗ 0.0107 -0.0204∗ 0.0541∗∗∗
(10.89) (2.45) (3.01) (0.16) (3.04) (2.64) (0.68) (-1.75) (4.39)

Firm F.E. X X X X X X X X X
VEIC*Year F.E. X X X X X X X X X
Num. Obs. 616,544 75,578 75,578 75,578 75,578 75,578 75,578 75,578 75,578

Panel B: Interact with the signal variable
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Number of Newly Added Emerging Phrases (VEIC j) (with ln())

D(CVC VEIC j) 0.120∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗ 0.119∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗
(8.17) (7.08) (6.99) (7.07) (7.06)

D(CVC VEIC j) × Num(Startups IPO) 0.0216∗∗
(1.99)

D(CVC VEIC j) × Num(Startups Acquired 0.000
by Third Party) (0.00)

D(CVC VEIC j) × Num(Startups Acquired 0.0251∗∗∗
by Parent Itself) (3.51)

D(CVC VEIC j) × Num(Startups Bankruptcy) -0.00697
(-0.74)

D(CVC VEIC j) × Patent Growth Signal 0.00360∗∗∗
(3.31)

D(CVC VEIC j) × Num(Startups Invested) 0.00818∗∗∗ 0.00999∗∗∗ 0.00935∗∗∗ 0.0102∗∗∗ 0.00997∗∗∗
(4.90) (3.45) (3.98) (3.49) (3.71)

Firm F.E. X X X X X
VEIC*Year F.E. X X X X X
Num. Obs. 616,544 616,544 616,544 616,544 616,544
Adj. R2 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.183 0.18369



Table 2.9: First Stage Regression regarding CVC Instrument

This table presents the first stage regression regarding the instrument variable of CVC investments. I use the VC fund inflow
shock of those independent VC firms in the past 5-year syndicate network of CVC Firm i as the instrument of CVC investments
by the CVC Firm i. Figure 2.7 provides an example about how the instrument works. The regression sample follows Table 2.4
and further requires that the firm has invested at least one CVC deal in the past five years (and thus enjoys some networks
with IVCs). The instrument variable, Granular IV, is defined as the sum of the idiosyncratic fund inflow shocks of those IVCs
in the past 5-year syndicating network. Num(IVC in the Network) is the natural logarithm of one plus the number of IVCs in
the past 5-year syndication network of CVC Firm i. Industry VC Deal Flow is measured by the total amount of VC deals in the
SIC-2 industry in Year t. The dependent variable Num(CVC Deal) (Num(CVC Initial Deal) for Column (4) to (6)) is the natural
logarithm of one plus the number of CVC deals (CVC initial deals) conducted by the Firm i in Year t. The CVC initial deal is
defined as the deal in which case the CVC firm invests in an entrepreneurial Start-up j for the first time, that is, not the follow-on
investments. The standard errors are clustered at the CVC firm level. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and
1% levels respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Num(CVC Deal) Num(CVC Initial Deal)

Granular IV (IVC Fund Inflow Shock) 0.100∗∗∗ 0.0987∗∗∗ 0.0937∗∗∗ 0.0866∗∗∗ 0.0858∗∗∗ 0.0824∗∗∗
(14.59) (13.73) (11.48) (13.62) (13.90) (11.17)

Num(IVC in the Network) 0.182∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ 0.218∗∗∗ 0.123∗∗∗ 0.128∗∗∗ 0.148∗∗∗
(5.00) (5.03) (4.69) (4.30) (4.33) (3.99)

IVC’s Average Age -0.0146∗∗∗ -0.0225∗∗∗ -0.0144∗∗∗ -0.0224∗∗∗
In the Network (-3.84) (-4.00) (-3.83) (-4.04)
IVC’s Average Past IPO 0.00870 -0.00176 0.0132 0.00279
In the Network (1.00) (-0.15) (1.53) (0.23)
Industry VC Deal Flow 0.00204 0.00207 0.00197 0.00203

(1.42) (1.45) (1.28) (1.32)

D(CVC Past 1yr) 0.311∗∗∗ 0.297∗∗∗ 0.302∗∗∗ 0.173∗∗∗ 0.160∗∗∗ 0.155∗∗∗
(12.42) (12.12) (9.17) (7.74) (7.15) (4.75)

D(CVC Past 2yr) 0.0815∗∗∗ 0.0742∗∗∗ 0.0921∗∗∗ 0.0250 0.0179 0.0373
(3.71) (3.28) (3.15) (1.26) (0.87) (1.37)

D(CVC Past 3yr) 0.0166 0.0100 0.0257 -0.00219 -0.00840 -0.000671
(0.63) (0.38) (0.84) (-0.09) (-0.33) (-0.02)

Firm Controls: Firm Size, Tobin’s Q, ROA, R&D, Leverage, Capx., HHI, D(Conglo), Age
Year Fixed Effect Yes Yes No Yes Yes No
Industry Fixed Effect Yes Yes No Yes Yes No
Industry*Year Fixed Effect No No Yes No No Yes
Num. Obs. 3,236 3,236 3,236 3,236 3,236 3,236
Adj. R2 0.539 0.548 0.560 0.481 0.487 0.497
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Table 2.10: CVC Investments and Firm Scope Change: 2SLS Estimator

This table presents the 2SLS regression regarding CVC investments and the subsequent firm scope change. The regression
sample consists of all Compustat firms which are incorporated in the US and conduct at least one CVC deal in the past five
years (and thus enjoy the IVC network formed by the past investments). In Column (2), the left-hand side variable, Business
Change, captures the general business change of a CVC parent firm. It is defined as one minus the cosine similarity between the
firm’s textual business description in Year t and Year t+1. The variable construction follows Hoberg et al. [2014]. The instrument
variable, Granular IV, is defined as the sum of the idiosyncratic fund inflow shocks of those IVCs in the past 5-year syndicating
network. Num(CVC Initial Deal) is the natural logarithm of one plus the number of CVC deals (excluding follow-on investments)
conducted by the Firm i in Year t. Industry fixed effects are defined in SIC-3 Industries. T-statistics are shown in parentheses,
and standard errors are clustered at the CVC Firm level. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels
respectively.

2SLS (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Textual Measure Segment Dummies

Emerging Business New New Remove Change
Phrases Changes Products Division Divisions Industry

Time Period [t+1] [t+1] [t+1] [t+1, t+2] [t+1, t+2] [t+3, t+5]

Num(CVC Initial Deals) 0.851∗∗∗ 3.766∗∗ 0.347∗∗ 0.079∗∗ -0.028 0.065∗∗
(Instrumented by GIV) (2.728) (2.501) (2.364) (2.022) (-0.559) (2.158)

Num(IVC in the Network) -0.033 -0.180 -0.033 0.012 0.008 0.015
(-0.241) (-0.228) (-0.528) (0.665) (0.366) (0.749)

IVC’s Average Age 0.048∗∗ 0.128 0.020∗ 0.001 -0.001 0.000
in Network (2.303) (1.015) (1.793) (0.394) (-0.234) (0.145)

IVC’s Average Past IPO -0.207∗∗ -0.287 -0.026 -0.001 0.008 -0.006
in Network (-2.069) (-1.069) (-0.984) (-0.301) (1.519) (-1.047)
D[ CVC Past 1yr] 0.072 0.540 0.114 0.007 0.000 0.007

(0.474) (0.517) (1.182) (0.355) (0.016) (0.367)
D[ CVC Past 2yr] -0.135 -1.329 -0.034 -0.009 0.010 0.013

(-1.031) (-1.526) (-0.411) (-0.702) (0.638) (1.156)
D[ CVC Past 3yr] -0.068 -0.407 0.137 0.008 0.012 0.004

(-0.491) (-0.439) (1.550) (0.585) (0.760) (0.323)

Kleibergen-Paap F statistic 192.46 107.99 63.21 127.06 127.06 127.06
Other Firm Controls X X X X X X
Industry*Year F.E. X X X X X X
Num. Obs. 1450 1569 567 2474 2474 2474
R2 0.065 0.030 0.419 0.026 0.083 0.051
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Table 2.11: CVC Investments and Firm Scope Change: Evidence with Airline Route

This table presents the post-CVC scope change analysis using the US airline route as a quasi-
natural experiment. I match the CVC deals sample with the US T-100 Airline Domestic Segment
database from 1990 to 2017. CVC deals sample only includes CVC unrelated deals and deals
in which the start-up is located in the US. A CVC deal is identified as a deal with direct flights if
there are direct airline flights, during the year right after the investment (deal) year, between the
metropolitan statistical area (MSA) of the CVC firm and the MSA of the start-up’s headquarter.
Panel A provides summary statistics about the CVC deal sample. Deals are broken down by
those with and without direct flights. I exclude deals in which the start-up and the CVC firm are
located in the same MSA. Panel B and Panel C provide OLS regressions estimated with the CVC
deal level sample. The dependent variable in Panel B is a dummy equal to 1 if the CVC firm
creates a new division within the next two years after the deal and the newly created division
is in the same SIC-3 industry of the start-up in the deal. In Panel C, the dependent variable is
a dummy equal to 1 if the CVC firm changes its primary industry within 3-5 years after the
deal and the industry the firm changes to is the same as the start-up’s industry in the deal.
CVC Parent controls are Firm Size, ROA, Book Leverage, Capx, HHI, and D(Conglomerate).
T-statistics are shown in parentheses, and standard errors are clustered by CVC firm. *, **, ***
denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

Panel A: Summary statistics

CVC Deals Sample With Direct Flights Without Direct Flights Test of Mean

Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. N p value

Location Variables
% Start-ups in CA 46.91% 0.499 2262 38.69% 0.487 765 0.000
% Start-ups in NY 9.55% 0.294 2262 3.40% 0.181 765 0.000
% Start-ups in MA 14.32% 0.350 2262 10.07% 0.301 765 0.002
% CVC Firms in CA 47.75% 0.500 2262 50.72% 0.500 765 0.155
% CVC Firms in NY 8.71% 0.282 2262 6.67% 0.250 765 0.075
% CVC Firms in MA 3.09% 0.173 2262 3.27% 0.178 765 0.812
Distance (miles) 1347.42 988.10 2222 1263.34 995.51 749 0.045

Start-up Variables
Start-up’s Age 6.625 5.826 2002 7.181 6.120 689 0.033
Num. Co-investors 5.722 3.762 2262 6.022 3.679 765 0.055

CVC Paret Variables
Firm Size (Total Sales) 9.579 1.773 2259 9.397 1.700 765 0.013
ROA 0.156 0.266 2247 0.159 0.179 762 0.810
Book Leverage 0.079 0.213 2259 0.069 0.067 764 0.196
R&D Exp. 0.306 0.264 2237 0.334 0.248 762 0.289
HHI 0.083 0.073 2262 0.081 0.072 765 0.576
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Panel B: Regression analysis – Creating New Divisions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
OLS D(Create New Div. in Ind. of Startup)[t+1,t+3]

Num(Non-Stop Flights) 0.00345∗∗∗ 0.00342∗∗∗ 0.00469∗∗∗ 0.00356∗∗ 0.00353∗∗∗
(2.98) (2.67) (2.80) (2.13) (2.69)

Start-up’s Age -0.00143 -0.00175 0.000466 0.00221 0.000653
(-0.63) (-0.77) (0.18) (0.83) (0.38)

Num. Co-investors -0.00112 -0.00102 -0.00109 0.00116 0.00000837
(-1.07) (-0.96) (-0.81) (1.06) (0.01)

D(Seed or Early Stage) -0.00176 -0.00372 0.00208 0.0140 0.0105
(-0.12) (-0.28) (0.15) (0.88) (0.76)

D(Same MSA Area) -0.00749 -0.00217 0.00443 0.000515 0.00663
(-0.66) (-0.20) (0.36) (0.04) (0.59)

Distance -0.00314 -0.00341 -0.00435 0.000191 0.00200
(-0.81) (-0.86) (-0.77) (0.04) (0.49)

CVC Parent Controls X X X X
Year F.E. X X
Start-up MSA F.E. X X
CVC Firm MSA F.E. X X X
Start-up MSA × Year F.E. X X X
CVC Firm MSA × Year F.E. X X
CVC Firm F.E. X
Num. Obs. 3275 3212 2923 2764 2705
Adj. R2 0.074 0.094 0.111 0.272 0.450

Panel C: Regression analysis – Changing Primary Industry

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
OLS D(Change Industry: Shift to Start-up)[t+3,t+5]

Num(Non-Stop Flights) 0.00240∗∗ 0.00244∗∗ 0.00341∗∗ 0.00218∗ 0.00217∗
(2.10) (2.10) (2.12) (1.72) (1.66)

Start-up’s Age -0.00162 -0.00177 -0.00146 -0.000933 -0.000663
(-1.10) (-1.10) (-0.77) (-0.67) (-0.54)

Num. Co-investors 0.000541 0.000449 0.000476 0.00128∗ 0.000457
(0.79) (0.70) (0.76) (1.82) (0.85)

D(Seed or Early Stage) 0.00105 -0.000726 -0.00419 0.000856 0.000631
(0.13) (-0.10) (-0.81) (0.11) (0.10)

D(Same MSA Area) -0.00697 -0.00680 -0.000688 0.00220 0.000625
(-0.81) (-0.90) (-0.09) (0.32) (0.11)

Distance 0.000556 0.000551 0.00215 0.00222 -0.000925
(0.20) (0.19) (0.57) (0.58) (-0.33)

CVC Parent Controls X X X X
Year F.E. X X
Start-up MSA F.E. X X
CVC Firm MSA F.E. X X X
Start-up MSA × Year F.E. X X X
CVC Firm MSA × Year F.E. X X
CVC Firm F.E. X
Num. Obs. 3275 3212 2923 2764 2705
Adj. R2 0.055 0.061 0.022 0.113 0.377
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Table 2.12: Post CVC Firm Value Creation

This table studies the post-CVC value creation of CVC parents. The dependent variable is the difference of Tobin’s Q
between Year t+h and Year t, where h is shown in the table. All dependent variables are winsorized at 1% and 99% level
before being brought into regressions. Industry fixed effects are defined in SIC-2 industries. T-statistics are shown in paren-
theses, and standard errors are clustered by firm. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Change of Tobin’s Q of the CVC Parent

∆ = (t+3)-t (t+4)-t (t+3)-t (t+4)-t (t+3)-t (t+4)-t (t+5)-t (t+6)-t

D(CVC Unrelated) 0.304∗∗∗ 0.307∗∗∗
(3.42) (3.21)

D(CVC Related) -0.186 -0.256 -0.133 -0.155 -0.142 -0.166 -0.201 -0.0983
(-1.04) (-1.27) (-0.67) (-0.79) (-0.71) (-0.84) (-0.98) (-0.40)

D(CVC Unrelated) × D(New Div.)[t+1,t+2] 0.363∗∗∗ 0.376∗∗∗
(2.69) (3.17)

D(CVC Unrelated) ×
(
1−D(New Div.)[t+1,t+2]

)
0.0766 -0.00393
(0.73) (-0.03)

D(CVC Unrelated) × D(Div. Rem.)[t+1,t+2] 0.538∗∗ 0.592∗∗
(2.11) (2.01)

D(CVC Unrelated) ×
(
1−D(Div. Rem.)[t+1,t+2]

)
0.0857 0.0139
(0.81) (0.12)

D(CVC Unrelated) × D(Chg. Ind.)[t+3,t+5] 0.299∗ 0.321∗
(1.81) (1.70)

D(CVC Unrelated) ×
(
1−D(Chg. Ind.)[t+3,t+5]

)
0.0271 0.0660
(0.23) (0.58)

Firm Controls Firm Size; ROA; Cash; R&D; Leverage; Capital Exp.; HHI; D(Conglomerate)
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm F.E. No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Num. Obs. 74,128 65,292 74,128 65,292 74,128 65,292 57,747 51,249
Adj. R2 0.080 0.075 0.252 0.257 0.252 0.257 0.287 0.291
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Chapter 3

Activism Pressure and the Market for

Corporate Assets

Joint with Ulrich Hege (TSE)

3.1 Introduction

The rise of shareholder activism in the last two decades has spurred academics to an-

alyze various aspects of activism, such as gains in value and economic performance

following campaigns. But many of the real effects of activism campaigns remain largely

unexplored, including effects on other firms, stakeholders, and markets.

This paper explores the impact of hedge fund activism on markets for corporate

transactions. A small literature has analyzed the impact of activism on target firms’

decisions to acquire and sell assets. Our paper extends the analysis beyond activism

targets to firms that are not yet targeted by activists but indirectly exposed to activism

threats, and looks at the impact on the supply and demand for corporate assets. We
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explore the effects of activism pressure on corporate asset markets by studying its impact

on transaction volumes, real asset liquidity, transaction prices, and economic efficiency

gains.

We try to answer the following questions: Does activism affect the acquisition and

asset sale decisions of firms that are only indirectly affected by activists? Has activism

grown sufficiently in importance that it influences the equilibrium in corporate asset

markets, and what is its impact on the liquidity and efficiency of these markets? Our

focus on the market externalities of activism is in contrast to most of the literature on

shareholder activism that has mostly limited its investigation to effects on target firms.

There is little literature on peer effects and spillovers beyond target firms. No earlier

study has tried to estimate the effect of activism threats on acquisition behavior of firms,

or the effect of activism on the equilibrium outcome in asset markets.

Our paper takes into account a wide range of corporate transactions: takeovers and

mergers, divestitures, and acquisitions, including acquisitions of private targets. Con-

firming and extending earlier studies, we find that firms directly targeted in activist cam-

paigns are more likely to receive merger bids, make more divestitures, and make fewer

acquisitions. We show that the reduction in acquisition activity is due to larger firms,

whereas smaller firms’ frequency of making acquisitions shows no significant change.

We then consider firms’ exposure to activism threats as a second channel of activism

pressure and study its impact on firms’ behavior in corporate asset markets. We first

consider the threat impact for firms individually, by estimating their probability of be-

coming an activism target in the near future. However, since we want to study the effect

of activism pressure on entire asset markets, our principal measures of the impact of

activism threat are aggregated at the industry level (3-digit SIC codes). We use the fre-

quency of recent activist campaigns in the industry as our main measure of changes in

activism threats. We also use the jumps in activists hedge funds’ stakes (both active and

passive) in the industry as a second measure.
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Whether we use firm-level or industry-level metrics of HFA threat exposure, we show

that firms behavioral adjustment following threat increases goes in the same direction as

the reaction of activism targets: firms sell more assets, are more likely to be acquired,

and on average also tend to acquire less. The latter effect, however, is nuanced: only

large firms make fewer acquisitions, whereas small firms maintain or increase their ac-

quisitions activity.

Endogeneity is a concern in any study on the impact of activism. Activism targets

might be selected because of unobserved characteristics that drive the observed changes

in firm behavior, or because activists anticipate value-enhancing developments in those

firms rather than being at the origin of those changes. We address these concerns in

various ways. First, for target firms (for which such concerns are particularly important

since firms exposed to activism threats are not selected firms by activists), we use an

approach pioneered by Brav et al. [2015a] and look at the effect when a hedge fund,

for a given hedge fund-activist pair, switches from a sizable passive stake in a given

firm (Schedule 13G filing) to an activist stance (Schedule 13D filing). We show that

such switches produce a significant change in firms’ corporate transactions in the same

direction we found earlier, providing a “clean identification of intervention beyond stock

picking”, in the words of Brav et al. [2015a].

Second, for firms under activism threat, by using industry-level measures of hedge

fund pressure and thus assuming that all firms in an industry face the same threat level,

we eliminate any effect of unobserved firm-level characteristics beyond those common

to all firms in the industry. This still leaves the concern that selection effects arise at the

level of industries, i.e. hedge funds select entire industries (rather than firms) because of

common characteristics associated with the observed change in acquisition markets.

Third, therefore, we address this concern with an instrumental variable that is built

on the idiosyncratic fund inflow shock of each activist hedge fund, and we hypothetically

reassigns the new fund inflow according to the previous industry holding structure of
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each hedge fund, similar to the well-known instrument of mutual fund fire sales (Coval

and Stafford [2007], Edmans et al. [2012]).1 Thus, the instrument dissociates the increase

in activist’s targeting from their selection of industries. We find that our findings of the

change in corporate asset markets remain in place when we use this instrument. We are

also careful to control for any factors that explain the clustering of acquisition activity in

industries, or merger waves (Harford [2005b]), in order to address potential associations

with the target selection of hedge fund activists. We find no clear association between

merger waves and hedge fund target selection.2

Having established that activism pressure affects the behavior of both target firms as

well as of firms under activism threat, we try to find out which of these two channels is

more important for corporate transaction markets. Activist targets change their behavior

dramatically but only a few firms are targeted in a typical industry at any given time,

whereas many more firms are exposed to activism threats - our main threat measures

assume that all firms in the industry are equally exposed - , with moderate impact on

their behavior. We find that the overall impact that we attribute to firms under activism

threats is about the same as that attributed to activist targets, with a larger relatively

effect on the demand side (acquisitions), and a smaller effect on the supply side (mergers

and divestitures).

We estimate that firms in industries in the top quintile of activism pressure sell on

average about 23% more assets, and make close to 12% less acquisitions, leading to

a combined shift in the relation between demand and supply for corporate assets of

roughly 35%. We expect this squeeze in real asset liquidity to have an effect both on

transaction volume and on transaction prices.

1The same instrument has been used in the previous studies looking at threat effects of hedge fund
activism, Gantchev et al. [2017], Feng et al. [2017].

2The literature on the relationship between industry takeover activity, industry concentration and in-
dustry demand provides the background for such concerns (see Mitchell and Mulherin [1996], Andrade
and Stafford [2004], Bernile et al. [2012]). No earlier study has looked at determinants of merger waves
predicting the selection of activist targets, but Boyson et al. [2017] find that merger waves do not lead to
more activism mergers.
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Hence, we consider the impact on liquidity in highly affected industries. When firms

in an industry under activism pressure simultaneously aspire to sell more and buy fewer

assets, then real asset liquidity dries up, creating a role for outside liquidity providers.

Indeed, we find that outside acquirers - private equity funds, private firms, and listed

firms in other industries - provide liquidity and that their acquisition volume increases

in affected industries. We show that this difference is due to private equity providing

asset liquidity only in industries with high asset redeployability, and that outside asset

liquidity provision is stronger in these industries.

We then explore whether the squeeze in real asset liquidity also affects transaction

prices. We find evidence consistent with this hypothesis: seller announcement returns

are smaller in corporate sales when industries are affected by activist pressure (merger

bids and divestiture bids), and buyer announcement returns are (weakly) larger in this

case. We do not find evidence for a similar price prize effect for activist target firms -

thus, unlike other firms in industries under heavy activist pressure, activist target firms

themselves are not affected.

Finally, we consider whether activism pressure improves the efficiency of corporate

transactions, in the sense of transactions creating more long-run value. We look at ac-

counting measures and Tobin’s Q as a stock-based measure of long-run performance.

We control for the documented impact of activism campaigns and of corporate transac-

tions on long-run performance, and isolate the incremental effect of transactions done

under activism influence. We find positive long-run performance effects when corporate

transactions are undertaken by activism targets. We do not find similar effect for trans-

actions undertaken under activism threat. The direct involvement of activists appears to

be a necessary ingredient for activism pressure to produce additional efficiency gains in

corporate transactions.

Our paper contributes to various strands of the literature. It extends earlier work

on activism targets’ behavior in corporate transactions (reviewed in the next section) by
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showing that firms under activism threats adjust their behavior in the same direction.

There is a small literature on threat effects of activism (reviewed below) to which our

paper adds findings on the effect of activism threats on firms’ behavior in the market

for corporate assets. Our paper also contributes to the analysis of strategic interactions

between firms exposed to activism and rival firms. Aslan and Kumar [2016] show that

following an activist campaign, rival firms of the campaign target lose market share and

have reduced profitability, akin to competition in strategic substitutes. We find that rival

firms adopt behavioral changes similar to those of that of activism targets, and that the

overall impact on targets and rivals is sufficiently profound so as to affect the liquidity

and valuation in real asset markets. A final contribution of the paper is to the literature

on firm size and acquirer performance (see Moeller et al. [2004]); we show that activism

further accentuates the difference in long-run acquisition performance between large and

small acquirers. We also show that there is sharp distinction in acquisition activity, with

small firms making more and large firms less acquisition under activism threats.

The paper is also related to the wider literature on the real effects of hedge fund

activism.3 Academic researchers have analyzed the value gains following activism cam-

paigns (e.g., Brav et al. [2008a], Greenwood and Schor [2009], Becht et al. [2017]) and

have shown that activism campaigns improve the operations and profitability of targets

(Bebchuk et al. [2015a], Aslan and Kumar [2016], Brav et al. [2015a]),4 their competitive

position in product markets (Aslan and Kumar [2016]), and the quality of their innovation

effort (Brav et al. [2018]). Our paper contributes a number of aspects to the analysis of

real effects of activism, for example by showing that post-activism corporate transactions

improve the economic efficiency of sellers, but less so for firms acting under activism

threat, and that only smaller firm seem to be able to generate performance gains from

activism acquisitions.

3See Denes et al. [2017] and Brav et al. [2015b] for surveys. The literature has also investigated other
topics to which our paper is related, such as the international expansion of activism (see Becht et al. [2017])
and the determinants of activism target selection (Brav et al. [2008a]).

4There is some controversy concerning the improvement in long-term performance, see deHaan et al.
[2018] for size effects or Grennan [2014] for evidence on short-termism.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses literature and hypotheses.

We explain our sample construction and methodology in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 ana-

lyzes the impact of activism on mergers, divestitures, and acquisitions. In Section 3.5,

we investigate how activism pressure alters the equilibrium in the market for corporate

assets and affects real asset liquidity and asset prices. We investigate the impact on the

long-run efficiency of corporate transactions in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 concludes.

3.2 Literature and Hypotheses

There are theoretical and empirical papers supporting the view that hedge fund activism

affects firms’ decision-making in the market for corporate assets. Theoretical models

explaining why activism targets frequently become takeover targets include Burkart and

Lee [2018] who show that activists reduce ex ante and ex post free-riding in takeovers,

and Corum and Levit [2017] who demonstrate that activist toeholds act as facilitators of

future takeovers. The empirical literature on activism mergers shows that activist targets

have a substantially higher probability to receive merger bids (Boyson et al. [2017], Becht

et al. [2017]). Gantchev et al. [2018] find that activism campaigns reduce firm’s propensity

to make acquisitions, increase the frequency of divestiture, and improve the quality of

transactions, measured by long-run performance.

Concerning activism threats, the idea that firms react to activism pressure even if

they are not target firms is related to the literature on the disciplining effect of the mar-

ket for corporate control that stipulates that takeover threats influence the decisions of

companies that are not takeover targets (see Grossman and Hart [1980] for a seminal the-

ory contribution and Bertrand and Mullainathan [2003a] for evidence). The concept of

activism threats has been developed theoretically e.g. in Edmans and Manso [2011] and

Fos and Kahn [2016]. Thus, when facing heightened activism threat, managers should

proactively adjust their behavior in anticipation of increased activism risk. Gantchev
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et al. [2017], Feng et al. [2017], and Bourveau and Schoenfeld [2017] present supportive

evidence for this view.

Besides the disciplining effect of activism threats, there could be other motives that

would lead firms under activism threat to adopt behavior similar to that of campaign

targets. Firms might also simply mimic the behavior of closely watched rivals that are

activist targets. Alternatively, they might react because of strategic interaction effects

with activist targets in product or asset markets. Strategic interaction effects between ac-

tivism targets and rivals, however, do not yield a clear prediction concerning the direction

of rivals’ adjustments; the optimal strategic response of rivals may have the opposite sign

of the behavioral adjustment of activism targets, consistent with competition in strategic

substitutes. Indeed, Aslan and Kumar [2016] study product market interactions of ac-

tivism and find that activism targets increase their market share and profitability whereas

product market rivals suffer reductions in market share and mark-ups. If rivals’ reaction

is in strategic substitutes, the strategic interaction effect would dampen rather than rein-

force the impact of activism on corporate asset markets that we study.5 Throughout, we

remain agnostic about the exact motives that lead to the behavioral change on acquisition

markets.

The decrease in asset purchases and the increase in asset sales in affected industries

should affect asset markets. When more assets are sold and fewer are bought, real asset

liquidity for sellers is reduced. The effect is related to the argument by Shleifer and

Vishny [1992] that industry peers and hence insiders are the highest-value acquirer of any

assets in an industry that is for sale. There is also a substantial theoretical and empirical

literature on asset fire sales (see Shleifer and Vishny [2011] for a survey). The concept of

real asset liquidity has been explored empirically by Schlingemann et al. [2002], Ortiz-

Molina and Phillips [2014], and Kim and Kung [2017], among others.

5From a theoretical point of view, the sign of the predicted rival reactions in response to the changed
behavior of campaign targets is not unique; it depends on whether firms compete in strategic substitutes
or strategic complements.
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The effect on real asset liquidity will change the industry equilibrium in the asset

market. Following standard general equilibrium arguments, we expect a measurable

effect both along the quantity and the price dimension. Specifically, with a high level of

hedge fund activism, industry insiders that are listed firms and hence potentially also

activism targets, will also feel pressure to sell assets and to curtail acquisitions. They are

unlikely to be in a position to be providers of asset liquidity rather than liquidity seekers.

This role should more fall to industry outsiders - private equity firms, private firms, and

firms that operate predominantly in other industries - than industry insiders.

Finally, when studying the effect of activism on the efficiency of corporate transac-

tions, the neoclassical view that corporate acquisitions serve the purpose of reallocating

assets to more efficient uses has long dominated economics (Jovanovic and Rousseau

[2002]), but the evidence is mixed. Maksimovic and Phillips [2001] find that plant-level

efficiency improves following a merger, but studies based on Tobin’s Q do not yield a

clear consensus.

The theoretical and empirical literature on the relationship between corporate gov-

ernance and acquisition markets is also relevant in this context. The literature has con-

sidered empire building and value-destroying acquisitions as a prominent dimension of

managerial agency costs (Jensen [1986], Morck et al. [1990]), and has emphasized the dis-

ciplining role of the market for corporate control on acquisition behavior (Mitchell and

Lehn [1990]). Indeed, acquirer returns in acquisitions of public targets are low, though the

ex post performance of mergers and acquisitions has generally been shown to be positive

(Andrade et al. [2001]). There is evidence that acquirers with better corporate governance

have higher acquisitions returns (Masulis et al. [2007]), but literature directly linking the

governance role of active shareholders to ex post long-term merger performance is scant.

There is also a literature showing that acquirer returns and long-term post-acquisition

performance are significantly higher for smaller acquirers (Moeller et al. [2004], and Gor-

ton et al. [2009]. In view of this evidence, it seems plausible that activism targets will

execute more efficient transactions since they are co-governed by activist funds, but that
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the efficiency of transactions done by firms under activism threat improves less since

they latter do not benefit from close monitoring by activist shareholders. It seems also

plausible that the role of firm size in acquirer performance extends to the analysis of

acquisitions done under activism pressure.

To summarize the hypotheses that we investigate, we first expect activism targets as

well as firms under activism threat to be more likely to make divestitures or to be sold,

and to make fewer acquisitions compared with other firms. Small firms are possibly

under less pressure to reduce acquisitions to the extent that their acquirer returns are

positive.

We expect these common trends to affect the equilibrium in corporate asset markets:

in industries with heightened activism pressure, the supply of real assets should increase

and the demand for real assets decrease. The ensuing reduction in the liquidity of cor-

porate asset markets should lead to a squeeze in transaction prices, and create a role for

asset liquidity provision by outside market participants.

Finally, we expect corporate transactions under activism pressure to show efficiency

gains, and these gains potentially to be larger for activism targets than for firms under

activism threat because of the stronger governance effect of an activism campaign.

3.3 Sample Construction and Methodology

3.3.1 Samples of activism events and corporate transactions

We construct a comprehensive sample of hedge fund activism (henceforth: HFA) by com-

bining two data sources: the sample originally studied in Brav et al. [2008a] that has been

updated by Alon Brav and Wei Jiang to include the more recent time period6 and the

6We are grateful to Alon Brav and Wei Jiang for generously sharing their proprietary data with us.
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FactSet SharkWatch database. The two databases are only partially overlapping as they

use complementary sampling strategies: Brav and Jiang identify hedge fund activism

campaigns mainly through the initial (the first relevant) Schedule 13D filling submitted

to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)7 whereas FactSet SharkWatch focuses

on public campaigns and identifies them from various sources, such as press releases,

financial news, Schedule 13D fillings and proxy statements, and thus is able to track

public campaigns also when activists have ownership below 5%. When combining the

two samples, we carefully screen the data and remove any duplicates. We find that 1,728

of 3,537 campaigns in Brav’s extended sample are also recorded in FactSet SharkWatch.8

We follow Boyson et al. [2017] and merge multiple hedge fund activism campaigns tar-

geting a single firm in any calendar year as a single activism observation, starting at

the first recorded announcement date. We obtain a total sample of 4,380 HFA events.

We further limit the sample to HFA events that target firms incorporated in the U.S.

and included in the CRSP-Compustat Merged Database. This process yields a sample of

3,551 unique HFA campaigns in the U.S. (see Table 3.1, Panel A), and a list of 862 hedge

funds that operate as activist hedge funds at least once in our sample and that will be

used to distinguish between activist hedge funds and other institutional investors. The

activism sample constructed in this way covers the period from 1994 - 2016. We use 1994

as the start date as the earliest possible year with significant hedge fund activism activity,

consistent with earlier literature.

We use SDC Platinum for data on corporate transactions for our 1994-2016 sample

period and extract and construct three separate transaction samples, covering respec-

tively (1) mergers (U.S. listed firms being acquired), (2) divestitures (sellers are U.S. listed

firms), and (3) acquisitions (acquirers are U.S. listed firms.9 For all three types of cor-

7A 13D filing with SEC within 10 days is mandatory when an investor (or a group of investors) owns
more than 5% of any class of public shares of the company and intends to influence the management,
corporate policy and control.

8We only retain HFA events from SharkWatch if at least one of the activists is a hedge fund and if
the campaign target is not a fund (such as a closed end or real estate fund). We also drop 292 activist
campaigns involving risk arbitrage as in Boyson et al. [2017].

9The first and second groups of transactions, mergers and divestitures, are mutually exclusive, but the
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porate transactions, we use two identical filters: (i) we only retain transactions with an

(attempted) control change, i.e. the acquirer owns less than 50% of shares before the bid

and the percentage of shares sought is larger than 50%; (ii) we only include transactions

with a (non-missing) transaction value of at least $10 million.

For the merger sample (i.e., acquisitions of U.S. based listed firms), we exclude di-

vestitures, spinoffs, recapitalizations, self-tender offers, repurchases, partial equity stakes,

acquisitions of remaining interest, privatizations, as well as deals in which the target or

the acquirer is a government agency. For the divestiture sample, we only retain trans-

actions that are marked as either “divestiture” or “division” in SDC Platinum, and for

which there is no other information leading us to conclude that it is not a sale of a cor-

porate unit or subsidiary. We exclude spinoffs and splitoffs, and require the transaction

to be completed. For the acquisition sample, we start with the sample of all SDC M&A

transactions of which targets are U.S. based listed firms, private firms, or subsidiaries,

and the acquirer a listed firm included in the CRSP-Compustat Merged Database. We

exclude transactions involving spinoffs, splitoffs, self-tenders and share repurchases.

3.3.2 Firms and industries

We use the universe of U.S. firms in the CRSP-Compustat Merged Database as our base-

line sample, both to identify the firms that operate under the impact of activism (the

treated sample) as for firms that we consider as unaffected by activism influence (the

control sample). We exclude all firms that are not incorporated and headquartered in

the U.S., and exclude firm-years with missing historical SIC codes and with missing or

negative total sales. Our baseline sample contains 116,448 firm-year observations over

the 23 years from 1994 to 2016. From CRSP-Compustat, we get financial and accounting

data as well as CRSP stock price information.

acquisitions sample contains the buy side of many, but not all, of the transactions for which the sell side is
in the merger or divestiture sample.
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We complement the data for our baseline sample with data on institutional ownership

from ThomsonReuters’ (now Refinitiv’s) 13F database. We match our list of 862 activist

hedge funds with the ownership 13F database and obtain passive ownership information

of those hedge funds (the majority of investments by activist hedge funds are passive

investments) and for other institutional investors. Alon Brav and Song Ma graciously

provided us with data on 13G filings.

We study markets for corporate assets at the industry level, using 3-digit SIC indus-

tries as the baseline to identify corporate asset markets, with a total of 277 industries

in our sample. Real assets, in particular intangible assets, are often industry-specific,

and industry peers are the most frequent buyers and highest-value bidders for corporate

assets (see Shleifer and Vishny [1992]). Earlier work looking at the effects of activism

threats also aggregates threats at the industry level (Gantchev et al. [2017], Feng et al.

[2017]).

3.3.3 Measures of activism impact

We consider two channels of activism impact, HFA campaigns on one hand and the

threat impact of activism on the other hand, and hence define two separate groups of

firms affected by activism, firms that are HFA targets and firms under HFA threat. We

define the control group as the group of all other firms. At any given point in time, the

two groups of firms exposed to activism (the treated firms) are disjoint groups; however,

firms frequently change their group assignment over the course of our panel study.10

For the first group, HFA targets, we use our sample of 3,551 HFA events described

in Section 3.3. We define a dummy variable that is equal to one when an activism

event is recorded in our sample, and consider that the impact of this treatment lasts for a

number of years, following earlier work that shows that there are long-run effects of HFA

10Such transitions in group assignments are expected considering that activism threats are not perma-
nent and that firms under HFA threat are more likely to be targeted than firms in the control group.
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targeting even after the end of hedge fund campaigns (see Brav et al. [2008a], Bebchuk

et al. [2015a]). Boyson et al. [2017] and Gantchev et al. [2018] show that this persistent

effect can also be observed for the acquisition behavior of activism targets. We use a

two-year horizon for the impact on corporate transactions following Boyson et al. [2017].

For the second group, firms under activism threat, we begin with firm-level threat

measures, recognizing that the HFA threat level is not the same for all firms in an indus-

try. Our variable of choice is the predicted probability of a firm to become a hedge fund

activism target in the following year, similar to estimations used in Brav et al. [2008a],

Klein and Zur [2009], Feng et al. [2017], and Gantchev et al. [2017]. We also use large

passive stakes of activist hedge funds as a second firm-level threat measure. Passive

stakes by activists are deemed to capture threats since activists often use passive stakes

as launch pad for activism campaigns.

We construct two industry-level metrics that are identical for all firms in an indus-

try as our main measures of the intensity of activism threats. We adopt this approach

because of our focus on the impact on real asset markets that are best aggregated at the

industry level, and because industry-level measures help to address concerns about se-

lection bias.11 Our main variable measuring industry-level activism threats is the fraction

of recent HFA targets in the industry (at the 3 digit SIC level), that is the fraction of firms

that have been targeted by activist hedge funds in last three years. The resulting variable,

Industry HFA Frequency, exhibits a strong component of year-to-year fluctuations that

should capture changes in the industry-wide threat perception.

The second variable, Industry HFStake Frequency, is constructed to measure the frac-

tion of firms with strong increases in passive and active share holdings by activist hedge

funds in the industry level. We compile information from 13F filings (using Thomson

11More precisely, they address endogeneity concerns about selection effects the firm level, but still leave
open the possibility that hedge funds select firms as targets based on unobserved common industry char-
acteristics and that we address with our instrumental variable approach. Since within a given industry,
threat levels vary, our focus on industry-level threat measures should be conservative and weaken our
estimated reactions when compared with threat measures that incorporate firm-level heterogeneity.
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Reuters 13F database) that record all activist hedge funds holdings, and aggregate the

quarterly total ownership by activist hedge funds in firm level. We only include 13F

filings of hedge funds on our list of 832 activist funds, thus excluding all other hedge

funds and institutional investors. For each firm we define an HF stake jump dummy,

D[HFStake], that is equal to one in year t if the total ownership of hedge funds increases

during year t by more than 5%. We then aggregate this information at the industry level.

The resulting variable, Industry HFStake Frequency, records the fraction of firms (in the

industry) that had at least one HF stake jump within last 3 years.

In order to address endogeneity concerns, we construct an additional plausible ex-

ogenous measure of changes in activism threats. Inspired by Edmans et al. [2012] and

following Gantchev et al. [2017] and Feng et al. [2017], we construct the variable Flow In-

duced Fund Buy (FIFB) that removes the hedge funds’ possibly endogenous decision in

which industries they increase their holdings whenever they experience a discontinuous

rise in inflows. We first construct a fund inflow shock dummy for each activist hedge

fund that is equal to one when the hedge fund’s new inflow is larger than 5% of its total

net assets measured at the end of the previous year. If this variable is equal to one, we

allocate the new fund inflow hypothetically to each industry exactly in the proportions

that replicate the fund’s industry portfolio structure in the previous year, following ex-

actly the definition of FIFB introduced by Gantchev et al. [2017]. Finally, we sum up the

new fund inflows at the industry-year level and obtain the variable FIFB that removes

the endogenous firm- and industry-level allocation decision. Whereas Industry HFStake

Frequency is based on hedge funds’ actual industry allocations, FIFB assigns hypotheti-

cal industry weights based on the past industry structure, thus removing industry-level

endogeneity.12

12This argument is supported by at least two observations: (i) idiosyncratic fund inflow shocks are very
likely to be orthogonal to any unobservable industry characteristics since most of activist hedge funds are
general investors, i.e. they diversify investments across industries; and (ii) we focus only on large inflows
(5%) and allocate them according to the fund’s past portfolio following the argument that hedge funds
tend to invest quickly and in a mechanical manner when they experience large inflow Coval and Stafford
[2007].
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3.3.4 Summary statistics

As Panel A of Table 3.1 shows, our sample of HFA events is fairly well distributed over

the sample period of 23 years, albeit with a lower intensity in the first 2 years, a peak

in 2006-2008, two marked slowdowns during stock market downturns (1999-2001 and

2009-2010), and a strong rebound in HFA activity after 2011. The number of firms in our

baseline sample reaches a peak of 6,850 in 1996 and then steadily decreases to 3,990 firms

in 2016, largely reflecting the intense M&A activity among listed U.S. corporations (see

Doidge et al. [2018]).

Panel B of Table 3.1 presents summary statistics of our threat exposure variables. On

average, 6.0% of firms in an industry are activism targets in the current year or in the

past 2 years. 10.1% of firms in a given industry experience an increase in hedge funds

ownership of more than 5% in at least one year of the current and past 2 years, with a

median of 7.7%. There is substantial variance across industries and years in both of our

main measures of activism threats, as well as in the variable FIFB that we will use as

instrument.

Table 3.1 also reports in Panel C a large number of commonly used firm characteris-

tics, breaking them down between our sample of HFA target firms (N = 3,551) and the

remaining firm-year observations in the baseline sample (N = 112,897). This panel pro-

vides preliminary insight into the relationship between observable firm characteristics

and target selection by activist hedge funds, and the magnitude of the possible selection

bias. As expected and in accordance with earlier papers (starting with Brav et al. [2008a]),

we find that the differences in institutional ownership, Tobin’s Q, market capitalization

(in logs), as well as those in dividend yield, cash flow, ROA, sales growth, asset growth,

recent stock performance (one-year CAR) and industry concentration are all significant.

We discuss in Section E how these firm-level characteristics help to explain the selection

of hedge fund targets, and we control for them in our regressions below.
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In Panel D of Table 3.1, we present a similar comparison, but this time sort by ac-

tivism threats. We sort observations into terciles according to our leading industry-level

activism threat variable, Industry HFA Frequency. By construction, variations across

columns reflect cross-industry differences by tercile of exposure to hedge fund pressure

(industries may be assigned to different terciles in different years). Panel D reports quite

a bit variation across tercile averages and medians, but the percentage differences are

small, with the exception of dividends and cash holdings, and there is hardly any mono-

tonic trend in the variables: differences between the bottom tercile and the middle tercile

revert back when we move to the top tercile of industry HFA threats, with few excep-

tions.13

[Insert Table 3.1 Here]

3.3.5 Do our measures of activism threats measure heightened target

probabilities?

An important question is how well our variables on industry-level activism threat per-

form in predicting changes in the probability of individual firms to become activism

targets. We use a logit model predicting the probability to become an HFA target, similar

to the models used in Brav et al. [2008a], Klein and Zur [2009], Gantchev et al. [2017],

and others, and include all variables having been shown to have an impact on the tar-

get probability. We then include our industry-level variables of activism threat to see

whether they significantly help to explain the probability of being targeted.

The results are presented in Table 3.2. Column (1) reports the benchmark in which

we only include the known firm characteristics that help to explain the selection of ac-

tivism targets. The known strong predictors are all confirmed, in particular small size,

13There are four exceptions, consistent with Panel A and the determinants of hedge fund targeting (see
Table 3.2): hedge funds are more likely to exert pressure in industries with smaller firms, more institutional
ownership, lower dividends and larger cash reserves.
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low Tobin’s Q, extensive institutional ownership, low dividends and cash flows or ROA,

large cash holdings, and underperforming recent stock returns. These variables have

some power predicting future hedge fund targeting (pseudo-R2 = 0.086). The next three

columns (2) to (4) look at our leading industry variables of activism threats sequen-

tially. We find that each of our three industry measures strongly predicts that firms will

become hedge fund targets in the near future, at a 1% level of significance. The con-

tribution to the predictive power is particularly impressive for Industry HFA Frequency

that we use as our main variable: our capacity to predict that individual firms will be

targeted in the near future increases by 52% (R2 = 0.129). The increase in the predictive

power is substantially smaller for the second variable (R2 = 0.088 for Industry HFStake

Frequency). Even the variable FIFB that eliminates any effect of hedge funds shifting al-

locations across industry increases the predictive power (column (4)). These regressions

confirm that our industry threat measures constitute a significant determinant of future

target probabilities for individual firms in the affected industries. Importantly, the re-

gressions show that a substantial fraction of hedge fund threats is driven by a common

industry component, demonstrating that it is rational for firms to change their behavior

in reaction to variations in industry threat levels, and providing microeconomic founda-

tions for our investigation of the question whether activism pressure may affect entire

corporate asset markets and not just individual firms.

[Insert Table 3.2 Here]

3.4 Deal Activity and Activism

We analyze univariate and multivariate findings of the impact of hedge fund activism on

transaction frequencies for all three deal types.
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3.4.1 Deal frequencies

This section discusses the univariate evidence on the transaction frequencies for the three

types of corporate transactions. We begin with the frequency of merger bids. Greenwood

and Schor [2009] show that the bulk of shareholder returns in the wake of activist cam-

paigns can be attributed to activism mergers; Boyson et al. [2017] and Becht et al. [2017]

find that the probability of firms being acquisition targets increases very strongly after

activism campaigns are launched. Following Boyson et al. [2017], we define a merger bid

to be an activism merger if it falls within a window of two calender years after the public

announcement of the activist campaign (13D filing or announcement date).

Panel A of Table 3.3 shows year-by-year transaction frequencies for the full sample

period. In any given year after 1995, between 3.75% and 8.16% of firms in the CRSP-

Compustat sample are targets of a merger bid (including unsuccessful bids). The average

frequency is 5.17%.14 For HFA target firms, the average frequency is 10.19%, almost twice

as large. The bid frequency is substantially higher in every single year. Panel A also

tabulates the merger frequencies for firms that are under High HFA Threat, defined as

industries in the top tercile of our Industry HFA Frequency variable (and excluding firms

not targeted by activists in the current or the two previous years, in order to disentangle

the threat effect from the HFA target effect). The average annual merger bid rate increases

to 5.38 %, which is 24% higher than the 4.34% for the firms under Low HFA Threat.

[Insert Table 3.3 Here]

In Panel B, we present the same breakdown for divestitures. On average, each year

5.19 % of listed firms divest business units with a transaction value of more than $10m.

This frequency rises by more than 50% to 7.81 % for activism divestitures, i.e. divestitures

occurring in a two-year window after the start of an activist campaign.15 For divesti-

14The ratios of bids per firm (not reported) are higher since some firms receive multiple bids in a given
year.

15(Gantchev et al. [2018] also document an increase in activism divestitures.
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tures under High HFA Threat (top tercile of Industry HFA Frequency), the divestiture

frequency seems to be decreasing slightly when compared with the full sample, but it is

13 % higher than the frequency of low threat firms.

In Panel C, we look at acquisitions, including acquisitions of private firms and busi-

ness units. On average, the annual rate of making acquisitions of more than $10m

recorded is 15.06%, a percentage that decreases to 11.82% for firms with activism acqui-

sitions (two-year window after an activist campaign). For acquisitions under High HFA

Threat (top tercile), the acquisition frequency decreases slightly to 14.51%, 7.7% lower

than for firms in the low HFA threat tercile (15.72%).

Panel D looks only at acquisitions of private targets (private acquisitions henceforth)

by firms in the baseline sample. We single out private acquisitions since they represent

a deal flow without overlap with the previous panels.16 45.8% of acquisitions in our

sample are private acquisitions so their share is important. For the private acquisitions

in Panel D, the (private) sellers are immune to hedge fund pressure, allowing us to

isolate better fluctuations steming from the demand side. The annual rate of private

acquisitions of more than $10m. is 7.68%, which decreases by 28.5%, a higher relatively

decrease compared to Panel C, to 5.49% for activism acquisitions of private targets. The

annual frequency of private acquisitions in the high HFA threat tercile also decreases, to

7.50%.

3.4.2 Corporate transactions of activism targets

Turning to multivariate regressions, we consider campaign targets in this subsection, and

the effects of activism threats in Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4.
16Since firms under activism impact sell more assets and are more likely to be acquired, there will be

a corresponding increase in the acquisition numbers in Panel C that reflects this supply-driven surge.
Panel A (mergers) and Panel B (divestitures) look at the sell-side of transactions; Panel C reports the
entire buy-side of the corporate asset market, and hence also includes a major part of the buy-side for the
transactions for which the sell-side is reported in Panels A and B (the completed transactions sold to listed
firms dominate our sample).
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Table 3.4 shows logit regression results for our firm-year panel. The main explana-

tory variable D[Activist] is an indicator variable tracking whether the firm is an HFA

campaign target in the 2 years prior to each type of transaction (a transaction event is a

merger bid in Panel A, a divestiture in Panel B, etc.). In Panel A, the dependent variable

is the probability of receiving a merger bid in year t.17 In all regressions, we use an

extensive array of control variables, including variables known to contribute to the fre-

quency of corporate transactions and/or the probability of facing an activism campaign,

such as Tobin’s Q, size, leverage, institutional ownership, cash, dividends, cash flow, as-

set and sales growth, recent stock market return, industry concentration (HHI), and real

asset liquidity.18 We include industry and year fixed effects. As expected from earlier

studies, the dummy D[Activist] has a very strong and robust effect on the probability of

receiving a merger bid (p < 0.01), with t-values comprised between 8.37 and 12.99 and

a change in predicted probabilities of 92 % (10.49 % vs. 5.45 %). There is no substantial

difference whether when we distinguish between merger bids from strategic competitors,

from financial buyer groups, or consider unsolicited bids (columns (2) to (4)).

In Panel B, we consider divestitures. We include the same array of control variables as

in Panel A and industry and year fixed effects. The results are strong, with the variable

of interest D[Activist] highly significant in all specification (t = 5.22). Regression (1)

shows the baseline regression for all divestitures events. The predicted annual frequency

of undertaking a divestiture increases by 41 % (6.44% vs. 4.57%) compared with the

full sample. An even higher frequency of divestitures occurs among activist campaign

target firms when the activists mention divestitures as an explicit campaign goal (11.63%,

almost three times as high as the unconditional frequency). In regressions (3) and (4), we

break the sample down by type of buyer, strategic buyer or private equity firm, and find

no important difference. Regressions (5) and (6) split the sample between assets that are

17D[Activist] is equal to one in year t if activists launch a campaign against the firm during the 730
calendar days prior to the transaction event, or, if there is no transaction event for the firm in year t, during
the 2 calendar years prior to the median date of all transaction events of other firms in year t.

18We use the measure of Ortiz-Molina and Phillips [2014] that in turn is based on Schlingemann et al.
[2002].
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related to the seller firm’s core activity (3-digit SIC code), and those that are unrelated.

Both are highly significant (p < 0.01), but show no clear difference.

In Panel C, we turn to acquisitions. Again, we find a highly significant decrease in

acquisitions in our benchmark specification in regression (1) (t = 3.56). However, the

effect is driven by acquisitions of private targets, as is clear when comparing private

acquisitions (regression (3), t = 3.57) and acquisitions of public targets that show no

significant coefficient (regression (5)). In regressions (2) and (4), we split the variable of

interest D[Activist] by firm size, inspired by the literature on firm size and acquirer per-

formance (Moeller et al. [2004]); we find that only firms with above-median size (market

capitalization) significantly cut back on acquisitions, whereas the variable is insignificant

for firms of below-median size. In acquisitions, firm size matters, but we do not find

similar effects for sales transactions (mergers and divestitures, not reported in tables).

We will return repeatedly to this distinction. We find no difference between acquisitions

of related and unrelated assets (columns (6) and (7)).

We are concerned about endogeneity affecting the regression set-up of Panels A to

C in Table 3.4. A major concern is that firms’ selection as hedge fund target and their

change of behavior in the market for corporate assets might be driven by omitted variable

bias in the data, or another selection bias. To address these endogeneity concerns, we

deploy in Panel D methodology first proposed by Brav et al. [2015a] and distinguish be-

tween passive (13G filing) and active stakes (13D filing switched from 13G) by the same

activist hedge funds in our sample.19 The results in Panel D show that mergers become

significantly more likely and acquisitions less likely when hedge funds acquire stakes of

5% or more and declare having no activism intentions (13G filings are mandatory in this

case), consistent with our hypothesis that activism threats matter and affect behavior.

We find no effect on divestitures and private acquisitions. When the same activist hedge

funds later on switch from passive stake to declaring activist intentions (the interaction

1913G fillings are similar to 13D fillings except that the filer acquiring the stake in the company is only a
passive investor and does not intend to exert control. If these criteria are not met and the size of the stake
exceeds 20 percent, form 13D must be filed.
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term D[Post] × D[13G to 13D Switcher] captures these events), divestitures and merger

become significantly more likely, and private acquisitions significantly less likely. These

findings show that it is not just the selection of firms by hedge funds that explains the

association between hedge fund exposure and acquisition behavior, dissipating substan-

tially our concerns about endogeneity.

[Insert Table 3.4 Here]

3.4.3 Firm-level activism threats

Turning to the multivariate analysis of activism threats, we first investigate the impact of

activism threat on firms asset market behavior using the company-specific threat mea-

sure. Since we focus on threat perceptions, we exclude activism events, i.e. for activism

targets, we exclude the HFA event year and the three following years from our panel. We

use two different measures of such threat levels that are idiosyncratic for each firm and

may vary widely across industries. First, we use the predicted probability of becoming

an activism target according to regression (1) in Table 3.2. Panel A of Table 3.5 shows the

results for all three types of corporate transactions. In addition, we aggregate the two

transaction types (mergers and divestitures) that correspond to corporate sales in regres-

sion (3), and separate between acquisitions of private targets and others in regression (5).

Second, we use a dummy equal to 1 if the combined passive ownership by activist hedge

funds is at least 5% for the firm in year t as the firm specific threat measure. Panel B of

Table 3.5 shows the results, again for all three types of corporate transactions. We find in

both cases highly significant results showing an increase in merger bids and divestitures,

and a small decrease in acquisition frequencies for large firms but not for small ones.20

[Insert Table 3.5 Here]

20Our two firm-level threat measures are subject to endogeneity concerns, that is our findings might be
attributable to selection effects of targets by activists. We address this issue in the next subsection.
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3.4.4 Corporate transactions under industry-wide activism threats

We now consider our industry-level measures of activism threats that by construction

take the same value for all firms in a given industry-year. We again exclude activism

events. In order to control for industry shocks driving both the activism threat and

changes in asset markets, we add the industry-level controls proposed by Harford [2005b],

such as industry-year median absolute change of ROA, Sales Growth, Employee Growth,

and Turnover (sales scaled by lagged book assets), as well as the full set of firm-level

controls used in Tables 3.4 and 3.5.

Table 3.6 presents the results. In Panel A, we consider our main threat variable,

Industry HFA Frequency. Industry HFA Frequency leads to a significant increase in

divestitures and in sales (mergers and divestitures combined) (p < 0.05), but not in

mergers. When we look at acquisitions, we again split the sample according to size

(median split). We find that activism threat leads to a significant decrease in acquisitions

and private acquisitions only for large firms (p < 0.01) as predicted, whereas for below-

median firms in terms of firm value, there is a highly significant positive effect (p < 0.01)

on acquisitions and private acquisitions. We return to this puzzling funding in Section

6.B.

[Insert Table 3.6 Here]

Panel B looks at our alternate measure of industry activism threats, Industry HFStake

Frequency, indicating the proportion of firms experiencing a more than 5% increase in

exposure (active and passive) to activist hedge funds. We find even stronger results,

with divestitures and mergers increasing significantly (p < 0.05), and an even stronger

reaction when we combine them to sales of assets (p < 0.01). Again only for large firms

do we find a negative reaction of acquisitions following heightened hedge fund threats,

whereas the sign is positive and significant for small firms.

Despite our extensive effort to control for all possible industry shocks and charac-
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teristics, unobserved industry characteristics may still bias our analysis. To address this

concern, we use the instrument FIFB introduced in Section 3.3. FIFB is based on id-

iosyncratic large fund inflow shocks (> 5%), and most activist hedge funds are general

investors in their passive investments, i.e. they invest in a diversified cross-section of in-

dustries and tend to invest quickly and in a mechanical manner when experiencing large

inflows Coval and Stafford [2007]. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume they will not

allocate these inflows to industries according to unobserved industry shocks or trends

that could be associated with corporate transactions activity. In Table 3.2, columns (6) to

(7) show that the variable FIFB satisfies the relevance criterion, as it is strongly associated

with Industry HFA Frequency. We then apply the reduced form 2SLS approach, using

FIFB as instrument for Industry HFA Frequency, our main variable of interest.21

The results of our reduced form 2SLS approach are presented in Panel C of Table 3.6.

Panel C shows that mergers, divestitures and sales become significantly more likely and

acquisitions by large firms become less likely when using the FIFB instrument.

In conclusion, we find that firms under heightened activism threat divest more and

are more frequently acquired. On average, they also make fewer acquisitions. These

results extend findings by Gantchev et al. [2018] and Boyson et al. [2017] and show that

firms under activism threat make similar changes in their behavior compared with target

firms. There are, however, two important differences: first, the effect on merger bids is

strong for target firms, and, probably unsurprisingly, weak for firms under threats. Con-

cerning acquisitions, we find that the size difference observable for target firms (where

only larger firms make fewer acquisitions), is exacerbated when firms are under activism

threat: large firms make fewer acquisitions, whereas smaller firms make more acquisi-

tions, but they do not necessarily pursue an (inorganic) growth strategy because at the

same time they divest more.

21The 2SLS estimator gives us qualitatively similar results.
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3.5 Activism and the Market for Corporate Assets

3.5.1 The combined impact of activism on real asset markets

Our next step is to gain some perspective on the relatively importance of the two chan-

nels of activism pressure, the direct target impact and threat impact. We analyze logit

regressions that investigate the joint impact of the two channels on the asset market be-

havior of firms. The main difference to our previous analyses is that the two groups

of treated firms are now analyzed jointly, whereas they were analyzed separately in Ta-

ble 3.4 and Table 3.6. Results are presented in Table 3.7. D[Activist] and D[High HFA

Threat] are the variables of interest for the two disjoint groups of treated firms, and they

are mutually exclusive: D[Activist] is defined as in Table 3.4 and D[High HFA Threat]

is a dummy variable that is equal to one for firms in the top quintile of Industry HFA

Frequency (activist targets are again excluded); we use a dummy variable instead of the

continuous variable to facilitate comparisons.

In Panel A of Table 3.7, we find that both the dummy for activism targets and the

dummy for high HFA threat lead to more divestitures and more corporate sales (a vari-

able that combines mergers and divestitures); when looking at merger bids we find a sig-

nificant effect of D[Activist], but no significant effect for D[High HFA Threat]. Concern-

ing acquisitions in Panel B, the regression confirms our earlier findings that only large

firms under High HFA Threat acquire less, with a strong and significant effect (p < 0.01).

Small firms under High HFA Threat make actually more acquisitions (p < 0.01).

[Insert Table 3.7 Here]

The most interesting insights of Table 3.7 can be gleaned from the model’s estimate of

conditional probabilities of corporate transactions and marginal effects. After estimating

the logit model, we calculate conditional probabilities of transactions by fixing all other
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controls at the mean values of the treated group. We define the marginal effect as the

estimated increase in the probability of a transaction when the HFA exposure dummy

(either D[Activist] or D[High HFA Threat]) is switched from 0 to 1.22 As reported in Panel

A of Table 3.7, the probability of receiving merger bids for activism targets increases by

5.31%, and for firms under High HFA Threat it increases by 0.28%. Concerning corporate

sales, activism targets are 7.44% more likely to sell corporate assets according to the

marginal effect of activist, and firms under High HFA Threat are 0.81% more likely to

sell assets. Concerning acquisitions in Panel B, large activism targets are 4.55% less likely

to undertake acquisitions, and large firms under High HFA Threat undertake 2.16% less

acquisitions.

We next compare the relatively importance of the two channels of activism pressure.

Activism targets exhibit a much stronger reaction, but are less frequent compared with

firms under HFA threat that show a weaker reaction but are more numerous. We focus on

industries with high activism pressure, that is industry-years in the top quintile of Indus-

try HFA Frequency over the entire sample. The mean value of Industry HFA Frequency

in these industry-years is around 0.25, i.e. 25% of firms in these industries are currently or

in the past two years activism targets; the remaining 75% of firms are firms entering our

estimates of the effect of High HFA Threat. As a result, the overall impact is that a firm in

an industry under high activism pressure will increase its annual frequency of selling an

asset by 0.25× 7.44%+ 0.75× 0.81% = 2.47%. Since the average annual frequency of cor-

porate sales is 10.36%,23, this means that corporate sales in industries under high activism

pressure increase by 23.84%(= 2.47/10.36). On the acquisition side, we need to distin-

guish between small and large firms since activism pressure affects them in opposite

directions. For large firms (above median in size), the overall impact of high HFA pres-

22Since we have two different treated groups, HFA targets and firms with High HFA Threat, we estimate
the probability of transactions conditional on HFA Targets by fixing D[Activist] = 1, D[High HFA Threat] =
0, D[Mid HFA Threat] = 0, and by fixing other controls at the mean of the target firm sample; we calculate
the probability conditional on High HFA Threat by fixing D[Activist] = 0, D[High HFA Threat] = 1, D[Mid
HFA Threat] = 0, and by fixing other controls at the mean value of the High HFA Threat sample.

23See Table 3.3: we add the average frequency for mergers of 5.17% (Panel A) and for divestitures of
5.19% (Panel B).
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sure is equal to (0.25×−4.55% + 0.75×−2.16%) = −2.76% less acquisitions; for small

firms, the overall increase in acquisitions is (0.25×−0.40% + 0.75×+1.50%) = 1.03%.

Thus, the overall activism pressure effect on acquisitions in top quintile industries will

be a decrease by −2.76% + 1.03% = −1.73%. In relation to an annual frequency of

acquisitions of 15.06% for the entire sample (See Table 3.3, Panel C), this means that

firms in high activism pressure industries decrease their frequency of acquisitions by

−1.76/15.06 = −11.69% on average. We can also estimate the combined impact on the

equilibrium in corporate asset markets under activism pressure: in these industries, firms

on average undertake 23.84% more corporate sales and 11.69% less acquisitions, meaning

that in the top quintile of affected industry-years, activism pressure creates an imbalance

of more than 35% between the supply and the demand for corporate assets.

3.5.2 Activism and real asset liquidity

We now turn to an assessment of the impact of activism on the asset market equilibrium

of affected industries. We begin by investigating the impact on the industry equilib-

rium in terms of transaction activity. Firms in the industry with heightened hedge fund

pressure tend to sell more assets and simultaneously are less willing to buy assets, as

estimated in last subsection, hence they are less likely to appear as liquidity providers

in corporate asset markets in industries affected by activism pressure. Our hypothesis

suggests, therefore, that industry outsiders, buyers that are not affected by the industry-

specific activism pressure, should be a possible source of asset liquidity. These buyers

are firms outside the affected industry and financial buyers (private buyers), but also to

a lesser extent private buyers located in the industry itself.

Our measure of real asset liquidity (RAL) records the total number of transactions

of industry assets in a given industry-year, that is the sum of completed merger bids,

divestitures, and acquisitions, but counts each transaction only once, following Ortiz-

Molina and Phillips [2014] and Schlingemann et al. [2002]. We look both at Frequency
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(number of deals scaled by number of firms in the industry) as well as at Transaction

Value (sum of transaction value scaled by sum of market value of public firms).

How much of the imbalance in corporate asset markets created by hedge fund ac-

tivism is absorbed by insiders, and how much by outsiders? Table 3.8 presents the results

of industry-year regressions to answer this question. The main explanatory variable is

D[Industry HFA Freq P80], a dummy that is equal to one if Industry HFA Frequency is

in the top quintile of the entire industry-year sample. We require that each industry-year

must have at least 3 public firms to be included in our regression analysis. We first in-

vestigate the overall impact on real asset liquidity: Does the frequency of industry assets

transactions rise or decline in industries under heightened HFA pressure? The answer

is not obvious since activism leads to a simultaneous shift in supply and demand (an

increase in supply and less demand) for corporate assets, and we only observe trans-

actions in which buyers and sellers can be matched. Panel A of Table 3.8 provides the

answer. We find an increase in transaction activity (measured in transaction value) in the

top quintile of Industry HFA Frequency, and no effect on transaction frequency, hinting

there must be some elasticity in asset demand to absorb the increased supply.

[Insert Table 3.8 Here]

We try to disentangle the source of asset liquidity provision. We sort sellers and

buyers of assets in insiders and outsiders according to their relationship to the industry in

which the transaction takes place (i.e., industry of the corporate asset in each transaction):

buyers and/or sellers are “insiders” if they are publicly listed firms with a primary

SIC 3-digit code identical to that of the transaction;24 only publicly listed firms can be

“insiders” since only listed firms can be affected by HFA pressure. All other sellers

and acquirers are considered as “outsiders”. Outsiders consist of three main categories

includes types of buyers or sellers: (i) listed firms in other industries or countries; (ii)
24There are discrepancies between Compustat’s and SDC’s SIC classifications at the 3-digit level, see

Kahle and Walkling [1996] for a discussion. We give priority to Compustat classifications, but try to also
include the information content in SDC classifications. We discuss our methodology of assigning industries
in the case of discrepancies that affect our insider/outsider classification in Appendix B.
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private firms; (iii) financial buyers, in particular private equity firms. The distinction tries

to isolate as “insiders” the firms affected by hedge fund activism and activist threats in

the corresponding industry.

In Panel B of Table 3.8, we distinguish only by status of asset buyers, that is between

insider buyers and outsider buyers, but do not yet sort transactions by seller category.

We calculate the RAL absorbed by inside buyers and outsider buyers respectively. Buyers

are “insiders” in 8,279 out of total of 23,704 transactions. Consistent with our hypothesis,

the results reveal that real asset liquidity provided by industry outsiders increases in

top-quintile industries by activism pressure (2.519% increase measured in frequency and

1.616% increase measured in transaction value). By contrast, the real asset liquidity

provided by industry insiders decreases, albeit not significantly so, as indicated by the

negative coefficients in all regressions.

In Panel C of Table 3.8, we sort also by seller category. We run separate regres-

sions for each possible pairing of seller and buyer according to their status as insid-

ers and outsiders, that is, for the four possible buyer-seller pairings as, respectively,

outsider-outsider, outsider-insider, insider-outsider, and insider-insider, we calculate the

sub-sample RAL. Panel C shows that assets sold by insiders will significantly more fre-

quently be acquired by outsiders when the industry is subject to severe activism pressure

(columns (1) and (2)). By contrast, we find no such increase when we look at the liquid-

ity provided by insiders, consistent with the idea that insiders are reluctant to buy when

affected by the heightened HFA pressure (columns (3) and (4)). We also find a similar

positive reaction when regressing the outsider buyer’s ratio in the industry as shown in

Panel D.

By contrast, when the seller is also an outsider, then there is no significant impact of

the industry HFA exposure on the frequency of assets transaction by outsiders (columns

(5) and (6)), by insiders (columns (7) and (8)).

To conclude, Table 3.8 provides evidence for a shift from insider buyers to outsider
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buyers when there is an increase in activism pressure, and confirms our hypothesis: as

hedge fund pressure increases in an industry, inside real asset liquidity is drying up. As

a consequence, acquirers from other industries will step in and provide some real asset

liquidity.

3.5.3 Asset redeployability and private equity

In Table 3.9, we report the transaction-level regressions studying industry activism pres-

sure, asset redeployability and type of outside buyers. Panel A of Table 3.9 shows that

the dearth up of asset liquidity in industries with heightened activism pressure is mainly

filled by one type of industry outsiders, private equity.25 In Panel B, we present results

interacting with Kim and Kung [2017]’s asset redeployability score that measures how

many industries real assets of an industry are sold in secondary markets, using a me-

dian split. Panel B, Column (1) of Table 3.9 shows that outside provision of liquidity is

stronger in industries under HFA pressure and with high asset redeployability. In Panel

B, Column (2), we probe further and find that this effect can be entirely attributed to

private equity buyers: they will only provide real asset liquidity in industries with high

asset redeployability. As a result, the squeeze in real asset liquidity should be particu-

larly severe in industries with low asset redeployability.26 We find similarly significant

results (not reported in tables) for alternative measures of liquidity or redeployability of

industry assets, such as Gopalan, Kadan, and Pevzner (2012)’s weighted asset liquidity

measure (WAL), asset tangibility, or the absence of knowledge or specific assets (proxied

by R&D expenditure).

[Insert Table 3.9 Here]

25A possible alternative explanation is that activist hedge funds might select target industries with more
potential private equity buyers. However, this kind of explanation is rejected by our results in Table 3.2,
where we show PE transaction waves are irrelevant or even negatively correlated with Industry HFA Freq.

26Indeed, we find that the transaction price reacts and decreases more when industry with low asset
redeployability score is under activism pressure. See the next subsection (Table 3.10, Panel B).
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3.5.4 Price pressure

We also expect the squeeze in real asset liquidity to have an impact on deal pricing. We

use the two measures for transactions price effects most frequently used in the literature,

deal premiums and cumulative abnormal returns (CAR) around the deal announcement.

We do not observe deal premiums in divestitures, and hence can only analyze cumulative

abnormal returns in this case.

We use regressions to look at the seller CARs for the two of our three transaction

samples, mergers and divestitures, that allow to observe seller price reactions. Our acqui-

sition sample adds acquisitions of private targets, but the sellers of private acquisitions

are not publicly listed, so we cannot observe seller CARs in this case. The variables of

interest are again our two measures of industry level activism pressure, Industry HFA

Frequency and Industry HFStake Frequency, both measured in the industry of the trans-

action (corporate asset). We include relevant transaction level controls that are known

to affect seller announcement returns.27 We look at the divestitures and mergers sample

separately, using the standard event windows in each case. For divestitures, we look at

a short and a longer symmetric event window around the deal announcement (CAR[-2,

+2] and CAR[-5, +5]). For mergers, we look at a long pre-announcement window of three

months to account for pre-deal price run-ups in the target stock price, as well as the price

premium (mark-up of offer price relatively to stock price one month before).

Table 3.10 reports our findings for sellers in Panel A. We look at HFA targets and firms

under HFA threats separately, which explain our use of the interaction of the variable of

interest with the dummy D[Activism on Seller] and its complement, D[No Activism].28

27The transaction level controls are dummies for payment by stock, Ortiz-Molina and Philips’(2014)
TotM&A 3yr (measured in the transaction industry), Institutional Ownership, Tobin’s Q, ln(MV), Book
Leverage, Dividend Yield, Cash Flow, Sales Growth, Asset Growth, R&D, and Excess Cash (accounting
measures are seller’s in Panel A and buyer’s in Panel B). In regressions of the merger sample, we also
include controls (dummies) for competing bids, successful bids, and unsolicited bids.

28D[Activism on Seller] is a dummy equal to one if activists launch a campaign against the seller in the
two calendar years prior to the merger or divestiture. D[No Activism] is its complement.
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We find a significant and robust negative effect for our transactions under high industry

activism pressure but the seller recently is not under the HFA campaign (Industry HFA

Freq × D[No Activism] = 1) in all regressions with a level of significance of at least 5%.

For divestitures, we find effects that are slightly stronger for the longer window. For

mergers, we find consistently negative results (significance increase to 1% in the case of

deal premiums). The effects are somewhat weaker for Industry HFStake Frequency. We

find similar results for shorter run-up periods or symmetric CAR windows (not reported

in Table 3.10).

By contrast, for the sample of activism targets (D[Activism on Seller] = 1), we find no

significant effect of the industry activism pressure, in any of our eight regressions. This

means that activists appear to succeed in isolating target firms from the adverse price

pressure effect that afflict firms in industry with high exposure to activism.

Panel B shows that the negative price pressure effect is clearly much more pro-

nounced in industries with low asset redeployability. This finding complements our

result in the previous section that outsider buyers, and in particular private equity, pro-

vide real asset liquidity only in industries with highly redeployable or liquid assets (Table

3.10). Consequently, the price pressure effect is essentially driven by low asset liquidity

industries in which private equity does not act as liquidity provider.

[Insert Table 3.10 Here]

In Panel C, we look at the price pressure effects on buyers, using the same samples

of divestitures and mergers and regressions. The sample size shrinks because only about

half of the transactions are bought by listed acquirers. We find the expected positive

effect for top-quintile industries in terms of activism pressure, but the effect is rather

weak since it is only statistically significant in three out of eight regressions. For the

sample of HFA target firms, we find similar weak effects, significant in two cases. For

buyer returns, we find similar results when the sellers is an activist target or acting under

activism threat.
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Overall, our analysis of deal pricing yields a picture that is consistent with our hy-

pothesis and our previous analysis of asset liquidity: as supply of corporate assets in

affected industries increases and demand decreases, asset liquidity is affected. This leads

to lower seller returns and also to (weakly) higher buyer returns. Weak price reactions

are to be expected since, as Table 3.8 shows, outsiders step up and provide real asset

liquidity and potentially mitigate the squeeze in asset prices.

3.6 Activism and the Efficiency of Corporate Transactions

3.6.1 Evidence on post-transaction performance: asset sellers

Our final exploration addresses the question whether the involvement of activists in the

corporate asset market leads to more efficient transactions. We first consider possible

efficiency gains of asset sellers. We cannot analyze mergers because we cannot construct

a satisfactory counterfactual allowing us to observe an independent time series of seller

performance after the transaction, and we do not consider private acquisitions for the

same reason (seller performance cannot be observed). Thus, we limit this analysis to

divestitures, and to the long-run performance of the seller.

It is well-known that activism campaigns lead to long-run positive effects in stock

market and accounting performance for seller firms (see Bebchuk et al. [2015a]). Thus,

it is important to disentangle the long-run performance enhancing effect of activism

campaign from that of activism divestitures. Gantchev et al. [2018] document the positive

long-run stock market performance of seller firms in corporate activism divestitures, but

do not address the likely overlap with the long-run performance-enhancing effect of the

post-activism period.

We report our findings in Table 3.11. We consider three different long-run perfor-
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mance measures, each for a period of two years after the divestiture event, to provide

a cross-section of accounting-based and stock market based performance measures: To-

bin’s Q; ROA; and the ratio of Sales/Assets (Turnover) that is correlated with economic

efficiency gains. Column (1) shows a positive effect on seller’s Tobin’s Q after divestitures

(dummy D[Post Divestiture]),and after activist campaigns, the latter consistent with find-

ings by Gantchev et al. [2018]. The key variable of interest is the interaction term D[Post

Divestiture] × D[Activism Divestiture]. This variable shows a positive value effect over

two years over and above the positive effect of having done divestitures, and having gone

through an activism campaign. We find a positive and significant (p < 0.05) response

to the interaction dummy D[Post Divestiture] × D[Activism Divestiture]), for both To-

bin’s Q and for ROA. Only the sales/assets ratio does not show a significant long-run

performance effect.

[Insert Table 3.11 Here]

Panel B repeats the analysis but looks at firms with elevated HFA threat (we look

at firms in the top quintile of industry-years by of Industry HFA Frequency). We do

not find an analogous performance-enhancing effect for activism divestitures when done

under HFA threat: the intersection term D[Post Divestiture] × D[High HFA Threat] does

not show any sign of a significant difference for any of our three performance variables.

Thus, it appears that divestitures done under the menace of HFA threats do not show any

indication of a long-run efficiency gains captured by sellers, whereas columns (1) and (2)

in Panel A show significant differences for activism divestitures. When it comes to long-

run performance, there appears to be a clear difference between activism divestitures and

divestitures done under elevated HFA threat: the magic of efficiency gains is limited to

corporate sales of activism targets, and does not spread to other transactions in industries

under activism pressure.
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3.6.2 Post-transaction performance: asset buyers and the role of small

firms

We finally analyze the long-run performance effect on the buyer side for acquisitions. A

particular motivation for this investigation is the question whether our data can provide

a possible explanation to the puzzling observation that small firms, when acting under

heightened HFA threat, appear to increase the frequency of acquisitions rather than de-

crease it, as large firms do and as activism targets do. Specifically, we ask: is there any

hint that small firms under HFA threat make acquisitions as a restructuring tool (which

might help to fend off activists)? We look for incomplete evidence consistent with such

a possible explanation, by looking at the long-run performance effect of small firms that

have undertaken an activism acquisitions of private targets.

Table 3.12 presents the findings. We are looking at the long-run performance effect for

buyers of firms or assets. We find a strong performance-enhancing effect (p < 0.05) for

two out of three measures of long-run performance, ROA and Sales/Assets for activism

acquisitions of small firms, captured by the triple interaction term D[Post Acquisition] ×

D[Activism Acquisition] × D[Small], but not for the third variable, Tobin’s Q. We do not

find any comparable significant effect for large firms (not reported in tables).

Panel B repeats the same test for firms in industries in the top quintile in terms of

activism threat. The triple interaction term [Post Acquisition] × D[Activism Acquisition]

× D[Small] is positive, albeit not significant. We find a significant reaction for ROA

and for Sales/Assets when we expand the subsample to the top tercile of firms under

activism threat (not reported).

Measured by long-run efficiency, small firms seem to do well when undertaken ac-

quisitions under HFA pressure. Similar to divestitures, the gains are stronger for target

firms than for firms acting under HFA threats. These gains are in addition to the strong

positive long-run gain that can be attributed to their smaller size. Overall, these findings
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are consistent with the earlier observation (Table 3.6) that only large firms react to an

increase in HFA threats with a reduction in their acquisition activity.

[Insert Table 3.12 Here]

3.7 Conclusions

The paper explores the impact of hedge fund activism on corporate asset markets. We

find that activist target firms are more likely to receive merger bids, and make more

divestitures and fewer acquisitions, in line with earlier studies. We consider a second

channel of activism pressure, the disciplining effect on firms exposed to activism threats.

We propose measures of activism threats at the firm level and at the industry level, and

find that firms exposed to such threats change their behavior in similar ways, but with

subtle differences: they divest more, but are only marginally more likely to be sold. Only

large firms under threat reduce their acquisition activity, whereas small firms expand it.

Comparing these two parallel channels of hedge fund pressure, we find that they

contribute about equally to the change in deal activity in highly affected industries ex-

posed, with activism threats being more important for acquisitions, and targets more

important for corporate sales. We consider the impact on real asset liquidity: when firms

in affected industries want to simultaneously sell more and buy less assets, then real

asset liquidity shrinks by up to 35%, creating a role for outside liquidity providers. We

find that acquirers from outside the affected industry - private equity funds and listed

firms in other industries - provide liquidity, and more so in industries with high asset

redeployability.

We find evidence that the squeeze on real asset liquidity also affects transaction

prices: seller announcement returns are smaller in corporate sales when industries are

affected by activist pressure (merger bids and divestiture bids), and buyer announcement
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returns are (weakly) larger in this case. The effect is stronger in industries with low re-

deployability. However, we find that divestitures done by activist targets resist the price

pressure remarkably well.

Finally, we consider whether activist pressure leads to more efficient transactions.

Isolating the incremental effect of transactions done under activism influence, we find

positive long-run performance effects when corporate transactions are undertaken by ac-

tivism targets; we do not find a similar effect for transactions undertaken under activism

threat. Thus, the direct involvement of hedge fund activists seems necessary to create

additional efficiency gains.

Our paper shows that activism creates important market externalities for firms not

directly targeted, by changing the environment and behavior in acquisition markets. It is

not clear that these changes are efficient, but at least small firms disciplined by activism

threats seem to make better acquisitions. Our findings lead to new questions that go

beyond the scope of this paper, for example whether activists reduce or magnify the

cyclicality of real asset markets.

3.8 Tables
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Table 3.1: Hedge fund activism and characteristics of firms under HFA impact

This table reports annual frequencies of HFA events (Panel A), summary statistics of industry HFA threat
variables (Panel B), and characteristics of firms under HFA impact (Panels C and D). Panel A reports the
annual number of firms and of HFA campaigns in the CRSP-Compustat universe and of campaigns in
industry HFA clusters. Ind. HFA clusters is defined as a certain industry-year with at least 2 activist
campaigns take place in the past 3 years and fraction of firms targeted within last 3 years is in the top
quintile of the industry-year sample. Panel B presents the summary statistics of three industry HFA threat
variables. Industry HFA Freq is defined as the fraction of firms in industry j and year t that have been
targeted by activist hedge funds in the previous three years. Industry HFStake Freq is defined as the
fraction of firms in industry j and year t that had experienced at least one activist hedge funds’ stake
jump within the previous three years. The third measure FIFB, constructed following Gantchev, Gredil,
and Jotikasthira (2017), hypothetically assigns the fund inflow shock of activist hedge fund k to industry j
and in year t according to industry weight of j in k’s portfolio in year t-1. Panel C reports characteristics
of firms in the year in which they are targeted by activist hedge funds (HFA Target Firms). Variables are
measured in the year prior to the HFA event. The Remaining Sample is the CRSP-Compustat universe
excluding the HFA Target Firms sample. We report the differences in mean and median values between
the target and non-target sample of firm-years, and conduct t tests for differences in means and Wilcoxon
tests for differences in medians (∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01). Panel D reports firm characteristics
sorted by terciles of Industry HFA Freq. Panels B and D exclude firm-year observations of firms that are
HFA targets in year t for observations of years [t, t + 3].

Panel A: Frequency of HFA campaigns and industry HFA clustering

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Calendar Number of Number of Proportion of Number of HFA Fraction of
year firms HFA firms targeted campaigns in industries with

(all) campaigns by HFA Ind. HFA clusters Ind. HFA clusters

1994 6,176 12 0.19% 1 0.00%
1995 6,372 33 0.52% 2 0.00%
1996 6,850 90 1.31% 19 1.11%
1997 6,847 170 2.48% 32 3.31%
1998 6,408 131 2.04% 26 4.04%
1999 6,226 90 1.45% 27 3.68%
2000 5,986 86 1.44% 20 3.72%

2001 5,296 79 1.49% 16 4.89%
2002 4,911 121 2.46% 27 6.04%
2003 4,635 118 2.55% 39 4.96%
2004 5,066 128 2.53% 63 6.51%
2005 4,977 211 4.24% 129 12.17%
2006 4,888 273 5.59% 186 18.11%
2007 4,758 319 6.70% 216 24.24%
2008 4,487 256 5.71% 170 25.48%
2009 4,252 134 3.15% 77 21.84%
2010 4,125 149 3.61% 67 13.90%

2011 4,002 172 4.30% 107 11.24%
2012 3,940 174 4.42% 105 14.01%
2013 4,001 197 4.92% 132 16.53%
2014 4,152 236 5.68% 163 19.11%
2015 4,103 203 4.95% 120 22.67%
2016 3,990 169 4.24% 85 19.84%

Total 116,448 3,551 3.05% 1,829 11.02%
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Panel B: Summary statistics of industry HFA threat variables (Firm-year sample)

Industrial HFA Threat Variable Mean Min P25 Median P75 Max S.D.

Industry HFA Freq 0.060 0.000 0.000 0.037 0.087 0.857 0.070
Industry HFStake Freq 0.102 0.000 0.012 0.077 0.157 1.000 0.107
FIFB (Fund Inflow / Ind Market Cap)† 0.005 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.005 13.549 0.064
†: Since FIFB is highly skewed, we use the percentile rank of FIFB throughout the whole paper.

Panel C: Characteristics of activism target firms

HFA Target Firms The Remaining Sample Difference
(N = 3,551) (N = 112,897) Targets - Non-targets

Mean Median S.D. Mean Median S.D. Mean Median

Institutional Ownership 0.512 0.527 0.288 0.427 0.403 0.296 0.086*** 0.124***
Tobin’s Q 1.655 1.286 1.153 1.988 1.401 1.706 -0.333*** -0.115***
ln(MV) 5.499 5.314 1.821 5.626 5.599 2.026 -0.127*** -0.285***
Book Leverage 0.333 0.282 0.318 0.329 0.293 0.296 0.003 -0.011
Excess Cash 0.037 0.000 0.178 0.035 0.000 0.174 0.002 0.000
Dividend Yield 0.010 0.000 0.024 0.014 0.000 0.026 -0.004*** 0.000***
Cash Flow 0.010 0.049 0.191 0.026 0.066 0.206 -0.016*** -0.017***
ROA 0.053 0.081 0.186 0.073 0.100 0.203 -0.019*** -0.019***
Sales Growth 0.106 0.044 0.389 0.160 0.081 0.441 -0.055*** -0.037***
Sales/Assets(lag) 0.984 0.831 0.781 1.016 0.844 0.872 -0.032** -0.013
Assets Growth 0.082 0.022 0.359 0.139 0.060 0.386 -0.056*** -0.038***
R&D 0.045 0.000 0.089 0.045 0.000 0.099 0.000 0.000
HHI 0.193 0.137 0.166 0.182 0.127 0.164 0.011*** 0.010***
CAR [12 months] -0.056 -0.073 0.542 0.049 0.011 0.597 -0.105*** -0.084***
TotM&A 3yr 0.075 0.043 0.097 0.078 0.043 0.096 -0.003* 0.000

Panel D: Characteristics of firms under high, medium and low threat (Industry HFA Freq)

Tercile of Bottom Tercile Medium Tercile Top Tercile
Industry HFA Freq (N = 42,908) (N = 31,552) (N = 32,729)

Mean Median S.D. Mean Median S.D. Mean Median S.D.

Institution Owner-
ship

0.416 0.394 0.288 0.419 0.387 0.296 0.430 0.407 0.303

Tobin’s Q 1.757 1.266 1.448 2.278 1.544 2.091 2.028 1.490 1.574
ln(MV) 5.716 5.732 2.043 5.609 5.568 2.004 5.564 5.522 2.056
Book Leverage 0.379 0.377 0.285 0.279 0.203 0.291 0.316 0.268 0.300
Excess Cash 0.034 0.000 0.145 0.033 0.000 0.199 0.038 0.000 0.180
Dividend Yield 0.018 0.006 0.028 0.012 0.000 0.026 0.010 0.000 0.021
Cash Flow 0.048 0.065 0.167 0.000 0.061 0.245 0.033 0.075 0.202
ROA 0.093 0.100 0.166 0.044 0.092 0.241 0.083 0.112 0.199
Sales Growth 0.151 0.078 0.402 0.185 0.092 0.499 0.163 0.087 0.430
Sales/Assets(lag) 0.995 0.793 0.930 0.944 0.778 0.811 1.121 0.955 0.869
Assets Growth 0.140 0.064 0.359 0.155 0.065 0.421 0.136 0.061 0.380
R&D 0.023 0.000 0.072 0.073 0.008 0.122 0.044 0.000 0.092
HHI 0.225 0.154 0.208 0.129 0.100 0.091 0.181 0.133 0.141
CAR [12 months] 0.027 0.005 0.529 0.088 0.031 0.661 0.038 0.000 0.591
TotM&A 3yr 0.064 0.028 0.094 0.086 0.062 0.086 0.084 0.048 0.104
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This table reports the relationship between industry measures of activism threat and the HFA target probability. Columns (1) – (7) report logit
regressions for our firm-year sample. The left-hand side variable D[HFA] is a dummy that is equal to one if activists initiate a new campaign
against the firm in year t. We use 3 variables to measure industry HFA threat. Industry HFA Freq is defined as fraction of firms in industry j
and year t that have been targeted by activist hedge funds within last three years. Industry HFStake Freq is defined as the fraction of firms in
industry j and year t that had experienced at least one activist hedge funds’ stake jump within last 3 years. The last one, FIFB, hypothetically
assigns the fund inflow shock of activist hedge fund k to industry j and in year t according to industry weight of j in k’s portfolio in year
t-1. Columns (8) – (9) report OLS regressions for the industry-year sample; in this case all controls are industry-year medians. In above
regressions, all firm-level control variables are one year lagged except for industry threat measures, TotM&A 3yr, TotPE 3yr, and D[Merger
Wave]. All regressions include year and industry fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level in columns (1) - (7) and at the
industry level in columns (8) – (9) (standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Table 3.2: Industry activism threat and HFA target probability

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Firm-year regression Industry-year regression

Logit Logit Logit Logit Logit Logit Logit OLS OLS
D[HFA] D[HFA] D[HFA] D[HFA] D[HFA] D[HFA] D[HFA] Industry HFA Industry HFA

Freq (year t) Freq (year t)

Industry HFA Freq 7.752∗∗∗ 7.753∗∗∗
(0.304) (0.305)

Industry HFStake Freq 1.825∗∗∗ 1.825∗∗∗
(0.220) (0.220)

FIFB (Percentile Rank) 0.366∗∗∗ 0.366∗∗∗ 0.0149∗∗∗ 0.0151∗∗∗
(0.140) (0.140) (0.00570) (0.00570)

D(Merger Wave) 0.0173 -0.0166 -0.0417 -0.00485
(0.0839) (0.0860) (0.0896) (0.00486)

TotM&A 3yr 0.472 0.164 0.436 0.458 0.157 0.442 0.473 0.0199 0.0207
(0.381) (0.401) (0.381) (0.389) (0.400) (0.380) (0.389) (0.0179) (0.0179)

TotPE 3yr 0.0721 -0.00634 -0.155 0.0841 0.00598 -0.163 0.0598 -0.0629∗∗ -0.0639∗∗
(0.660) (0.764) (0.663) (0.696) (0.763) (0.662) (0.696) (0.0306) (0.0306)

Institutional Ownership 1.459∗∗∗ 1.415∗∗∗ 1.419∗∗∗ 1.466∗∗∗ 1.416∗∗∗ 1.419∗∗∗ 1.465∗∗∗ 0.0178 0.0171
(0.116) (0.118) (0.116) (0.117) (0.118) (0.116) (0.118) (0.0124) (0.0125)

Tobin’s Q -0.320∗∗∗ -0.312∗∗∗ -0.320∗∗∗ -0.321∗∗∗ -0.311∗∗∗ -0.321∗∗∗ -0.321∗∗∗ -0.00676∗ -0.00690∗∗
(0.0353) (0.0355) (0.0354) (0.0358) (0.0356) (0.0355) (0.0359) (0.00346) (0.00347)

ln(MV) -0.200∗∗∗ -0.194∗∗∗ -0.196∗∗∗ -0.200∗∗∗ -0.194∗∗∗ -0.196∗∗∗ -0.199∗∗∗ -0.00329 -0.00320
(0.0208) (0.0210) (0.0208) (0.0211) (0.0210) (0.0208) (0.0211) (0.00216) (0.00216)

Book Leverage 0.325∗∗∗ 0.342∗∗∗ 0.330∗∗∗ 0.316∗∗∗ 0.342∗∗∗ 0.330∗∗∗ 0.316∗∗∗ 0.00796 0.00821
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(0.0920) (0.0942) (0.0919) (0.0935) (0.0942) (0.0919) (0.0935) (0.0115) (0.0115)

Dividend Yield -4.046∗∗∗ -4.093∗∗∗ -4.014∗∗∗ -3.753∗∗ -4.091∗∗∗ -4.015∗∗∗ -3.757∗∗ -0.383∗∗∗ -0.379∗∗∗
(1.479) (1.508) (1.476) (1.484) (1.508) (1.475) (1.483) (0.143) (0.143)

Cash Flow -0.285 -0.318∗ -0.261 -0.303∗ -0.317∗ -0.262 -0.305∗ -0.0226 -0.0225
(0.177) (0.181) (0.177) (0.179) (0.181) (0.177) (0.179) (0.0291) (0.0291)

Sales Growth -0.0642 -0.0548 -0.0537 -0.0700 -0.0552 -0.0533 -0.0690 -0.0108 -0.0105
(0.0689) (0.0677) (0.0684) (0.0698) (0.0677) (0.0683) (0.0697) (0.0121) (0.0121)

Asset Growth -0.176∗ -0.135 -0.167∗ -0.190∗∗ -0.135 -0.167∗ -0.191∗∗ -0.0359∗∗ -0.0361∗∗
(0.0907) (0.0904) (0.0904) (0.0926) (0.0904) (0.0904) (0.0926) (0.0146) (0.0146)

R&D 0.516 0.453 0.520 0.519 0.451 0.522 0.525 -0.308∗ -0.301∗
(0.380) (0.381) (0.379) (0.382) (0.382) (0.380) (0.382) (0.171) (0.171)

HHI -0.388 -0.842∗∗∗ -0.313 -0.476 -0.843∗∗∗ -0.311 -0.470 0.0550∗∗ 0.0547∗∗
(0.278) (0.316) (0.280) (0.291) (0.316) (0.280) (0.291) (0.0261) (0.0261)

Excess Cash 0.620∗∗∗ 0.649∗∗∗ 0.613∗∗∗ 0.631∗∗∗ 0.648∗∗∗ 0.614∗∗∗ 0.633∗∗∗ 0.0580∗∗ 0.0586∗∗
(0.156) (0.157) (0.156) (0.157) (0.158) (0.156) (0.157) (0.0283) (0.0283)

CAR [12 months] -0.125∗∗∗ -0.116∗∗ -0.124∗∗∗ -0.113∗∗ -0.116∗∗ -0.124∗∗∗ -0.113∗∗ -0.00280 -0.00281
(0.0479) (0.0489) (0.0478) (0.0485) (0.0489) (0.0479) (0.0485) (0.00552) (0.00552)

Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 68228 68228 68228 65934 68228 68228 65934 4517 4517
pseudo R2 / adj. R2 0.086 0.129 0.089 0.087 0.129 0.089 0.087 0.071 0.071
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Table 3.3: Descriptive statistics of corporate transactions by period

This table reports descriptive statistics of corporate transaction activities by period. We report the number
and annual frequencies of each type of transaction. In Panel A, we report merger bids received by CRSP-
Compustat firms. In Panel B, we report divestitures in which CRSP-Compustat firms are sellers of the
divested assets. Panel C reports acquisitions of public, private and subsidiary firms by CRSP-Compustat
firms. Panel D reports acquisitions of private target firms only by CRSP-Compustat firms. An activism
transaction (activism merger in Panel A, activism divestiture in Panel B, activism acquisition in Panels C
and D) is defined as a transaction by a company targeted by activist hedge funds in the 2 years (730 days)
prior to the transaction (column (3) of each panel). Column (4) of each panel is defined as the number of
firms with activism transactions divided by the total number of firms that have been targeted by activists
in the past 2 years. In columns (5)– (7) of each panel, we report the number of transactions sorted by
industry HFA threat. Firms with high (low) HFA threat are defined as firms not targeted by activist hedge
funds but with an Industry HFA Frequency measure in the top (bottom) tercile of that year.

Panel A: HFA campaigns and merger bids
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Calendar Number of % of firms Number of % of firms Number of % of firms % of firms
year merger bids with merger activism with activism merger bids with mergers with mergers

bids mergers mergers under high under high under low
HFA threat HFA threat HFA threat

1994 – 1995 378 2.92% 0 0.00% 107 2.82% 2.78%
1996 – 2000 2,209 6.58% 91 10.17% 641 6.21% 6.65%
2001 – 2005 1,192 4.62% 98 10.89% 417 5.34% 3.45%
2006 – 2010 1,317 5.58% 227 11.70% 405 5.68% 4.04%
2011 – 2016 1,137 4.57% 216 11.78% 372 4.79% 3.65%

Total 6,233 5.17% 632 10.19% 1,942 5.38% 4.34%

Panel B: HFA campaigns and divestitures
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Calendar Number of % of firms Number of % of firms Number of % of firms % of firms
year divestiture with activism with activism divestiture with divestiture with divestiture

divestiture divestiture divestiture under high under high under low
HFA threat HFA threat HFA threat

1994 – 1995 612 3.89% 3 5.26% 93 2.94% 3.96%
1996 – 2000 2,200 5.23% 63 6.25% 493 6.00% 5.42%
2001 – 2005 1,764 5.29% 98 7.84% 445 6.81% 5.26%
2006 – 2010 1,535 5.39% 185 7.51% 337 4.79% 5.33%
2011 – 2016 1,741 5.52% 225 8.60% 361 5.19% 5.62%

Total 7,852 5.19% 574 7.81% 1,729 5.16% 4.58%
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Panel C: HFA campaigns and acquisitions of public, private, and subsidiary firms
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Calendar Number of % of firms Number of % of firms Number of % of firms with % of firms with
year acquisitions with activism with activism acquisitions acquisitions acquisitions

acquisitions acquisitions acquisitions under high under high under low
HFA threat HFA threat HFA threat

1994 – 1995 2,036 11.53% 4 5.26% 319 10.17% 12.09%
1996 – 2000 8,464 16.86% 238 16.54% 1,418 14.87% 17.21%
2001 – 2005 4,969 14.66% 117 10.01% 1,080 14.67% 15.51%
2006 – 2010 4,280 14.16% 214 9.49% 950 14.58% 15.60%
2011 – 2016 5,133 15.65% 265 12.00% 1,102 15.23% 17.91%

Total 24,882 15.06% 838 11.82% 4,869 14.51% 15.72%

Panel D: HFA campaigns and acquisitions of private firms
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Calendar Number of % of firms Number of % of firms Number of % of firms with % of firms with
year private with activism with activism private private private

acquisitions private private private acquisitions acquisitions acquisitions
acquisitions acquisitions acquisitions under high under high under low

HFA threat HFA threat HFA threat

1994 – 1995 794 5.10% 3 2.63% 131 4.12% 5.26%
1996 – 2000 3,989 9.00% 152 6.38% 733 7.64% 8.71%
2001 – 2005 2,154 7.16% 73 4.01% 529 7.25% 7.29%
2006 – 2010 2,043 7.42% 113 4.82% 530 8.09% 7.89%
2011 – 2016 2,417 7.97% 140 5.82% 588 8.08% 9.06%

Total 11,397 7.68% 481 5.49% 2,511 7.50% 7.71%
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Table 3.4: Hedge fund activism and corporate transactions

This table presents regressions investigating corporate transaction activities of activism target firms. Panel A studies the probability of
receiving a merger bid following an HFA event, Panel B studies the probability of divestiture, and Panel C investigates the probability of
acquisitions of public and private firms. Panel D documents the probability of mergers, divestitures, sales and acquisitions following filing
switches from 13G-to-13D filings. Panel A to Panel C present logit regressions, and Panel D OLS regressions. In each panel, the left-hand
side variable is a dummy that takes the value one if the firm undertakes a transaction receives in year t (a merger bid in Panel A, divestiture
in Panel B, etc.) The main explanatory variable D[Activist] is an indicator variable tracking whether the firm is an HFA campaign target in
the 2 years prior to each type of transaction (a transaction event is a merger bid in Panel A, a divestiture in Panel B, etc.); D[Activist] is equal
to one in year t if activists launch a campaign against the firm during the 730 calendar days prior to the transaction event, or, if there is no
transaction event for the firm in year t, during the 730 calendar days prior to the median date of all transaction events of other firms in year
t. All panels include the following firm-level control variables: TotM&A 3yr, Institutional Ownership, Tobin’s Q, ln(MV), Book Leverage,
Dividend Yield, Cash Flow, Sales Growth, Asset Growth, R&D, Excess Cash, HHI, CAR[Year t-1], and D[Divestiture][t-1] (D[Divestiture][t-1]
only in Panel B). All firm-level controls are one-year lagged. In Panel C, D[Large] (D[Small]) is a dummy equal to 1 if the firm’s size is larger
(smaller) than the industry-year median size of firms in year t-1.

In Panel D, we merge the data of 13G fillings and 13G-to-13D switchers with the CRSP-Compustat universe. The dataset includes 4,488
13G filings and 227 13G-to-13D switchers. The regression sample includes firm-year observations from 5 years prior to and 5 years post
the 13G filling or 13D switcher filling. Following Brav, Jiang, Ma, and Tian (2016)’s setting, we apply the following difference in difference
specification:

yi,t = αt + δj + β1D[Post] + β2D[Post]× D[13G to 13D Switcher] + β3D[13G to 13D Switcher] + γControli,t + εi,t

where D[Post] is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the firm-year observation is within [t + 1, t + 5] years post the event year. The event year
is the year of the filing of Schedule 13G for non-switchers or the year of the switch for the switcher sub-sample. D[13G to 13D Switcher]
is a dummy variable equal to one if there is a 13-G to-13D switch for a firm during the event year (as opposed to remaining with Schedule
13G status). Sale is a dummy that is equal to one of there is a merger bid or a divestiture. Definitions of all other variables can be found in
Appendix A. Industry fixed effects and year fixed effects are always included in each panel. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level
(standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Panel A: Activism targets and mergers

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Logit Logit Logit Logit

Merger bids Merger bids Merger bids Merger bids
Strategic buyer Financial buyer Unsolicited bids

D[Activist] 0.710∗∗∗ 0.611∗∗∗ 0.858∗∗∗ 1.206∗∗∗
(0.0550) (0.0620) (0.103) (0.160)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 71879 71534 66332 51167
pseudo R2 0.051 0.049 0.107 0.088
Unconditional prob. 5.45% 4.43% 0.79% 0.33%
Prob. conditional on HFA targets 10.49% 7.86% 1.86% 1.10%
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Panel B: Activism targets and divestitures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Logit Logit Logit Logit Logit Logit

Divestiture Divestiture Divestiture Divestiture Divestiture Divestiture
Strategic buyer Financial buyer Core assets Unrelated assets

D[Activist] 0.362∗∗∗ 0.259∗∗∗ 0.332∗∗∗ 0.461∗∗∗ 0.294∗∗∗ 0.414∗∗∗
(0.0694) (0.0746) (0.0762) (0.139) (0.0967) (0.0921)

D[Activist’s Goal is Restructure] 0.748∗∗∗
(0.191)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 68772 68772 68471 61622 64434 67666
pseudo R2 0.182 0.183 0.176 0.192 0.169 0.194
Unconditional prob. 4.57% – 4.34% 0.36% 1.44% 2.99%
Prob. conditional on HFA targets 6.44% 11.63%† 5.95% 0.58% 1.93% 4.46%
†: The probability is conditional on activist’s goal to restructure the target firm.

Panel C: Activism targets and acquisitions of public and private firms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Logit Logit Logit Logit Logit Logit Logit

Acquisition Acquisition Acquire Acquire Acquire Acquisition Acquisition
Private firms Private firms Public firms Related Unrelated

D[Activist] -0.210∗∗∗ -0.335∗∗∗ -0.156 -0.187∗∗ -0.152∗∗
(0.0584) (0.0839) (0.122) (0.0808) (0.0756)

D[Activist] × D[Large] -0.252∗∗∗ -0.387∗∗∗
(0.0793) (0.119)

D[Activist] × D[Small] -0.0642 -0.208∗
(0.0865) (0.126)

Firm-level controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 69541 66346 69118 66069 67308 68664 69148
pseudo R2 0.124 0.125 0.102 0.104 0.134 0.129 0.126
Unconditional prob. 14.42% – 6.40% – 3.65% 6.46% 7.33%
Prob. conditional on HFA targets 12.02% – 4.66% – 2.51% 5.41% 6.36%
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Panel D: Activists’ switch in filing status from 13G to 13D

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS

Merger Divestiture Sale Acquisition Acquisition
Public Private

D[Post] 0.0579∗∗∗ -0.00379 0.0504∗∗∗ -0.0197∗∗ -0.00799
(0.00403) (0.00525) (0.00630) (0.00773) (0.00583)

D[Post] × D[13G to 13D Switcher] 0.0383∗∗ 0.0294∗∗ 0.0614∗∗∗ -0.0179 -0.0207∗∗

(0.0167) (0.0128) (0.0191) (0.0145) (0.0100)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 15933 15144 15933 15144 15144
adj. R2 0.035 0.065 0.052 0.075 0.040
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Table 3.5: Firm-level HFA threat and corporate transaction

This table provides evidence on the relationship between firm-level threats of hedge fund activism and
asset transaction activities of firms not (yet) targeted by activists. The dependent variable is a dummy that
is equal to one if a transaction of the designated type occurs in year t; Sale is equal to one if a merger or a
divestiture occurs in year t. If a firm is targeted by an activist hedge fund in year t, we exclude for that firm
years [t, t+ 3] from the sample to eliminate the direct activism target impact. In Panel A, we use Pr(Target)
to measure the firm-level activism threat, where Pr(Target) is the estimated probability of being targeted
by an activist hedge fund. To obtain this measure, we first run a logit regression as in column 1 of Table
??. We use the post estimation probability as Pr(Target). In Panel B and C, we use D[Passive Stake] to
measure the activism threat, where D[Passive Stake] is a dummy equal to 1 if the combined ownership by
activist hedge funds is at least 5% in year t. All panels include the following firm-level control variables:
Institutional Ownership, Tobin’s Q, ln(MV), Book Leverage, Dividend Yield, Cash Flow, Sales Growth,
Asset Growth, R&D, Excess Cash, HHI, CAR[Year t-1], and D[Divestiture][t-1] (D[Divestiture][t-1] only
used in regression of divestiture). All firm controls are one year lagged. D[Large] (D[Small]) is a dummy
equal to 1 if the firm’s size is larger (smaller) than the industry-year median size of firms (all measured in
year t− 1). Industry fixed effects and year fixed effects are included in all regressions. Standard errors are
clustered at the firm level (standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Panel A: Corporate transactions and firm-level HFA threat: Pr(Target)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Merger Divestiture Sale Acquisition Acquire Private

̂Pr(Target) 0.622∗∗∗ 0.536∗∗∗ 1.149∗∗∗
(0.164) (0.140) (0.215)

̂Pr(Target) × D[Small] -1.108∗∗∗ -0.294∗∗∗
(0.129) (0.0955)

̂Pr(Target) × D[Large] -2.011∗∗∗ -0.527∗∗∗
(0.183) (0.141)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 65429 62934 65429 60601 60601
adj. R2 0.018 0.073 0.045 0.079 0.042

Panel B: Passive stake and HFA target probability

(1) (2) (3) (4)
D[HFA] D[HFA] D[HFA] D[HFA]

D[Passive Stake] 1.545∗∗∗ 1.516∗∗∗ 1.520∗∗∗
(0.0519) (0.0527) (0.0524)

D[Passive Stake](lag) 0.722∗∗∗
(0.0521)

Industry HFA Freq 7.674∗∗∗
(0.314)

Industry HFStake Freq 0.810∗∗∗
(0.224)

Firm-level controls included Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 68228 68228 68228 68228
pseudo R2 0.135 0.096 0.175 0.136
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Panel C: Corporate transactions and firm-level HFA threat: D[Passive Stake]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Merger Divestiture Sale Acquisition Acquire Private

D[Passive Stake] 0.0414∗∗∗ 0.0131∗∗∗ 0.0513∗∗∗
(0.00347) (0.00330) (0.00445)

D[Passive Stake] × D[Small] -0.00469 -0.00545
(0.00553) (0.00420)

D[Passive Stake] × D[Large] -0.0151∗ -0.0167∗∗∗
(0.00795) (0.00561)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 65430 62935 65430 60602 60602
adj. R2 0.021 0.069 0.047 0.086 0.044
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Table 3.6: Industry HFA threat and corporate transactions

This table presents evidence on the relationship between industry activism threat and corporate transaction
activities. The dependent variable is a dummy that is equal to one if a transaction of the designated
type occurs in year t; Sale is equal to one if a merger or a divestiture occurs in year t. We report OLS
regressions in all panels. If a firm is targeted by an activist hedge fund in year t, we exclude years
[t, t + 3] for that firm to eliminate the direct activism target impact. Panel A and Panel B measure the
industry threat with Industry HFA Freq and Industry HFStake Freq, respectively, and Panel C reports
estimates from a reduced form 2SLS regression, where we use FIFB as an instrument for Industry HFA
Freq and Industry HFStake Freq. All panels include firm-level controls and industry-level controls. Firm-
level control variables include Institutional Ownership, Tobin’s Q, ln(MV), Book Leverage, Dividend Yield,
Cash Flow, Sales Growth, Asset Growth, R&D, Excess Cash, HHI, CAR[Year t-1], and D[Divestiture][t-1]
(D[Divestiture][t-1] only used in regression of divestiture). All firm controls are 1 year lagged. Industry-
level control variables include TotM&A 3yr, HHI, Industry-year median Tobin’s Q, Industry-year S.D. of
Tobin’s Q, and Industry-year median absolute change of ROA, Sales Growth, Employee Growth, and
Turnover (as proposed in Harford (2005); all measured in year t-1). D[Large] (D[Small]) is a dummy equal
to 1 if the firm’s size is larger (smaller) than the industry-year median size of firms (all measured in year
t − 1). Industry fixed effects and year fixed effects are included in all regressions. Standard errors are
clustered at the firm level (standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Panel A: Measuring industry HFA threat by Industry HFA Freq

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Merger Divestiture Sale Acquisition Acquire Private

Industry HFA Freq 0.00168 0.0425∗∗∗ 0.0480∗∗
(0.0140) (0.0160) (0.0213)

Industry HFA Freq × D[Small] 0.0634∗∗ 0.0558∗∗
(0.0300) (0.0227)

Industry HFA Freq × D[Large] -0.0910∗∗ -0.0435∗
(0.0366) (0.0255)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 60618 58307 60618 56512 56512
adj. R2 0.018 0.074 0.045 0.075 0.041

Panel B: Measuring industry HFA threat by Industry HFStake Freq

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Merger Divestiture Sale Acquisition Acquire Private

Industry HFStake Freq 0.0281∗∗ 0.0280∗∗ 0.0538∗∗∗
(0.0111) (0.0125) (0.0160)

Industry HFStake Freq×
D[Small]

0.0677∗∗∗ 0.0266∗

(0.0224) (0.0161)

Industry HFStake Freq×
D[Large]

-0.0477∗∗ -0.0394∗∗∗

(0.0223) (0.0151)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 60618 58307 60618 56512 56512
adj. R2 0.018 0.074 0.046 0.076 0.041 125



Panel C: Measuring industry HFA threat by FIFB (Reduced-form 2SLS regression)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Merger Divestiture Sale Acquisition Acquire Private

FIFB (Percentile Rank) 0.0114∗∗ 0.0131∗∗ 0.0233∗∗∗
(0.00556) (0.00580) (0.00769)

FIFB (PR) × D[Small] 0.0107 0.000152
(0.00933) (0.00688)

FIFB (PR) × D[Large] -0.0438∗∗∗ -0.0153∗
(0.0115) (0.00850)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 58898 56659 58898 54988 54988
adj. R2 0.018 0.074 0.046 0.076 0.041
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Table 3.7: Overall impact of HFA pressure on corporate transaction activity

This table reports logit regressions investigating the overall impact of HFA on corporate transactions.
We estimate the HFA target effect (separately analyzed in Table ??) and the industry HFA threat effect
(separately analyzed in table ??) in one combined framework. D[Activist] is defined as in Table ??. D[High
HFA Threat] is a dummy for high industry HFA threat, which equals 1 if the firm is in the top quintile
of Industry HFA Freq and D[Activist] = 0. D[Medium HFA Threat] is a dummy for mid industry HFA
threat, which equals 1 if the firm is in the second and third highest quintile of Industry HFA Freq and
D[Activist] = 0. Prob. conditional on HFA targets is the estimated probability fixed the D[Activist] = 1,
D[High HFA Threat] = 0, D[Mid HFA Threat] = 0, and other controls are fixed at the mean values of
the HFA targets sample. Prob. conditional on High HFA Threat is calculated in the same way but fixing
other controls at the mean values of the sample of High HFA Threat firms. Marginal effect is defined as
the prob. conditional on HFA exposure minus the conditional probability if the exposed firms were not
exposed. Firm-level control variables are the same as in Table ??. Industry fixed effects and year fixed
effects are always included. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level (standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Panel A: Logistic regressions and marginal effects (mergers and divestitures)

(1) (2) (3)
Logit Logit Logit

Merger Divestiture Sale

D[Activist] 0.756∗∗∗ 0.474∗∗∗ 0.676∗∗∗
(0.0656) (0.0818) (0.0536)

D[High HFA Threat] 0.0609 0.145∗∗ 0.106∗∗
(0.0592) (0.0642) (0.0447)

D[Medium HFA Threat] 0.0547 0.0515 0.0546
(0.0468) (0.0519) (0.0352)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes
N 71879 68772 72357
pseudo R2 0.051 0.173 0.071

Marginal effect of Activist +5.31% +2.60% +7.44%
Prob. conditional on HFA targets 10.56% 7.22% 16.68%

Marginal effect of High HFA Threat +0.28% +0.52% +0.81%
Prob. conditional on High HFA Threat 4.92% 3.97% 8.64%
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Panel B: Logistic regressions and marginal effects (acquisitions)

(1)
Logit

Acquisition

D[Activist] × D[Small] -0.0610
(0.0956)

D[High HFA Threat] × D[Small] 0.219∗∗∗
(0.0646)

D[Medium HFA Threat] × D[Small] 0.0169
(0.0554)

D[Activist] × D[Large] -0.317∗∗∗
(0.0901)

D[High HFA Threat] × D[Large] -0.128∗∗∗
(0.0480)

D[Medium HFA Threat] × D[Large] 0.00613
(0.0389)

Firm-level control variables Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes
N 66896
pseudo R2 0.111

For Small Firms:
Marginal effect of Activist -0.40%
Prob. conditional on HFA targets 6.26%

Marginal effect of High HFA Threat +1.50%
Prob. conditional on High HFA Threat 8.22%

For Large Firms:
Marginal effect of Activist -4.55%
Prob. conditional on HFA targets 15.18%

Marginal effect of High HFA Threat -2.16%
Prob. conditional on High HFA Threat 20.29%
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Table 3.8: Activism pressure and industry asset liquidity

This table reports industry-year regressions linking activism pressure and industry real asset liquidity. We
assign each corporate transaction to the industry in which the transaction takes place (in which the firm
or asset sold is located). We require at least 3 public firms in each industry-year to be included in our
regression sample. We determine the real asset liquidity (RAL) using two dimensions of deal activity,
Frequency (number of transactions) and Transaction Value (sum of all transaction values). For Frequency,
we define real asset liquidity as the number of transactions divided by the number of public firms in
industry j and in year t (transaction frequency). For Transaction Value, we define real asset liquidity as
the total value of transactions divided by the total market value of public firms in industry j and in year t,
similar to Ortiz-Molina and Phillips (2014)’s measure. We only consider completed transactions, and each
transaction is counted only once. Panel A reports the baseline regression of real asset liquidity, without
distinction by buyer/seller relation. In Panel B, we distinguish the transactions by status of buyer (insider
v. outsider), and in Panel C, we distinguish the transactions by status of buyer and status of seller (insider v.
outsider). Insiders are public firms (buyers or sellers) with primary 3-digit SIC code in the same industry in
which the transaction takes place; outsiders are all other buyers or sellers. Outsiders include in particular
public firms in other industries, private firms, and private equity sponsors. Panel D reports regressions of
ratio of transactions with outside buyers, where the dependent variable is the percentage of transactions
acquired by outside buyers in industry j and in year t; regressions in Panel D only use the sample of
transactions with inside sellers. The main explanatory variable, D[Industry HFA Freq P80], equals 1 if
Industry HFA Freq of the industry-year is in the top quintile of the whole industry-year sample. The
industry-year control variables, including HHI, Industry-year median of Tobin’s Q, Leverage, Cash Flow,
Sales Growth, Cash, R&D, and Assets Growth, and the Industry-year S.D. of Tobin’s Q, are controlled in
all panels. Industry fixed effects and year fixed effects are always included. All coefficients are multiplied
by 100 for readability. Standard errors are clustered at the industry level (standard errors in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Panel A: Total real asset liquidity

Dependent Variable: Real Asset Liquidity (ral)
(1) (2)

Measure of RAL: Frequency Transaction Value

D[Industry HFA Freq P80] 2.501 1.528∗∗
(1.623) (0.725)

Industry-level control variables Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes
Number of Industry-Year obs. 4783 4783
adj. R2 0.574 0.233
Number of transactions 23,704 23,704

Panel B: Real asset liquidity sorted by outsider/insider buyer

Dependent Variable: Real Asset Liquidity (ral)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Buyer status: Buyer = Outsider Buyer = Insider
Measure of RAL: Freq Value Freq Value

D[Industry HFA Freq P80] 2.519∗ 1.616∗∗ -0.0159 -0.0868
(1.464) (0.720) (0.467) (0.130)

Industry-level control variables Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of Industry-Year obs. 4783 4783 4783 4783
adj. R2 0.584 0.230 0.158 0.149
Number of transactions 15,425 15,425 8,279 8,279
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Panel C: Real asset liquidity sorted by outsider/insider buyer and seller

Dependent Variable: Real Asset Liquidity (ral)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Seller/buyer status: Seller = Insider Seller = Insider
Buyer = Outsider Buyer = Insider

Measure of RAL: Freq Value Freq Value

D[Industry HFA Freq P80] 1.706∗∗∗ 1.439∗∗ 0.0553 0.0416
(0.607) (0.653) (0.136) (0.105)

Number of Industry-Year obs. 4783 4783 4783 4783
Number of transactions 5,776 5,776 2,579 2,579

(5) (6) (7) (8)

Seller/buyer status: Seller = Outsider Seller = Outsider
Buyer = Outsider Buyer = Insider

Measure of RAL: Freq Value Freq Value

D[Industry HFA Freq P80] 0.802 0.175 -0.0619 -0.128∗
(1.229) (0.420) (0.445) (0.0749)

Number of Industry-Year obs. 4783 4783 4783 4783
Number of transactions 9,649 9,649 5,700 5,700

Panel D: Regression of outsider buyer’s ratio

Dependent Variable: Outsider Buyer’s Ratio

(1) (2)
Measure of ratio: Ratio of Frequency Ratio of Transaction Value

D[Industry HFA Freq P80] 4.337∗ 4.274∗
(2.241) (2.450)

Industry-level control variables Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes
Number of Industry-Year obs. 2267 2267
adj. R2 0.145 0.144
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Table 3.9: Activism pressure, asset redeployability and outsider buyers

This table reports the transaction-level regressions on the relationship between industry activism pressure,
asset redeployability and type of buyer. The regression sample includes 8,355 transactions of industry
assets with insiders as sellers, as defined in Table 8. We only include transactions that occur in industry-
years with at least 3 public firms in the baseline sample. In Panel A, the left-hand side variable is a dummy
variable equal to one if the buyer in the transaction is from outside the industry, the private equity fund
outside the industry, and the strategic buyer outside the industry respectively. The main explanatory
variable, D[Industry HFA Freq P80], equals one if Industry HFA Freq is in the top quintile of the sample.
D[Activism on Seller] is a dummy equal to one if there is activism campaign(s) launched against the seller
in the 2 years prior to the transaction announcement. In Panel B, we interact the Redeploy Score with
D[Industry HFA Freq P80]. We obtain industry-level Redeploy Score from online appendix of Kim and
Kung (2017). High (Low) Redeploy Score is a dummy equal to one if the industry-level Redeploy Score is
above (below) the median of whole sample. Firm-level controls are the same as in Table 4. Standard errors
are clustered at the industry level (standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Panel A: Regression of probability of buyer type

(1) (2) (3)
D[Outsider] D[Outsider:PE] D[Outsider:SB]

D[Industry HFA Freq P80] 0.0309∗∗ 0.0290∗ 0.00137
(0.0134) (0.0167) (0.0184)

D[Activism on Seller] 0.0173 0.0151 -0.000125
(0.0247) (0.0192) (0.0276)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes
N 5824 5824 5824
adj. R2 0.089 0.094 0.053

Panel B: Regression of probability of buyer type (Interaction with Redeploy Score)

(1) (2) (3)
D[Outsider] D[Outsider:PE] D[Outsider:SB]

D[Industry HFA Freq P80] × High Redeploy Score 0.148∗∗∗ 0.0889∗∗∗ 0.0553
(0.0486) (0.0309) (0.0423)

D[Industry HFA Freq P80] × Low Redeploy Score 0.102∗∗ 0.0198 0.0806∗
(0.0395) (0.0262) (0.0454)

High Redeploy Score 0.0119 0.0295∗ -0.0167
(0.0420) (0.0173) (0.0374)

Firm-level control variables Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes
N 5452 5452 5452
adj. R2 0.031 0.043 0.013
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Table 3.10: Price pressure under HFA impact

This table reports transaction-level regressions investigating the price pressure hypothesis. We only include transactions that occur in
industry-years with at least 3 public firms in the baseline sample. Panel A reports the regressions of Seller CARs and premiums, Panel B
provides the estimate of interaction with Redeploy Score, and Panel C reports regressions of Buyer CARs. Industry HFA Freq and Industry
HFStake Freq are both measured for the industry in which the transaction takes place (in which the firm or firm asset is located). D[Activism
on Seller] is a dummy equal to one if activists launch a campaign against the seller in the 2 calendar years prior to the transaction (either
merger or divestiture); D[No Activism] is equal to 1 − D[Activism on Seller]. The transaction level controls are a dummy for payment by
stock, TotM&A 3yr (measured in asset industry), Institutional Ownership, Tobin’s Q, ln(MV), Book Leverage, Dividend Yield, Cash Flow,
Sales Growth, Asset Growth, R&D, and Excess Cash (accounting measures are those of the seller in Panel A and B and those of the buyer in
Panel C). In regressions of the merger sample, we also include control dummies for competing bids, successful bids, and unsolicited bids.
All left-hand side variables are winsorized at the 1% and 99% level. All CARs are estimated with a market model using daily stock prices
data in CRSP. Asset industry fixed effects and year fixed effects are always included. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level (standard
errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Panel A: Price pressure for sellers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Sample of Divestitures Sample of Mergers

Seller’s CAR Seller’s CAR Premium Target’s CAR
[-2d, +2d] [-5d, +5d] [1 month] [-43d, +1d]

Industry HFA Freq × D[No Activism] -0.0283∗∗ -0.0428∗∗ -0.272∗∗∗ -0.226∗∗
(0.0139) (0.0180) (0.102) (0.0878)

Industry HFA Freq × D[Activism on Seller] 0.00975 0.0317 -0.0805 -0.125
(0.0418) (0.0520) (0.170) (0.127)

Industry HFStake Freq × D[No Activism] -0.0224∗ -0.0277 -0.187∗∗ -0.111
(0.0127) (0.0169) (0.0837) (0.0700)

Industry HFStake Freq × D[Activism on Seller] 0.00423 0.0362 -0.100 -0.104
(0.0388) (0.0422) (0.154) (0.105)

Transaction-level controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 5420 5420 5422 5422 4100 4100 4024 4024
adj. R2 0.034 0.034 0.024 0.023 0.118 0.117 0.162 0.161
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Panel B: Price pressure for sellers (interaction with Redeploy Score)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Sample of Divestitures Sample of Mergers

Seller’s CAR Seller’s CAR Premium Target’s CAR
[-2d, +2d] [-5d, +5d] [1 month] [-43d, +1d]

Industry HFA Freq × D[Activism on Seller] 0.00418 0.0325 -0.151 -0.159
(0.0448) (0.0552) (0.179) (0.135)

Industry HFA Freq × D[No Activism] × High Redeploy Score -0.0257 -0.0434 -0.288∗ -0.262∗
(0.0214) (0.0268) (0.168) (0.156)

Industry HFA Freq × D[No Activism] × Low Redeploy Score -0.0361∗∗ -0.0491∗∗ -0.350∗∗∗ -0.276∗∗∗
(0.0171) (0.0233) (0.123) (0.0933)

Transaction-level controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 5173 5176 3911 3853
adj. R2 0.035 0.025 0.120 0.164

Panel C: Price pressure for buyers

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Sample of Divestitures Sample of Mergers

Buyer’s CAR Buyer’s CAR Acquirer’s CAR Acquirer’s CAR
[-2d, +2d] [-5d, +5d] [-2d, +2d] [-5d, +5d]

Industry HFA Freq × D[No Activism] -0.0240 -0.0137 0.0299 0.0659∗
(0.0254) (0.0329) (0.0290) (0.0396)

Industry HFA Freq × D[Activism on Seller] 0.116∗ 0.142∗ -0.0540 0.00288
(0.0652) (0.0762) (0.0505) (0.0583)

Industry HFStake Freq × D[No Activism] 0.0370 0.0758∗∗ 0.0352 0.0644∗∗
(0.0286) (0.0354) (0.0218) (0.0263)

Industry HFStake Freq × D[Activism on Seller] 0.0573 0.0455 -0.0426 0.0371
(0.0570) (0.0648) (0.0488) (0.0580)

Transaction-level controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry and Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 2845 2845 2845 2845 2168 2168 2173 2173
adj. R2 0.000 0.000 0.019 0.020 0.076 0.077 0.048 0.048133



Table 3.11: HFA impact on the efficiency of acquisitions

This table studies the ex-post operating performance of acquirers in acquisitions of public and private firms
and subsidiaries of public firms. We require all acquisitions to be completed. We include observations from
5 years prior to and 5 years post each completed acquisition. Panel A studies the performance of acquirers
in activism acquisitions. D[Activism Acq] is a dummy variable equal to one if it is an activism acquisition,
defined as an acquisition in which the acquirer was targeted by activists in the 2 years (730 days) prior
to the acquisition announcement. D[Post Acquisition] is a dummy variable equal to one if the firm is
within [t + 1, t + 5] years after the acquisition announcement. D[Post HFA] is a dummy variable equal to
one in the post [t + 1, t + 5] HFA event period. Panel B investigates the ex-post operating performance of
acquirers under high industry HFA threat. In Panel B, we drop all activism acquisitions from the sample.
We use Industry HFA Freq as our measure of the industry HFA threat. D[High HFA Threat] is a dummy
equal to one if the firm is in the top quintile of Industry HFA Freq in the year when the acquisition is
announced and is not a current activism target. D[Small] is a dummy equal to one if the firm’s size is
smaller than the industry-year median size of firms in the year before the announcement of acquisition.
Following Bebchuk, Brav, and Jiang (2015), we include ln(MV) and ln(Age) as controls in each regression.
Year fixed effects and firm fixed effects are always included. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level
(standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Panel A: Efficiency of acquisitions by HFA target firms

(1) (2) (3)
Tobin’s Q ROA Sales/Assets(lag)

D[Post Acquisition] -0.330∗∗∗ -0.0138∗∗∗ -0.109∗∗∗
(0.0213) (0.00205) (0.00834)

D[Post Acquisition] × D[Small] 0.238∗∗∗ 0.0162∗∗∗ 0.0583∗∗∗
(0.0271) (0.00308) (0.0124)

D[Post Acquisition] × D[Activism Acq] -0.0671 -0.00576 -0.0159
(0.0620) (0.00615) (0.0222)

D[Post Acquisition] × D[Activism Acq] × D[Small] 0.0257 0.0252∗∗ 0.0935∗∗
(0.118) (0.0126) (0.0380)

D[Post HFA] 0.136∗∗∗ 0.000345 0.0187
(0.0283) (0.00337) (0.0136)

Firm-level controls Yes Yes Yes
Year and Firm fixed effect Yes Yes Yes
N 50335 47484 50087
adj. R2 0.553 0.621 0.800

Panel B: Efficiency of acquisitions by firms under high HFA threat

(1) (2) (3)
Tobin’s Q ROA Sales/Assets(lag)

D[Post Acquisition] -0.185∗∗∗ -0.0170∗∗∗ -0.0931∗∗∗
(0.0331) (0.00326) (0.0125)

D[Post Acquisition] × D[Small] 0.195∗∗∗ 0.0125∗∗ 0.0401∗
(0.0597) (0.00635) (0.0235)

D[Post Acquisition] × D[High HFA Threat] 0.000568 -0.000647 -0.0115
(0.0518) (0.00494) (0.0214)

D[Post Acquisition] × D[High HFA Threat] × D[Small] -0.0133 0.0133 0.0962
(0.114) (0.0142) (0.0600)

D[Post HFA] 0.0566 -0.00698 -0.0345∗
(0.0507) (0.00590) (0.0190)

Firm-level controls Yes Yes Yes
Year and Firm fixed effect Yes Yes Yes
N 49293 46525 49110
adj. R2 0.556 0.620 0.800
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Table 3.12: Acquirer and target characteristics in acquisitions by small acquirers

This table investigates acquirer and target characteristics in acquisitions by small acquirers. Regressions
are in transaction level, in which case we require both the acquirer and target are public listed firms
and their Tobin’s Q and ROA information is not missing. The explained variable is always equal to
target’s characteristic minus acquirer’s. All characteristics are measured one year before the bidding year.
NumPats, NumCites, and PatValue denote number of patents, number of citations, and Kogan, et. al.
(2017)’s estimated value of the patent in nominal dollars respectively. Patent’s data are from Kogan, et. al.
(2017). Standard errors are clustered in firm level. (standard errors in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01).

Panel A: Target’s characteristics by small acquirer

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Target’s − Acquirer’s Tobin’s Q ROA NumPats NumCites PatValue

D(Small) 0.292∗∗∗ 0.0289∗∗ 0.414∗∗∗ 1.344∗∗∗ 1.753∗∗∗
(0.104) (0.0137) (0.0372) (0.103) (0.108)

Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Acquirer Industry F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Target Industry F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Num. Obs. 1644 1601 1782 1782 1782
Adj. R2 0.096 0.137 0.407 0.450 0.518

Panel B: Target’s characteristics by small acquirer under high HFA threat

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Target’s − Acquirer’s Tobin’s Q ROA NumPats NumCites PatValue

Industry HFA Freq × D(Large) 1.304 0.243 3.549∗∗∗ 7.211∗∗∗ 9.715∗∗∗
(1.200) (0.154) (0.424) (1.199) (1.236)

Industry HFA Freq × D(Small) -0.437 0.0772 1.475∗∗∗ 3.031∗∗ 4.105∗∗∗
(1.462) (0.187) (0.515) (1.454) (1.499)

D(Small) 0.378∗∗∗ 0.0363∗∗ 0.522∗∗∗ 1.591∗∗∗ 1.992∗∗∗
(0.134) (0.0177) (0.0499) (0.141) (0.145)

Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Acquirer Industry F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Target Industry F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Num. Obs. 1644 1601 1782 1782 1782
Adj. R2 0.096 0.137 0.407 0.450 0.518
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Chapter 4

Hedge Fund Activism, Corporate

Governance, and Product Market

Competition

4.1 Introduction

Previous research on hedge fund activism establishes that activist hedge funds facilitate

the value improvements of target firms (Brav et al. [2008a], Brav et al. [2015a], and Brav

et al. [2015b]). And financial economists have made efforts to explore the precise mecha-

nism through which hedge fund activism improves firm value. Boyson et al. [2017] and

Gantchev et al. [2020] document that hedge fund activism creates value by influencing

takeover activities of target firms, i.e., more likely to be acquired, less empire-building

acquisitions, and more divestitures. However, the value creation mechanism for those

target firms not involved in mergers and acquisitions is still not fully understood. More-

over, little has been done to explain the cross-sectional variation of target firm’s value

improvement. This variation is especially important in the dimension of the quality of
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corporate governance measured prior to the launch of activist campaigns (ex-ante gover-

nance) as well as product market competition (again measured at the start of campaigns),

as it helps to understand how activist’s influence interacts with internal governance of

target companies that are an indispensable part in the transmission and implementation

of activist proposals and initiatives. Ex-post higher value improvements in bad gover-

nance firms imply that hedge fund activism substitutes for ex-ante governance of target

firms, while a higher value improvement in good governance firms implies that it com-

plements ex-ante governance.

My focus on governance, product market competition, and their interactions is moti-

vated by Giroud and Mueller [2010] and Giroud and Mueller [2011], arguing that com-

petition serves as a substitute for internal governance, an alternative device that impose

discipline on managerial decisions. As a result, focusing on the interaction of gover-

nance and product market competition provides a complete picture on how the HFA

target impact varies across firm’s ex-ante governance.

I demonstrate that target value improvements of hedge fund activism (measured in

Tobin’s Q, Return on Assets (ROA), and market cumulative abnormal returns (CAR)) are

strongly related to the target’s corporate governance and product market competition.

Following the literature, I use G-index as a measure regarding the corporate governance,

always measured at the start of the campaign so as to exclude the target impacts on

governance itself.1 The level of product market competition is measured by Hircman-

Herfindahl Index (HHI), and in each year, I sort the whole Compustat sample into tercile

by HHI.

I use G-index in two ways: one discrete and one continuous method. First, I construct

tercile dummies for G-Index: good governance firms (G-index ≤ 7), medium governance

1G-index is the governance index constructed by Gompers et al. [2003]. A higher index value represents
worse governance and severer management entrenchment. It consists of 22 corporate-level provisions,
such as poison pill, classified board, golden parachutes, and six state anti-takeover laws, such as Business
Combination Law and Fair Price Law. When the firm possesses one item, for example, the poison pill
index adds one point. All index components are equally weighted.
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firms (8 ≤ G-index ≤ 10), and bad governance firms (G-index ≥ 11).2 This classification

enables me to capture in a simple way the interaction between target firms’ governance

and product market competition and their impacts on the value improvement of target

firms. For instance, I can study specifically the value creation on target firms with good

governance (G-index ≤ 7) and operated in relatively competitive industries (low HHI

tercile). Second, I use G-index directly and interact it with dummies of HHI tercile. Both

approaches lead to similar conclusions, implying that good governance firms and firms

in competitive industries benefit the most from HFA campaigns.

Using a Difference in Difference (DID) method, I find that the target value improve-

ments in activist campaigns are negatively correlated with the G-index measured at the

start of campaigns, implying that initial better governance firms benefit more from HFA.

Moreover and surprisingly, good governance firms operating in competitive industries

benefit the most from HFA campaigns. This result is robust across various model spec-

ifications, industrial classification, and imposing an exogenous variation on G-index by

using the state-level anti-takeover laws. The result is counter-intuitive because good gov-

ernance firms operating in relatively competitive industries should suffer the least from

agency costs and should have operated on the industrial efficiency frontier due to both

good governance and high competition force. As a result, their further value improve-

ments should be minimal.

To explore in more detail this puzzling result, first, I decompose the realized value

creation due to HFA campaigns into two parts: (i) expected value improvements from

an HFA campaign conditional on the HFA campaign success and (ii) a campaign success

dummy. This decomposition relies on a simplifying assumption: hedge fund activism

improves firm value only if the campaign launched by the activist hedge fund ultimately

succeeds. Next, I offer a novel tradeoff: On the one hand, the quality of initial good

governance (less entrenchment) raises the probability of success in an activism campaign,

2The 7 and 11 are the corresponding tercile thresholds of G-index among target sample. We could have
used different thresholds to sort firms, and results are robust across thresholds change.
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while initial bad governance (more entrenched) reduces the probability and requires

more costs in the campaign process (for example, for proxy contests and taking board

seats). On the other hand, a greater potential return is hidden behind when activist hedge

funds target those initial bad governance firms in relatively concentrated industries (as

they are the most undervalued firms due to relevant findings of Giroud and Mueller

[2011]). As a result, I conjecture that this tradeoff might drive the puzzling results.

To test this idea in the data, I manually collect campaign goals and results of the

412 activism campaigns in the IRRC dataset. Among 412 campaigns, 103 can be clas-

sified as successful, with the leading activist hedge fund achieving its targeting goals.

In the first set of tests, I investigate the campaign success probability. I find that HFA

campaigns targeting initial good governance firms are more likely to succeed: the target

firm actively responds to activist hedge funds’ demands and changes its management

and organization (such as through divestitures). Moreover, this success probability is the

highest when HFA targets those initial good governance firms in relatively competitive

industries. The results at least partially explain the previous puzzling results on value

improvements. In the second set of results, I regress the value creation (again measured

by Tobin’s Q) but conditional on campaign success. In a small sample, I find that the

aforementioned puzzling results disappear.

Overall, this paper contributes to the literature from mainly two aspects. First, this

paper investigates threefold relations among the target impact of hedge fund activism,

the initial governance of target firms, and product market competition. While there is a

large literature on the effects and performance drivers of HFA, the combined influence

of these two dimensions has not been studied.3 In the literature, the most related work
3Thanks to pioneering work by Brav et al. [2008a], research on hedge fund activism flourishes rapidly

among corporate governance literature. Recent studies have expanded the literature from many aspects,
for example, through merge and acquisition [Boyson et al., 2017, Gantchev et al., 2020]; sequential decision
and cost of activist hedge funds [Gantchev, 2013]; the long-term performance of target firms [Bebchuk
et al., 2015a]; real productivity of plants and labor outcomes [Brav et al., 2015a]; international studies
regarding the returns of hedge fund activism [Becht et al., 2015]; corporate innovation [Brav et al., 2018];
the threat effect of hedge fund activism on creditors [Feng et al., 2016]; and a novel discipline force even to
industrial peer firms [Gantchev et al., 2016].
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is Aslan and Kumar [2016] who examines the product market spillover effects of hedge

fund activism (HFA) on the industry rivals of target firms. They document that HFA has

negative real and stockholder wealth effects on the average rival firm, with the effects

strengthened in less concentrated and low entry barrier industries.

Second, this paper contributes to the literature by systematically studying determi-

nants of success probabilities in activist campaigns. There are very few papers among

recent literature investigating the success probabilities of campaigns. An exception is

Appel et al. [2016]. Using the Russell 1000/2000 index as a natural experiment, they find

that the passive investors have significant influences on activism campaigns, tactics, and

success of activists. Related to my paper, they document that a higher passive owner-

ship is associated with increasing use of proxy fights and a higher probability of HFA

campaign success, i.e., obtaining board seats or selling HFA target company.

The remaining article is organized as follows. Section 4.2 develops hypotheses; Sec-

tion 4.3 discusses data source and the sample construction; Section 4.4 studies the av-

erage target effect of activism campaigns in IRRC sample; Section 4.5 studies the target

effect across firms’ initial governance and product market competition and describe the

puzzles; Section 4.6 explores more details regarding the puzzle.

4.2 Hypothesis Development

In this section, I start developing hypotheses regarding the relation between the target

impact of hedge fund activism and the initial governance of the target firm. First, I

introduce the following decomposition “equation”.

Realized Value Improvement ≈ I(Success)× (∆V|I(Success) = 1) (4.1)
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Equation 4.1 simplifies the real world and assumes that an hedge fund activism event

improves firm value only if this campaign launched by an activist hedge fund ultimately

succeeds.4 The campaign is deemed as successful if one of the major goals of involved

hedge funds have been achieved at the end of the campaign. As a result, the realized

value improvement of a target firm can be decomposed into two parts: the Value Im-

provement Conditional on Campaign Success and a Dummy of Success in the Campaign.

Here is the first hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1: Firms with worse initial governance may experience higher value improvements

after the activist campaigns. If the governance is measured by G-index during the time activist

starts the campaign, the value improvement is increasing in G-index.

Gompers et al. [2003] document that bad governance firms (high G-index) have a

lower value than good governance firms (low G-index).5 As a result, bad governance

firms might possess higher ex-post potential for value improvements if activist hedge

funds do succeed in resolving the operating inefficiency. Equivalently, Value Improve-

ment Conditional on Success of An Activist Campaign (the second term in the righthand

side of equation 4.1) is higher for target firms with bad governance, which further im-

plies, by equation 4.1, that the realized value improvement of bad governance firms (high

G-index) is larger.

Hypothesis 2: If the value improvement after an activist campaign is a decreasing function of

governance quality, this relation should be stronger in relatively concentrated industries than that

in relatively competitive industries.

4One might suspect whether it is an excellent approximation of the real world. Is it possible that a
target firm experiences a significant value improvement even if the campaign ultimately fails? I test this
simplification in table 2, Panel A, and find results supporting it. Both the average and median of firm
value improvements of unsuccessful campaigns are close to zero, while both the average and median of
firm value improvements of successful campaigns are significantly above zero.

5They use Tobin’s Q to measure the firm value in their regressions.
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This hypothesis could be attributed to Giroud and Mueller [2011]’s relevant find-

ings. In their seminal paper, Giroud and Mueller [2011] argue that firms in concentrated

industries benefit more from good governance than do firms in relatively competitive in-

dustries. It implies a substitutional relationship between governance and product market

competition which is firstly modeled in Hart [1983]. In the absence of both competition

and good governance, bad governance firms in relatively concentrated industries suffer

more from agency costs than bad governance firms in relatively competitive industries,

and thus the former one should possess higher potential of value improvements ex-ante.

As a result, Value Improvement Conditional on the Success of Activist Campaign (the

first term in the righthand side of equation 4.1) is even larger for target firms with bad

governance (high G-index) in relatively concentrated industries than target firms with

bad governance (high G-index) but in competitive industries. In other words, the differ-

ence of observed value improvement between bad governance firms (high G-index) and

good governance firms (low G-index) is larger in concentrated industries than that in

competitive industries.6 Finally, Hypothesis 2 can be illustrated in the following figure,

where the value improvement is measured by ∆ Q:

G-index

∆ Tobin’s Q

Low HHI Ind.

G-index

∆ Tobin’s Q

Medium HHI Ind.

G-index

∆ Tobin’s Q

High HHI Ind.

4.3 Data and Summary Statistics

I merge firm-level data on corporate governance and institutional ownership with hedge

fund activist campaign data. I now briefly describe each data source, sample construc-

6As a substitute to governance, competition is redundant and should have no effect on potential value
improvement for good governance firms.
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tions and ultimately the summary statistics.

4.3.1 Hedge fund activist campaign

The activist hedge fund data are obtained from hand-collections of the U.S. Security

and Exchange Commission (SEC) Schedule 13D fillings. The SEC gives the following

definition of a SC 13D form: ”When a person or group of persons acquires beneficial

ownership of more than 5% of a voting class of a company’s equity securities registered

under Section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (and has an interest in influencing

management of the company), they are required to file a Schedule 13D with the SEC.”

Names of hedge funds can be identified from ”Item 2. Identity and Background” and

activist’s goals from ”Item 4. Purpose of the Transaction” in relevant 13D fillings. The

starting date of activism campaign (usually called targeting date) is defined as the filling

date of the first 13D form. The activists’ goals, tactics, shares percentage acquired, and

the ultimate results of campaigns are hand-collected from a variety of sources, including

SEC 13D, 13D(A), 14A, online business news, newspaper archives, research papers, and

non-academic books. The detailed classification of goals and tactics follows those in Brav

et al. [2008a]. For more details about hand-collection procedures, see Brav et al. [2008a].

Figure 4.1 plots the time series of numbers of hedge fund activism campaigns from

1994 to 2011. Figure 4.2 presents the numbers of activist campaigns across Fama and

French 48 industries. Those popular industries that are frequently target by hedge funds

are banking, business services, electronic equipment, pharmaceutical product and retail.

4.3.2 Corporate governance

I retrieve corporate governance data from the Investor Responsibility Research Cen-

ter (IRRC) database. The IRRC database contains 24 corporate governance provisions,
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which include 22 corporate-level items such as poisson pill, classified board, and golden

parachute and 6 state-level anti-takeover laws such as business combination law and fair

price law. To test the core hypotheses, especially the hypothesis 1 and 2 in section 4.2, it

is needed to firstly make sure that there exists a strong substitutional relation between

corporate governance and market product competition, or else the rejection of my main

hypothesis might attribute to a very weak or even no substitutional relation between

corporate governance and competition in the sample that I use.

As a result, I carefully adopt all procedures of sample selections and variable defi-

nitions in Giroud and Mueller [2011]: ”Following GIM, we exclude all firms with dual-

class shares. To match firms to industries, we, moreover, require a nonmissing SIC code

in Compustat.7 . . . The G-index is obtained from the IRRC database and is available for

the years 1990, 1993, 1995, 1998, 2000, 2002, 2004, and 2006 during the sample period.

For intermediate years, we always use the G-index from the latest available year. . . . Our

main measure of product market competition is the HHI. The HHI is computed as the

sum of squared market shares,

HHIjt =

Nj

∑
i=1

s2
ijt (4.2)

where sijt is the market share of firm i in industry j in year t. Market shares are computed

from Compustat using firms’ sales (item #12). When computing the HHI, we use all

available Compustat firms, including those with dual-class shares. We exclude firms for

which sales are either missing or negative . . . We classify industries using the 48 industry

classification scheme of Fama and French (1997, FF). We assign firms to industries by

matching the SIC codes of Compustat to the 48 FF industries using the conversion table

in the appendix of FF.”

Moreover, following Giroud and Mueller [2010], I require that, in every year, each

industry contains at least 5 firms to get rid of the small ”spike” at the right endpoint

of the empirical HHI distribution. After finishing these procedures, I compare the sum-

7I use the historical SIC code in Compustat, item SICH.
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mary statistics with Giroud and Mueller [2011]’s original one and find them very similar.

Furthermore, I replicate the Tobin’s Q regression (see Page 586 in Giroud and Mueller

[2011]) and again obtain almost the same coefficients and standard errors. The original

IRRC database ranges from 1990 to 2006. I extend the IRRC sample to 2007 and 2008

by assigning the same G-index of 2006 to the same firm in 2007 and 2008.8 In the fi-

nal step, I merge the IRRC data set with the hedge fund activism data set and obtain

412 activism campaigns from 1994 to 2008. Table 4.3 summarizes classifications of goals

and tactics of campaigns launched by activist hedge funds in IRRC sample, and it also

reports the ratio of successful campaigns across different goals. Appendix 4.8 explains

how I judge/decide the success for each HFA campaign.

4.3.3 Institutional ownership

Institutional ownership data are extracted from the Thomson Retuers 13F database,

which provides the equity positions every quarter end of all institutions that exercise

investment discretion over at least 100 million U.S. dollars. Since a great amount of

data in the item of total numbers of share outstanding are missing in Thomson Retuers

13F database, I instead extract it from the CRSP monthly stock file. I match them with

PERMNO and further drop those observations of which the institutional ownership ra-

tio is greater than one. Furthermore, duplicated observations by mgrno, PERMNO and

rdate are dropped. Because all institutional ownership ratios calculated in data are in

quarterly level, I adjust to yearly by simply averaging 4 quarterly ratios in the same year.

Finally, I apply Bushee [2001]’s permanent three category classifications of institutional

investors as (i) ”Quasi Indexers” (low turnover, high diversification), (ii) ”Transient In-

vestors” (high turnover, high diversification) and (iii) ”Focused Investors” (low turnover,

low diversification, also called ”Dedicated”).

8The fact that there is few cross-firm variation in G-index allows me to do that.
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4.3.4 Summary statistics

Table 4.1 reports basic summary statistics for all variables that will be used in the fol-

lowing regression analysis. To facilitate comparison, data are classified into four groups:

(1) firms in the IRRC database that have never been targeted by activist hedge funds

(control group 1); (2) firms not in the IRRC database that have never been targeted by

activist hedge funds (control group 2); (3) firms in the IRRC database that were tar-

geted by activist hedge funds (treatment group 1); (4) firms that were targeted by activist

hedge fund and not in the IRRC database (treatment group 2). Groups (3) and (4) are the

ex-ante observations, i.e. for each target firm, the data only contains one firm-year obser-

vation that is the one year before hedge fund(s) initiate the campaign and influence its

management.9 At this point, I simply note that all variables are standard and consistent

with Brav et al. [2008b]’s finding. Hedge funds tend to target firms with smaller market

capitalization (MV), lower Tobin’s Q, higher institutional ownership, firms with higher

G-index and E-index. Table 4.2 investigates a linear probability model of HFA targeting

and corroborates the results in Table 4.1.

4.4 Average Target Effect on target Firms

4.4.1 Identification strategy and results

To begin, I first investigate whether the average target effect on target firms (ATT) in the

IRRC sample is similar relatively to the ATT in the whole sample.10 Following Bebchuk

9Note that unions of four categories above are not tantamount to the whole sample since those firm-year
observations of target firms in the years except one year before target year do not belong to any groups.

10The target effect can be deemed as the standard average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) in
program evaluation. To clearly identify the ATT, the stable unit treatment value assumption has to be
made. It requires in particular that individuals in control group are not influenced by the treatment.
Specifically, peer effects and general equilibrium result are not allowed. Unfortunately, Gantchev et al.
[2016] and Feng et al. [2016] provide evidence of peer effects, while Aslan and Kumar [2016] document the
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et al. [2015a], I use the Tobin’s Q, defined as the sum of book value of debt and market

value of equity divided by the sum of book value of debt and book value of equity, to

measure the firm value. I also use the return on assets (ROA), defined as EBITDA di-

vided by assets (lag), to measure performances. More specifically, I regress the following

equation,

AdjQijt =
2

∑
k=−2

αk+3D Target[t + k]ijt + X′ijtβ + vj + ut + εijt (4.3)

where i denotes the firm, j denotes the industry, and t denotes year. The dependent vari-

able AdjQ (AdjROA) is the industry-year median-adjusted Tobin’s Q (ROA) where in-

dustries are classified according to the Fama-French 48 industry classification. Equation

4.3 follows Bebchuk et al. [2015a], where D Target[t + k]{k=−2,−1,0,1,2} denotes dummy

variables equal to one if firm i was or will be targeted by hedge funds in the year t + k.

Specially, D Target[t] where k = 0 denotes the targeting dummy that equals 1 in the year

of targeting. These five dummies fully capture the time series evolution of Tobin’s Q

(ROA) that is associated with the hedge fund activism event 5 years around an activism

campaign. Other independent variables in X′ are MV (natural log of market capital-

ization) and firm age. Year fixed effects and industry (firm) fixed effects are contained

in all regressions. Standard errors are clustered in the industry level and are robust to

heteroscedasticity.

Table 4.4 summarizes results from estimating the Equation 4.3. I focus on the co-

efficient of D Target[t + 2] − D Target[t]. In fact, D Target[t + 2] − D Target[t] follows

the same spirit of a traditional Difference in Difference (DID) estimator. D Target[t] cap-

tures value differences between target firms and non-target firms in the year of targeting,

while D Target[t + 2] estimates value differences between target firms and non-target

firms again but in the second year after targeting. The final difference in difference gets

rid of any potential selection bias and trend bias.

industrial effect. In this paper, I do not distinguish the direct target effect of hedge fund activist campaign
from potential peer effect or industrial effect. Instead, I study the aggregate effect.
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Columns (1) and (2) are regressions using the full sample. As for the economic mag-

nitude of the effect, the average targeting effect (ATT) on Tobin’s Q is 0.244 (significant

in the 90% of confidence level), which is tantamount to a 15% increase on the basis of

1.67, the mean of Tobin’s Q for target firms. Similarly, the average targeting effect (ATT)

on ROA is 0.0243 (significant in 95% of confidence level), which is tantamount to a 69%

increase on the basis of 0.035, the mean of the ROA for target firms.

Columns (3) and (4) show regressions with firm fixed effects instead of the industry

fixed effects. Columns (5) and (6) run regressions with only the IRRC sample. All

estimated average target effects are similar both in coefficients and standard errors. Next

step, I compare my results with the original one in Table 4 of Bebchuk et al. [2015a]: their

(t+3)-(t) estimate is 0.29 for Tobin’s Q and 0.025 for ROA; both are very close to mine.11

4.5 Target Effect across Initial Governance and Product Mar-

ket Competition

4.5.1 DID strategy and main results

This section tests hypotheses developed in Section 4.2. First, I begin with a graphical

analysis of 412 activism campaigns that can be merged with the IRRC dataset. Figure

4.3 plots firms’ value improvements of target firms across their initial G-index and HHI

tercile. The y axis is the change of industry-year adjusted Tobin’s Q from year t (the

target year) to year t+2, while x axis is the level of governance measured by G-index. The

industry-year adjusted Tobin’s Q is computed by subtracting the industry median in a

given 48 FF industry and year. Higher G-index implies more entrenchment and worse

11The small difference may originate from (i) they might not adjust years of targeting event to fiscal year;
(ii) they use the SIC 3 digit code to classify industry while I use FF 48 industries; (iii) they might use the
whole COMPUSTAT database, while I use CCM and apply some sample selection procedures following
Giroud and Mueller [2010] and Giroud and Mueller [2011].
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governance. In each year, all IRRC target firms are classified into tercile groups by HHI,

and different HHI tercile are separately plotted. G-index and HHI are both measured in

year t, the target year.

In general, the ex-post firm value improvement is decreasing in G-index, which im-

plies that hedge fund activism complements to internal governance in the process of

creating value for the target firms. Nevertheless, there is a great heterogeneity from

Panel A to C. In the low HHI tercile (a relatively competitive industry), the firm value

improvement drops the most in response to the rising of G-index. In the medium HHI

tercile, the slope of fitted line is much smaller than the one in low HHI tercile, while in

the high HHI tercile (relatively concentrated industry) the fitted line even has a small

and positive slope.

In the panel of the low HHI tercile of Figure 4.3, there are some outliers with ex-

tremely large ∆ Q. To exclude the possibility that those outliers drive the main findings,

I conduct a quantile regression in which case I regress the difference of Tobin’s Q from

year t (target year) to year t+2 on G-index interacted with HHI tercile dummies. The

estimate gives a result of -0.041∗∗ for the coefficient of HHI Low × G-index, -0.004 for

HHI Medium × G-index; and 0.024 for HHI High × G-index, which is comparable to

the OLS fitted line.12 I reach a similar conclusion in figure 4.4, which studies the change

of the industry-year median-adjusted Tobin’s Q from year t (the target year) to year t+3.

Next step, I test the hypotheses with formal regressions. Departing from Brav et al.

[2015c]’s setting, I instead apply a new Difference in Difference (DID) setting. Specifically,

I estimate the following equation,

∆AdjQij,t:t+2 = α′D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt + λ′D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt × G-indexijt + γ1HHI Highjt+

γ2HHI Mediumjt + δ′HHIjt × G-indexijt + X′ ijtβ + vj + ut + D Target[t]ijt × ι f + εijt (4.4)

12Extra controls are HHI Low, HHI Medium, MV and year fixed effect.
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where i denotes the firm, j denotes the industry, and t denotes year. The left-hand side

variable ∆AdjQt:t+2 is a difference of industry-year median adjusted Tobin’s Q from year

t to year t+2, i.e. ∆AdjQi,t:t+2 = AdjQi,t+2 − AdjQi,t for each firm i. The industry-year

adjusted Tobin’s Q is computed by subtracting the industry median in a given 48 FF

industry and year. Under this setting, the first difference has been already adopted into

the dependent variable, thus the coefficient of D Target[t] alone identifies the similar

Average Target Effect on Targets (ATT) as in the previous section.

Each year I sort firms’ HHI into tercile, and HHI is a 3× 1 vector containing dummies

of high, medium and low HHI. To further analyze ATT across initial G-index and HHI,

D Target[t] is interacted with G-index and HHI both measured in year t. Due to a triple

interaction term, D Target[t] × HHI × G-index, I add D Target[t] × HHI, HHI × G-

index, HHI High and HHI Medium as extra controls. To avoid perfect multi-collinearity,

I exclude D Target[t], G-index, HHI Low and D Target[t] × G-index from the regression.

Other independent variables in X′ are MV, size, age, dummy of S&P500, D Target[t-1],

D Target[t+1] and dummy of Delaware corporations. To control the mean reverse of

Tobin’s Q, I add the past change of Tobin’s Q from year t-2 to t and its interaction with

the target dummy as extra two controls. Year fixed effects, ut, industrial fixed effects,

vj, and activist hedge fund fixed effects, D Target[t]ijt × ι f , are included in regressions.

Standard errors are clustered in the industry level and are robust to heteroscedasticity.

To begin the analysis, if hedge fund activism works as a substitute to the internal

governance in the process of creating value for target firms, I would expect a positive

and statistically significant coefficient on D Target[t] × HHI High × G-index as implied

in Hypothesis 2 (in section 4.2), i.e., in a concentrated industry, the positive target impact

on initial bad governance firms is larger than that impact on good governance firms. Sim-

ilarly, I would expect a smaller and statistically insignificant coefficient on D Target[t] ×

HHI Low × G-index since high G-index, a proxy of initial bad governance, does not add

more potential gains on the target firm in the competitive industries since competition

already serves as a proxy of governance to prevent managers enjoying a ”quiet life”.
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Nevertheless, suggested by the result in Table 4.5, Columns (1) and (2), it shows the

opposite. Column (1) regresses the difference of Tobin’s Q from year t to t+2. In column

(1), the coefficient of D Target[t] × HHI Low × G-index is -0.106 and significant in 95%

confidence level, implying that an increase in initial G-index of target firm by one s.d. is

associated with 10.6% lower target effects in a relatively competitive industry. Also, in

Columns (3) and (4), I find the same pattern of coefficients in regressions of Return on

Assets (ROA). For example, in Column (3), there is monotonic rise of coefficients from

D Target[t] × HHI Low × G-index (-0.378%*), D Target[t] × HHI Medium × G-index

(-0.177%), and D Target[t] × HHI High × G-index (0.002%).

In short, I document a strong negative relation between G-index and the target impact

both on Tobin’s Q and ROA only in the low HHI tercile. The relation is weaker for firms

in the medium HHI tercile and completely disappears in the high HHI tercile.

4.5.2 Which group of target firms benefits the most from HFA?

In this section, I first conduct a new test to compare value improvements of target firms

across one dimension, either across the governance or HHI. Table 4.6 shows that ex-

ante better governance firms predict higher value improvements after HFA campaigns.

Surprisingly, the ex-ante HHI is not correlated with value gains, which is at odds with

findings of Aslan and Kumar [2016]. They document that HFA has negative real and

stockholder wealth effects on the average rival firm, with the effects strengthened in less

concentrated and low entry barrier industries. However, their study uses a larger sample

than my IRRC sample to gauge the value improvements. Moreover, they focus on rivals’

values instead of the target’s value changes.

Next, I sort all IRRC firms into nine groups with the help of the tercile dummies of

HHI and G-Index and run the following regressions. Finally, I investigate which group
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of target firms benefits the most from HFA:

∆AdjQij,t:t+2 = λ′1D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt × G Goodijt + δ′1HHIjt × G Goodijt + γ1HHI Highjt+

γ2HHI Mediumjt + λ′2D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt × G badijt + δ′2HHIjt × G badijt + X′ ijtβ + vj+

ut + D Target[t]ijt × ι f + εijt (4.5)

In my benchmark setting, G Good equals 1 if G-index ≤ 7, and G bad equals 1 if G-

index ≥ 11.13 Results in table 4.7 document that good governance firms in competitive

industries benefit the most from the target impacts of hedge fund activism among all

target firms. Almost in each setting, D Target × G Good × HHI Low has the most

positive coefficient and is significant in 1% level.

Next, following Bebchuk et al. [2015a], I estimate the abnormal returns of target firms

after the hedge fund activism campaigns. For each firm targeted by a hedge fund activist,

I estimate a monthly alpha based on the Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model, where

observations in the regressions are monthly returns within three years (36 months) after

activist hedge fund(s) target the firms. In some cases, the return data in CRSP is missing

in one specific month. Then, delisting return data is replaced for it. Moreover, I require

a minimum of twenty-four monthly returns available following the intervention or HFA

targeting. After the estimating, I sort target firms into tercile groups by HHI. Then, in

each tercile, I define G Good as one if G-index ≤ 7, and G bad equals one if G-index

≥ 11. Table 4.8 reports the result, where I reach a similar conclusion as in Tobin’s Q

regression: good governance firms in relatively competitive industries experience the

most substantial average and median abnormal market return.

137 and 11 are the tercile points for the empirical distribution of G-index among target firms.
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4.5.3 Selection bias and robust tests

One crucial concern regarding my analyses in section 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 is endogeneity.

There are two types of selection bias confounding the analysis. The first case is the

selection bias between target firms and non-target firms within each cell (In Section 4.5.2,

observations are sorted into terciles using both the HHI and G-index and form 9 different

cells). The second source originates from selection bias across cells. To mitigate the

selection bias in the first case, I apply the Mahalanobis-Metric Matching to obtain the

control firms from each cell to match the target firms in that cell. The covariates used

in the matching are the past change of Tobin’s Q and the past level of Tobin’s Q within

two years before the campaigns. Then, I combine both target firms and control firms of

each cell into one panel and re-run Diff-in-Diff. The result is obtained in column 1 of the

online appendix Table A2, similar to the benchmark result.

To mitigate selection bias in the second case, I construct a state-level anti-takeover

law index using six state law provisions in the IRRC database and use it as a plausible

instrument of G-index.14 The estimate is illustrated in table 4.9, column (5) and (6). The

coefficients are similar to columns (1) and (2) but with less significance.15

Finally, I conduct miscellaneous robustness checks for results of table 4.9. Table

14The identification comes from two facts that (i) passing of anti-takeover law deteriorates governance
(Relevant Condition is satisfied. See Bertrand and Mullainathan [2003b]) and (ii) there is no systematic
relationship between the state of incorporation and state of location (Exclusive Condition). I further con-
trol time-varying industry shock and time-varying local economic shock in the state of the firm’s location.
The identification strategy is similar to Bertrand and Mullainathan [2003b]. By controlling local economic
shocks, change in the anti-takeover law of New York state is very likely to be uncorrelated with character-
istics of firms incorporated in New York but located in California.

15One potential concern about the effectiveness of this instrument is that most anti-takeover laws have
been passed around 1985-1990, but activism campaign in our database ranges from 1994 to 2008. If most
firms were set up after 1990, they could self-select the state of incorporation during the IPO. Moreover,
state anti-takeover law varies across the state. See the relevant study by Daines [2002]. My argument about
the validity of this instrument comes from the fact that there are 64% of firms established before 1990 in
the IRRC database. There are 3000 firms in the IRRC database, and 1927 firms were incorporated before
1990. To further mitigate the concern, I study the subsample incorporated before 1990, and the results
are the same despite fewer observations. One might also worry about how firms can change the state of
incorporation. It rarely happens in our database (less than 5%).
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4.9 includes the test of (i) replacing HHI with Four-firm Concentration Ratio (CR4); (ii)

replacing G-Index with E-index; (iii) using 3-digit SIC codes to classify industry instead

of FF 48; (iv) sorting HHI into quintile instead of tercile; (v) using change rate of Tobin’s

Q instead of difference of Tobin’s Q as a new dependent variable, and all results are

again very robust.

4.6 Success probability of activism campaign

The result in the previous section is not consistent with Hypotheses 1 and 2 developed

in section 4.2. Therefore, in this section, I explain this puzzle by separately analyzing the

HFA campaign success probability and target firms’ value improvements conditional on

the campaign success.

I decompose the realized value creation into two parts: (i) the expected value im-

provement from HFA campaigns conditional on campaign success and (ii) a dummy of

success of the HFA campaign. Equation 4.1 simplifies the real world and assumes that

hedge fund activism improves firm value if and only if the campaign launched by an

activist hedge fund ultimately succeeds. On the one hand, initial good governance (less

entrenchment) raises the probabilities of success in activism campaigns, while the ini-

tial bad governance reduces the probabilities and requires more costs in the campaign

process (for example, for proxy contests and taking board seats). On the other hand, a

greater potential return is hidden behind when activist hedge funds target those initial

bad governance firms in relatively concentrated industries (as they are the most under-

valued firms due to the relevant findings of Giroud and Mueller [2011]).

Table 4.10 regresses a dummy of success for each campaign in the IRRC sample on

G-Index, HHI Index, and tercile dummies of G-Index and HHI separately. In Column (1),

I find that HFA campaigns with initial good governance firms are more likely to succeed.

This implies that the target firms actively respond to activist hedge funds’ demands and
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change the company management following their requirements. Column 3 shows that

the highest likelihood of the campaign success lies in those initial good governance firms

in relatively competitive industries. In the second set of results in Table 4.11, I regress

the value creation (again measured by Tobin’s Q) but conditional on a campaign success

sample. In this small sample, I find that the aforementioned puzzling results about value

improvement finally disappear. As a result, the puzzling result is at least partially driven

by the tradeoff on campaign success probabilities.

4.7 Conclusions

In this paper, I formally test two hypothesises that are implied both by intuition and by

previous findings in corporate governance literature. Firstly, I test the hypothesis that the

discipline force of hedge fund activism works as a substitute for company’s governance

and market product competition. Then I test the hypothesis that those bad governance

firms in concentrated industry benefit the most from these campaigns launched by ac-

tivist hedge funds. Using a hand-collected data set with 412 activism campaigns that can

be merged with IRRC database, I document opposite and counterintuitive results that (i)

discipline force of hedge fund activism works as a complement to firm’s governance and

market product competition; and (ii) those target firms in competitive industry initially

having good governance benefit the most from activism campaign. I conduct various

robustness checks, apply propensity score matching to the target decisions, and further

construct a state anti-takeover law index in order to use it as the instrument of gover-

nance, but results remain unchanged. Furthermore, I find that the puzzle (counterintu-

itive results) might be attributable to the heterogeneity of success probability in activism

campaigns.
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4.8 Appendix: Procedures to Judge the Success in Activism

Campaign

This appendix provides detailed information regarding to the definition and judgement

process of success in activism campaigns launched by activist hedge funds. The defini-

tion is borrowed from Brav et al. [2008b] but with some small adjustments.16 The hedge

fund activism campaign is deemed successful if activist hedge fund(s) ultimately achieve

their major stated goals in 13D forms during the campaign. If activist hedge fund has

stated only one goal in SC 13D forms, then the stated goal is regarded as the major goal.

If there are multiple goals stated in 13D, then the goals that conduct large changes to

target company or directly bring profits to share holders are deemed as major goals. If

there exist multiple major goals, the campaign is deemed as successful if activist hedge

fund(s) achieve one of its goals. Here are the major goals:

(1). Directly bring profits to share holders: Share repurchase; and dividend distribution

(2). Conduct large changes to the company: Against M&A; oust CEO; force to sell the

whole company or part of assets; business restructure and spin off; buyout the

company; and take control

If there is no above major goal stated in 13D forms, minor goals are regarded as

major goals. Here are some representative minor goals: operational efficiency; suggest

reducing cost; criticize excess cash; lack of focus; rescind takeover defense; seek board

independence; and excess compensation. In many cases, minor goals are only the process

of achieving major goals.

To determine whether these major goals are achieved, I obtain further informa-

tion from reading online business news, newspaper archives, research papers and non-
16The original definition from them is quite obscure. They define the success of an activist campaign if

the hedge fund achieves its main stated goals.
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academic books about hedge fund activism. Here is the detailed procedure to make

judgement of success:

1. Share repurchase: The goal is achieved if (1) the target company finally announces

share repurchases; and (2) by the time of announcing, the hedge fund still holds

shares of company and does not exit. In some cases, the exit date of hedge fund is

quite obscure and hard to pin down. For these cases, I set up a substitutional thresh-

old requires that the target company should announce share repurchase plan within

1 year after activist hedge fund(s) demand this goal. Share repurchase information

is retrieved from business news, online share buyback history, and COMPUSTAT

data. Exit information about hedge funds is from 13D(A) and 13G forms.

2. Dividend distribution: Similar as 1. Share repurchase.

3. Sell the company: The goal is achieved if (1) the manager of target company ulti-

mately signs agreement to be acquired by other companies; and (2) by the time of

reaching an agreement to sell the company, the hedge fund still holds shares of

company. In some cases, the exit date of hedge fund is hard to pin down. For these

cases, I set up a substitutional threshold requires that the target company ultimately

finds bidder to sell themselves within three years after activist hedge fund(s) de-

mand this goal. The longer time span of three years is due to the fact that this goal

always involves in proxy contest to seek board seats and hire an investment bank

to evaluate strategy alternatives. As a result, it usually takes more time.

4. Business spin off: Similar as 3. Sell the company.

5. Against M&A: The goal is achieved if the stated merge or acquisition deal ultimately

fails or the target firm announces they give up the merge or acquisition. In a special

case when target firm is a target for M&A, it is still deemed successful if the biding

price increases after activist hedge fund objects to the M&A and finally the hedge

fund accepts the new bidding.
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6. Buyout the company: The goal is achieved if the company accepts the unsolicited

offer from activist hedge funds.17

7. Take control: The goal is achieved if activist hedge fund wins majority boards in

proxy contest or the fund controls major shares for example through a tender offer.

8. Oust CEO: The goal is achieved if (1) the target company finally announces to resign

the CEO; and (2) by the time of announcing, the hedge fund still holds shares of

company. In some cases, the exit time of hedge fund is quite obscure and hard

to pin down. For these cases, I set up a substitutional threshold requires that the

target company should resign the CEO within two years after activist hedge fund(s)

demand this goal .

4.9 Tables and Figures

17In some rare cases, there appears competing bids that edging off the accepted one provided by activist
hedge fund. In this case, it is still deemed as a successful campaign since the appearance of new bidders
brings even bigger profits both to share holders and hedge fund.
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Figure 4.1: Numbers of campaigns launched by activist hedge funds across calendar year
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The figure plots the numbers of campaigns launched by activist hedge funds in the whole sample and in the sample that can be merged
with the IRRC database respectively (IRRC database offers corporate governance information regarding G-index). The whole sample ranges
from 1994 to 2011 with around 2000 campaigns, while the sample that can be merged with the IRRC database covers 1994-2008 with 412
campaigns. The original IRRC database ranges from 1990 to 2006. I extend the IRRC sample to 2007 and 2008 by assigning the same firm’s
G-index of 2006 to the same firm in 2007 and 2008.
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Figure 4.2: Numbers of campaigns launched by activist hedge funds across Fama-French 48 industries
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The figure plots the numbers of campaigns launched by activist hedge funds in the whole sample and in the sample that can be merged with
the IRRC database respectively across Fama-French 48 industries (IRRC database offers corporate governance information such as G-index
and state anti-takeover law). The whole sample ranges from 1994 to 2011 with around 2000 campaigns, while the sample that can be merged
with the IRRC database covers 1994-2008 with 412 campaigns. The third panel of figure 2 plots the average Herfindahl-Hirschman index
(HHI) of industry across year.
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Figure 4.3: Value improvement of target firms across their initial G-index and HHI tercile
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The figure plots value improvement of target firm across their initial G-index and HHI tercile. The sample contains 412 activism campaign
from 1994 to 2008 that can be merged with IRRC database. The y axis is the change of industry-year adjusted Tobin’s Q from year t (the target
year) to year t+2, while x axis is corporate governance measured by G-index. Industry-year adjusted Tobins Q is computed by subtracting
the industry median in a given 48 FF industry and year. Higher G-index means greater entrenchment and worse governance. In each year,
target firms are classified into tercile by HHI, and different HHI tercile are separately plotted. G-index and HHI are both measured in year t
(the target year).161



Figure 4.4: Robustness check: value improvement of target firms across their initial G-index and HHI tercile
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The figure plots value improvement of target firm across their initial G-index and HHI tercile. The sample contains 412 activism campaign
from 1994 to 2008 that can be merged with IRRC database. The y axis is the change of industry-year adjusted Tobin’s Q from year t (the target
year) to year t+3, while x axis is corporate governance measured by G-index. Industry-year adjusted Tobin’s Q is computed by subtracting
the industry median in a given 48 FF industry and year. Higher G-index means greater entrenchment and worse governance. In each year,
target firms are classified into tercile by HHI, and different HHI tercile are separately plotted. G-index and HHI are both measured in year t
(the target year).
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This table reports basic summary statistics of variables used in regression analysis. The mean is in coefficients and standard deviation in
parentheses. To facilitate comparison, data are classified into four groups: (1) firms in IRRC database and have never been targeted by activist
hedge funds (Control group); (2) firms not in IRRC database and have never been targeted by activist hedge funds (Control group); (3) firms
in IRRC database and were targeted by activist hedge funds (Treatment group); (4) firms that were targeted by activist hedge fund and not
in IRRC database (Treatment group). Group (3) and (4) are ”pre-campaign” observations, i.e. for each target firm, they only contain one
firm-year observation that is one year before hedge fund(s) initiate campaign and influence its management.

Table 4.1: Summary statistics of variables

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Not targeted in IRRC Not targeted in remaining Targeted in IRRC Targeted in remaining

MV (ln(Market capitalization)) 7.500 5.178 6.688 4.819
(1.667) (2.179) (1.484) (1.533)

Q (Tobin Q) 1.856 2.392 1.572 1.835
(1.421) (14.34) (0.932) (3.147)

Age (ln(Firm’s age)) 2.979 1.942 2.976 2.082
(0.758) (1.016) (0.745) (1.003)

Size (Firm’s size) 7.769 5.366 7.030 5.138
(1.747) (2.290) (1.428) (1.670)

BM (Book to market equity ratio) 0.549 0.577 0.672 0.561
(1.724) (20.51) (0.886) (7.231)

Sale (Sales) 7.332 4.789 6.841 4.722
(1.593) (2.361) (1.329) (1.879)

salegrt (Sale’s growth) 0.129 0.817 0.0746 0.426
(0.803) (46.47) (0.238) (4.450)

ROA (Return of assets) 0.138 0.0519 0.114 0.0258
(0.130) (1.507) (0.126) (0.368)

Lev (Leverage ratio) 0.410 0.386 0.407 0.344
(0.580) (5.663) (0.473) (0.534)

Cash (Cash) 0.124 0.200 0.142 0.227
(0.161) (0.236) (0.182) (0.248)

Capx (Capital expenditure) 0.0606 0.0695 0.0558 0.0658
(0.0686) (0.190) (0.0613) (0.161)

Rnd (Research and development) 0.0611 0.116 0.0548 0.124
(0.0901) (0.278) (0.0701) (0.227)

Dummy of S&P500 stocks 0.312 0.0294 0.141 0.0195
(0.463) (0.169) (0.348) (0.138)

Continued on next page
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Table 1 continued from previous page
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Not targeted in IRRC Not targeted in remaining Targeted in IRRC Targeted in remaining
Divyld (Dividend yield) 0.0184 0.0190 0.0173 0.0113

(0.0466) (0.113) (0.0834) (0.0472)
Payout (Payout ratio) 0.0395 0.0321 0.0392 0.0310

(0.0527) (0.204) (0.0965) (0.125)

HHI (Herfindahl-Hirschman index) 0.0608 0.0668 0.0749 0.0666
(0.0633) (0.0632) (0.0806) (0.0730)

Institution (Institutional ownership) 0.616 0.357 0.697 0.432
(0.222) (0.280) (0.224) (0.272)

G-index 9.194 9.410
(2.680) (2.584)

E-index 1.576 1.618
(1.103) (1.083)

Dummy of Delware corporation 0.546 0.611
(0.498) (0.488)

Anti-takeover Law 1.743 1.683
(1.291) (1.339)

Observations 16647 74313 398 1386

Note: Mean in coefficients; standard error in parentheses
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Table 4.2: Probability of being targeted by activist hedge funds

This table presents a linear probability model about hedge fund activism targeting. All variables are
defined in the same way as in Brav et al. [2008a] and are measured in one year before the potential
targeting. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level.

(1)
Linear Probability Model I(HFA Target)

GIM-Index 0.00122∗∗

(0.000487)

MV -0.00621∗∗∗

(0.000716)

Tobin Q -0.00264∗∗∗

(0.00101)

Sales Growth -0.00102
(0.00133)

ROA -0.0200∗∗

(0.00989)

Book Leverage 0.00424∗∗

(0.00185)

Cash 0.00553
(0.00811)

Dividend Yield -0.0637∗∗∗

(0.0221)

HHI 0.0133
(0.0360)

Industry F.E. Yes
Year F.E. Yes
Observations 21223
Adjusted R2 0.029
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4.3: Success rates, goals and tactics of activist campaigns

In the table, Panel A shows value improvement of target firms sorted by final result of campaigns. 412
activist campaigns that can be merged with IRRC database are classified into three groups: (1) Successful
campaigns; (2) Unsuccessful campaigns; and (3) Unclassified. Details regarding procedures of judging
success of campaigns is documented in appendix 4.8. An activist campaign is regarded as an unclassified
either because the activist hedge fund did not state the specific goals or there is no enough information to
figure out its result. The value improvement of target firms is measured by difference of Tobin Q from year
t (target year) to year t+2 (or t+3). In Panel B, I classify the goals of activism campaigns and calculate the
success ratio for each goal category. In panel C, I classify the major tactics used by activist hedge funds.

Panel A: Value improvement of target firms sorted by final result of campaigns

Successful campaigns Unsuccessful campaigns Unclassified

Numbers of activism campaigns 103 63 246

Average of ∆Q from year t (target year) to year t+2 0.105* -0.036 0.072
Median of ∆Q from year t (target year) to year t+2 0.072 -0.061 0.015

Average of ∆Q from year t (target year) to year t+3 0.228** -0.011 0.192***
Median of ∆Q from year t (target year) to year t+3 0.099* -0.062 0.068

Panel B: Goals of activist campaigns

Goals of campaign in IRRC Numbers % of success

1. No specific goal in 13D form 239 –
2. Payout policy (share buyback/dividends distribution) 40 75.0%
3. Capital structure (for example recapitalization or restructure debt) 9 33.3%
4. Business strategy (for example against M&A or business spinning off) 77 51.9%
5. Sale of (part of) target company/liqidating 55 65.5%
6. Take control/buyout the firm/take the firm to private 29 58.6%
7. Governance (for example rescind takeover bylaw) 52 69.2%
Total in IRRC that have determinate result 166 62.0%

Panel C: Tactics of activist campaign

Tactics of campaign in IRRC Numbers % of whole

Friendly tactics
1. Communicate with board/manager privately (Only 13D file) 236 57.3%
2. Seek board presentation without (threat of) proxy contest 49 11.9%
3. Send public letter or make formal shareholder proposal 65 15.8%
Hostile tactics
4. Threaten to wage proxy contest or sue the company 31 7.5%
5. Launch proxy contest to obtain board seats or to rescind takeover defense 37 9.0%
6. Sue the company 14 3.4%
7. Launch proxy contest to take control or unsolicited offer to buy majority shares 30 7.3%
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Table 4.4: Value/performance improvement of targeted firm by activist hedge funds

This table provides estimate of similar regression in Brav et al. [2015c] and Bebchuk et al. [2015b] which studies value or performance
improvement of targeted firm in 2 years after activist hedge fund initiates the campaign. The dependent variables are either Tobin Q
or ROA. Tobin Q is defined as (book value of debt + market value of equity)/(book value of debt + book value of equity); and ROA is
return on assets, defined as EBITDA/assets(lag). Adj denotes year-industry median adjusted variables. Industries are classified according to
Fama-French 48 industry classification. Regressions follow equation (4.6),

Qijt =
2

∑
k=−2

θk+2D Target[t + k]ijt + X′ ijtβ + vj + ut + εijt (4.6)

where D Target[t + k]{k=−2,−1,0,1,2} are a bunch of dummy variables equal to 1 if firm i was (will be) targeted by hedge funds k years ago
(after −k years). Other independent variables included in X are MV and age. See variables’ definition in appendix (??). Year fixed effects and
industry fixed effects (firm fixed effect) are contained in all regressions. Standard errors are clustered in industry level. F test for difference
of the coefficients are provided. Columns (1) to (4) show the regressions using the full sample; Columns (5) and (6) are the regressions using
the IRRC sample; Columns (7) and (8) present the regressions after propensity score matching.

Estimate method/Sample CRSP Compustat Full sample/OLS IRRC sample/OLS Full sample/PSM+OLS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Dependent variable = AdjQ AdjROA AdjQ AdjROA AdjQ AdjROA AdjQ AdjROA

D Target[t+2] -0.0813 0.00973 0.291∗∗ 0.0111 0.108 0.0109 0.221 0.00756
(0.144) (0.0113) (0.148) (0.00833) (0.0845) (0.0108) (0.146) (0.0117)

D Target[t+1] -0.240∗∗∗ -0.00471 0.139∗∗∗ -0.00649 0.0470 0.00300 0.0466 -0.00558
(0.0563) (0.00834) (0.0536) (0.00849) (0.0816) (0.00849) (0.0529) (0.00697)

D Target[t] -0.326∗∗∗ -0.0146 0.0381 -0.0143 -0.0973∗ -0.0149∗ -0.0423 -0.0125
(0.0570) (0.00983) (0.0494) (0.00939) (0.0503) (0.00752) (0.0389) (0.00971)

D Target[t-1] -0.323∗∗∗ -0.00713 -0.0228 -0.0174∗ -0.128∗∗ -0.00815 -0.0371 -0.00373
(0.0898) (0.0122) (0.0905) (0.00928) (0.0593) (0.00647) (0.0761) (0.0114)

D Target[t-2] -0.174 0.0102 0.00899 -0.00252 -0.142∗∗∗ -0.00180 0.110 0.0138
(0.148) (0.0124) (0.156) (0.00510) (0.0519) (0.00548) (0.129) (0.0114)

D Target[t+2] – D Target[t] (Average Treatment Effect on Treated) 0.244∗ 0.0243∗∗ 0.253∗ 0.0254∗∗∗ 0.206∗∗ 0.0258∗∗∗ 0.263∗ 0.0201∗∗∗

F test(1,47) (3.43) (6.67) (2.77) (8.88) (6.27) (7.65) (3.74) (7.62)

D Target[t] – D Target[t-2](Dynamics of Tobin Q/ROA before campaign) -0.151 -0.0248∗∗ 0.0291 -0.0118 0.0446 -0.0131∗ -0.152 -0.0263∗∗∗

F test(1,47) (1.03) (7.07) (0.04) (1.70) (0.63) (3.17) (1.37) (9.76)

Year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm fixed effects – – Yes Yes – – – –
Industry fixed effects Yes Yes – – Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard error clustered Industry Industry Firm Firm Industry Industry Industry Industry
Observations 79913 76594 79913 76594 13904 15391 6992 7080
Adjusted R2 0.030 0.008 0.437 0.073 0.166 0.264 0.015 0.069

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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This table provides regressions studying the target impact of hedge fund activism across target firm’s initial HHI and G-index (both measured
at the start of campaign). The sample contains 412 activism campaigns from 1994 to 2008 that can be merged with IRRC database as well
as other CRSP/Compustat observations with non-missing G-index. The dependent variables are difference of Tobin’s Q from year t to t+2,
difference of ROA from year t to t+2, difference of Tobin’s Q from year t to t+3, difference of ROA from year t to t+3 respectively. Tobin’s Q
is defined as (book value of debt + market value of equity)/(book value of debt + book value of equity). Adj denotes year-industry median
adjusted variable. Industries are classified according to Fama-French 48 industry classification. Regressions follow equation (4.7),

∆AdjQij,t:t+2 = α′D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt + λ′D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt × Gindexijt + γ1HHI Highjt + γ2HHI Mediumjt+

δ′HHIjt × Gindexijt + X′ ijtβ + vj + ut + D Target[t]ijt × ι f und + εijt (4.7)

where D Target[t] is the targeting dummy, which equals 1 if activist hedge fund initiates the campaign during the fiscal year t. G-index
is constructed following Gompers et al. [2003]. Each year we sort firms’ Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) into tercile, so HHI is a 3× 1
vector containing dummies of high, medium and low HHI. Activist targeting dummy D Target[t] is interacted with G-index and HHI which
are both measured in period t. Other independent variables included in X are ln(MV), size, age, dummy of S&P500, dummy of Delaware
corporations, and past change of Tobin’s Q, ∆AdjQt−2:t (See variables’ definition in appendix ??). Year fixed effect, fund fixed effect and
industry fixed effect are included in regressions. Standard errors are clustered in industry level. In the regression table, columns (1) and (2)
are the OLS regressions of Tobin Q; columns (3) and (4) present the regression of ROA; and finally columns (5) and (6) show the reduced
form 2SLS results in which case anti-takeover law index serves as the instrument of G-index.

Table 4.5: Ex-post improvement of target firms and their ex-ante HHI and G-index

Estimate method OLS 2SLS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dependent variable = ∆AdjQt:t+2 ∆AdjQt:t+3 ∆AdjROAt:t+2 ∆AdjROAt:t+3 ∆AdjQt:t+2 ∆AdjQt:t+3

D Target[t] × HHI High -0.374 -0.465∗ 0.0102 -0.0130 0.0747 -0.354∗

(0.269) (0.258) (0.0360) (0.0472) (0.155) (0.210)

D Target[t] × HHI Medium 0.521∗ 0.481 0.0254 -0.0115 0.262∗∗∗ -0.0766
(0.298) (0.371) (0.0800) (0.0514) (0.0908) (0.0835)

D Target[t] × HHI Low 1.343∗∗∗ 0.722 0.0444∗∗ 0.0864∗ 0.627∗∗∗ -0.0140
(0.417) (0.451) (0.0172) (0.0465) (0.180) (0.187)

D Target[t] × G-index × HHI High 0.0591∗∗ 0.0196 0.00000211 0.00156 0.0751∗ 0.0495
(0.0225) (0.0175) (0.00325) (0.00466) (0.0429) (0.0447)

D Target[t] × G-index × HHI Medium -0.0246 -0.0584 -0.00177 0.00109 0.0202 0.00442
(0.0285) (0.0363) (0.00633) (0.00413) (0.0398) (0.0443)

D Target[t] × G-index × HHI Low -0.106∗∗ -0.0986∗∗ -0.00378∗ -0.00801∗ -0.135∗ -0.101∗

(0.0404) (0.0418) (0.00194) (0.00474) (0.0723) (0.0563)

∆AdjQt−2:t -0.184∗∗∗ -0.222∗∗∗ -0.183∗∗∗ -0.222∗∗∗

Continued on next page
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Table 4 continued from previous page

(0.0431) (0.0626) (0.0436) (0.0633)

D Target[t] × ∆AdjQt−2:t 0.126∗∗ -0.00436 0.0946∗ -0.0718
(0.0473) (0.0941) (0.0514) (0.108)

Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Hedge fund fixed effect Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Include state of location average Q and ∆ Q No No No No Yes Yes
Standard error clustered Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry

Observations 14506 13546 16949 15927 14222 13275
Adjusted R2 0.153 0.199 0.028 0.045 0.154 0.200

Standard errors in parentheses ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4.6: Targets’ value improvement in one dimension

This table studies the HFA targets value improvements across target firm’s ex-ante qualities of governance
and the ex-ante HHI. Dependent variables are changes of the industry-year adjusted Tobin’s Q measured
from year t to year t+2 (t+3). The sample is the IRRC HFA targeting sample. Industry F.E. and Year F.E.
are always included. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level.

Sample of Target (1) (2) (3) (4)
∆ Tobin Q[t:t+2] ∆ Tobin Q[t:t+3] ∆ Tobin Q[t:t+2] ∆ Tobin Q[t:t+3]

G Good 0.186∗∗ 0.213∗∗

(0.0867) (0.105)

G Medium -0.0242 -0.0409
(0.0780) (0.0932)

HHI Low 0.0369 0.00340
(0.0817) (0.0993)

HHI Medium -0.0541 0.0397
(0.0813) (0.0979)

Firm controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 356 321 356 321
Adjusted R2 0.014 0.014 0.002 0.006
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4.7: Ex-post value improvement of targeted firms and firm’s ex-ante HHI and G-index: Alternative test

This table provides regressions studying the target impact of hedge fund activism across target firm’s initial HHI and G-index (both measured
at the start of campaign). The sample contains 412 activism campaigns from 1994 to 2008 that can be merged with IRRC database as well as
other CRSP/Compustat observations with non-missing G-index. The dependent variables are either difference of Tobin Q from year t to t+2
or its difference from year t to t+3. Tobin Q is defined as (book value of debt + market value of equity)/(book value of debt + book value of
equity). Adj denotes year-industry median adjusted variable. Industries are classified according to Fama-French 48 industry classification.
Regression equation is as follows, which is revised from equation (4.7),

∆AdjQij,t:t+2 = λ′1D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt × G Goodijt + δ′1HHIjt × G Goodijt + γ1HHI Highjt + γ2HHI Mediumjt+

λ′2D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt × G Weakijt + δ′2HHIjt × G Weakijt + X′ ijtβ + vj + ut + D Target[t]ijt × ι f und + εijt (4.8)

where D Target[t] is the targeting dummy, which equals 1 if activist hedge fund initiates the campaign during fiscal year t. In benchmark
setting, G Good equals 1 if G-index ≤ 7, and G Weak equals 1 if G-index ≥ 11. Each year we sort firms’ Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI)
into tercile, so HHI is a 3× 1 vector containing dummies of high, medium and low HHI. Activist targeting dummy D Target[t] is interacted
with dummies of G-index and HHI tercile which are both measured in period t. Other independent variables included in X are ln(MV), size,
age, dummy of S&P500, dummy of Delaware corporations, and past change of Tobin’s Q, ∆AdjQt−2:t (See variables’ definition in appendix
??). Year fixed effect, fund fixed effect and industry fixed effect are included in regressions. Standard errors are clustered in industry level.

Setting of Governance Dummies G Good: G-index ≤ 7 G Good: G-index ≤ 8 G Good: G-index ≤ 6
G Weak: G-index ≥ 11 G Weak: G-index ≥ 10 G Weak: G-index ≥ 12

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dependent variable = ∆AdjQt:t+2 ∆AdjQt:t+3 ∆AdjQt:t+2 ∆AdjQt:t+3 ∆AdjQt:t+2 ∆AdjQt:t+3

D Target × G Good × HHI Low 0.596∗∗∗ 0.576∗∗∗ 0.602∗∗∗ 0.566∗∗∗ 1.080∗∗∗ 1.089∗∗

(0.146) (0.185) (0.138) (0.151) (0.272) (0.455)

D Target × G Good × HHI Medium 0.0749 0.450 0.312 0.709∗∗∗ 0.312 0.140
(0.228) (0.333) (0.266) (0.218) (0.432) (0.227)

D Target × G Good × HHI High 0.0256 0.0645 0.0882 0.0875 0.223∗∗ 0.242∗

(0.111) (0.103) (0.116) (0.116) (0.103) (0.144)

D Target × G Weak × HHI Low -0.0721 -0.122 -0.00532 -0.00358 -0.0273 -0.0548
(0.145) (0.125) (0.0811) (0.103) (0.0973) (0.132)

D Target × G Weak × HHI Medium 0.0701 0.0280 0.0931 0.165 0.139 0.142
(0.0686) (0.125) (0.0922) (0.117) (0.0879) (0.175)

D Target × G Weak × HHI High 0.0991 0.0353 0.163 0.137 0.180 0.0561
(0.0954) (0.102) (0.104) (0.115) (0.150) (0.124)

Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Hedge fund fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard error clustered Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry

Observations 14506 13546 14506 13546 14506 13546
Adjusted R2 0.156 0.200 0.156 0.201 0.157 0.201

Standard errors in parentheses ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4.8: abnormal returns to target firms

This table reports statistics on abnormal returns to target firms subsequent to hedge fund activism. For
each firm targeted by a hedge fund activist, I estimate a monthly alpha based on the Fama-French-Carhart
four-factor model, where the observations in the regressions are monthly return within three years (36
months) after activist hedge fund targets the firm. Return data is from CRSP. In the case that return data
is missing in one certain month, delisting return is replaced for it. Moreover, I require a minimum of
twenty-four monthly returns following the intervention. After that, I sort targeted firms into tercile by
HHI. Then in each tercile, I define G Good equals to 1 if G-index ≤ 7, and G Weak equals to 1 if G-index
≥ 11. The following 4 panels show mean, median, standard deviation of abnormal return and numbers of
stock in each cell respectively.

Tercile of HHI
Governance Low Median High Total

Mean alpha Mean alpha Mean alpha Mean alpha

Weak -0.31% 0.35% 0.33% 0.21%
Medium 0.06% 0.42% -0.76%* -0.11%
Good 0.98%*** 0.74% 0.42% 0.73%***
Total 0.32% 0.44%** -0.04% 0.22%**

Tercile of HHI
Governance Low Median High Total

Median alpha Median alpha Median alpha Median alpha

Weak -0.42% 0.42% 0.53% 0.26%
Medium 0.04% 0.40% -0.06% 0.18%
Good 0.74% 0.24% 0.44% 0.52%
Total 0.25% 0.40% 0.29% 0.30%

Tercile of HHI
Governance Low Median High Total

Sd alpha Sd alpha Sd alpha Sd alpha

Weak 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02
Medium 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02
Good 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
Total 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02

Tercile of HHI
Governance Low Median High Total

Count alpha Count alpha Count alpha Count alpha

Weak 24.0 48.0 51.0 123.0
Medium 42.0 44.0 46.0 132.0
Good 39.0 18.0 31.0 88.0
Total 105.0 110.0 128.0 343.0 172



Table 4.9: Robustness check of Tobin Q regression

This table provides robustness check for Tobin Q regression of table 4. Regressions follow equation (4.7).

∆AdjQij,t:t+2 = α′D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt + λ′D Target[t]ijt ×HHIjt × Gindexijt + γ1HHI Highjt + γ2HHI Mediumjt+

δ′HHIjt × Gindexijt + X′ ijtβ + vj + ut + D Target[t]ijt × ι f und + εijt (4.9)

All settings are identical to the regression of column (1) in table 4 (dependent variable is difference of Tobin Q from year t to t+2, OLS
regression) except for special illustration below. The robust check is designed as follows. Column (1): Use E-index instead of G-index;
column (2): Use four-firm concentration ratio instead of HHI; column (3): Classify industries with SIC 3 digit code instead of Fama French
48 industries; column (4): ”Horse race” test for HHI (i) – sort dividend yields into tercile, interact with G-index and D Target[t] (in the same
way as HHI), and add them as extra independent variables in the regression of equation (4.7); column (5): ”Horse race” test for HHI (ii) – sort
cash holding into tercile, interact with G-index and D Target[t], and add them as extra independent variables in the regression of equation
(4.7); column (6): ”Horse race” test for HHI (iii) – sort institutional ownership into tercile, interact with G-index and D Target[t], and add
them as extra independent variables in the regression of equation (4.7); column (7): Use growth rate of Tobin Q, Qt+2−Qt

Qt
, as a new dependent

variable in equation (4.7); and finally column (8): Sort HHI into quintile instead of tercile.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Robustness check design = E-index CR–4 SIC–3 ”Horse Race” ”Horse Race” ”Horse Race” Growth Rate Quintile

Test (i) Test (ii) Test (iii)

D Target[t] × HHI High -0.177∗∗ -0.409∗∗ 0.122 0.353 -0.721∗∗∗ -0.452 -0.312∗∗∗ -0.687∗∗∗

(0.0810) (0.174) (0.371) (0.316) (0.258) (0.283) (0.115) (0.247)

D Target[t] × HHI Medium 0.0342 0.370 0.267 0.681 -0.328∗ -0.0933 -0.0153 0.403
(0.148) (0.302) (0.383) (0.611) (0.193) (0.460) (0.143) (0.536)

D Target[t] × HHI Low 0.298∗∗∗ 1.260∗∗∗ 1.533∗∗∗ 1.773∗∗∗ 0.789∗ 1.159∗∗∗ 0.573∗∗∗ 1.684∗

(0.106) (0.361) (0.365) (0.399) (0.394) (0.305) (0.0908) (0.873)

D Target[t] × G(E)-index × HHI High 0.0680∗ 0.0329∗ -0.0127 -0.0373 0.0577∗∗ 0.0288 0.0315∗∗ 0.0627∗∗

(0.0395) (0.0170) (0.0337) (0.0324) (0.0254) (0.0283) (0.0129) (0.0248)

D Target[t] × G(E)-index × HHI Medium -0.0437 -0.0383 -0.0346 -0.0684 0.0250 -0.00135 -0.000835 -0.0425
(0.0598) (0.0269) (0.0345) (0.0610) (0.0176) (0.0430) (0.0129) (0.0466)

D Target[t] × G(E)-index × HHI Low -0.139∗∗∗ -0.137∗∗∗ -0.167∗∗∗ -0.179∗∗∗ -0.0940∗∗ -0.131∗∗∗ -0.0618∗∗∗ -0.186∗∗

(0.0503) (0.0342) (0.0370) (0.0418) (0.0366) (0.0342) (0.00829) (0.0839)

Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Hedge fund fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Standard error clustered Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry Industry
Observations 15037 15037 15137 14051 14051 14051 15037 15037
Adjusted R2 0.315 0.100 0.149 0.105 0.104 0.105 0.204 0.147

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 4.10: Success probability of activist hedge fund campaigns

This table shows regressions of success probability in activism campaigns. The sample contains 412 ac-
tivism campaigns from 1994 to 2008 that can be merged with IRRC database. Observations only include
activism campaigns with determinate results, i.e. whether the activist hedge fund achieves the main goals
of campaign could be figured out. The dependent variable is dummy of whether the campaign is ulti-
mately successful. Success of activism campaign is defined as activist hedge fund obtains their major goals
in the end of the campaign. This definition is borrowed from Brav et al. [2008b]. If activist hedge fund has
stated only one goal in SC 13D filings, then this goal is the major goal. If there are multiple goals stated in
13D, then the goals that force big changes to the company or that directly bring profits to hedge funds are
deemed as major goals. Representative major goals are dividend distribution, share repurchase, sell com-
pany or part of its assets, business spinning off, against M&A and buyout firm. Appdendix 4.8 describes
details regarding how to judge the success of campaign. In the table below, Shares hold is the maximum
share percentage acquired by hedge fund during the activism campaign; Hostile is dummy of whether
the tactics of campaigns are hostile. Hostile tactics include (i) oust CEO, (ii) threat of proxy contest, (iii)
proxy contest to replace the board, to rescind takeover bylaw or to take control, (iv) sue the company,
(v) unsolicited offer to acquire the company. Institution QIX is the percentage of institutional ownership
by ”quasi-index fund”; while Institution DED is the percentage of institutional ownership by ”dedicated
investor”. Wolf-pack is the dummy of whether there are multiple hedge funds collaborate in the campaign.

Dependent Variable = Dummy of Success in the Campaign

(1) (2) (3)
Estimate Method = Probit Probit Probit

GIM-Index -0.0169*
(0.0100)

HHI -2.187
(1.544)

G Good × HHI Low 0.225**
(0.109)

G Good × HHI Medium 0.122
(0.147)

G Good × HHI High -0.260
(0.339)

G Medium × HHI Low 0.168
(0.275)

G Medium × HHI Medium -0.469
(0.315)

G Medium × HHI High -0.447
(0.337)

G Weak × HHI Low -0.216
(0.319)

G Weak × HHI Medium -0.123
(0.300)

Firm controls Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes
Activist goal fixed effect Yes Yes Yes
Activist fund fixed effect Yes Yes Yes

Observations 164 164 164
Pseudo R2 0.092 0.092 0.096
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Table 4.11: Value creation conditional on the success probability

This table shows regressions of success probability in activism campaigns. The sample contains 412 ac-
tivism campaigns from 1994 to 2008 that can be merged with IRRC database. Observations only include
activism campaigns with determinate results, i.e. whether the activist hedge fund achieves the main goals
of campaign could be figured out. The dependent variable is the value improvement conditional on cam-
paign success. Success of activism campaign is defined as activist hedge fund obtains their major goals in
the end of the campaign. This definition is borrowed from Brav et al. [2008b]. If activist hedge fund has
stated only one goal in SC 13D filings, then this goal is the major goal. If there are multiple goals stated in
13D, then the goals that force big changes to the company or that directly bring profits to hedge funds are
deemed as major goals. Representative major goals are dividend distribution, share repurchase, sell com-
pany or part of its assets, business spinning off, against M&A and buyout firm. Appdendix 4.8 describes
details regarding how to judge the success of campaign. In the table below, Shares hold is the maximum
share percentage acquired by hedge fund during the activism campaign; Hostile is dummy of whether
the tactics of campaigns are hostile. Hostile tactics include (i) oust CEO, (ii) threat of proxy contest, (iii)
proxy contest to replace the board, to rescind takeover bylaw or to take control, (iv) sue the company,
(v) unsolicited offer to acquire the company. Institution QIX is the percentage of institutional ownership
by ”quasi-index fund”; while Institution DED is the percentage of institutional ownership by ”dedicated
investor”. Wolf-pack is the dummy of whether there are multiple hedge funds collaborate in the campaign.

Dependent Variable = Value creation conditional on success

(1) (2) (3)
Estimate Method = OLS OLS OLS

GIM-Index 0.0175
(0.0322)

HHI 1.034
(2.639)

G Good × HHI Low 0.381
(0.409)

G Good × HHI Medium -0.137
(0.411)

G Medium × HHI Low -0.174
(0.324)

G Medium × HHI Medium -0.0469
(0.416)

G Medium × HHI High 0.179
(0.423)

G Weak × HHI Low -0.0171
(0.373)

G Weak × HHI Medium 0.301
(0.361)

G Weak × HHI High 0.485
(0.380)

Firm controls Yes Yes Yes
Year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes
Activist goal fixed effect Yes Yes Yes
Activist fund fixed effect Yes Yes Yes

Observations 96 96 96
Adj R2 0.095 0.095 0.095
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